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Who? What? Where? When?

I

Frank Van Straten finds AusStage innovation puts Australian performing arts centre stage.

n the Winter 2001 edition of On Stage

explored easily on the AusStage website:

playing? And who was involved? Or what

we welcomed the introduction of

www.ausstage.edu.au.

about particular certain performers: what

AusStage, an ambitious plan to provide

Now, a decade after its inception, AusStage

shows have they been in, what were their

online continually updated, detailed,

has not only fulfilled its initial aims, but is

working relationships with other performers

authoritative data on the performing arts in

extending its usefulness by providing means

in a particular show, how often did they

Australia, right back to the earliest days of

to use its data in exciting, innovative ways:

work together… Aus-e-Stage will provide

white settlement.

Aus-e-Stage.

the answers.

The AusStage database is vast. As at June

In 2009 the National e-Research Architecture

The project has three major facets:

2011 it contained information on 56 712

Taskforce provided funding to take the

Mapping Events, Navigating Networks, and

‘events’ (i.e. theatrical performances), 5896

project to this new level. Aus-e-Stage is

Researching Audiences.

venues, 89 609 ‘contributors’ (i.e. performers

designed to provide performing arts researchers

and ‘creatives’), and 9990 organisations.

with an extra platform — an independent,

AusStage’s familiar text-based search-and-

remotely accessible and visually interactive

retrieval facility.

There are also links to 45 754 related
resources — books, articles, images, film,
audio. And, thanks to the input from an

access to the AusStage database.
What theatres were open in Bourke

These services will operate alongside

The Mapping Service

Australia-wide team of 60, the database is

Street on the night of 14 January 1928?

This provides an interactive, map-based

growing rapidly. This material can be

Where were those theatres? What were they

interface for searching and displaying
Dr Jonathan Bollen conducting an
Aus-e-Stage Workshop in Adelaide.

*

Barry J. Gordon at the Playhouse

AusStage data. It delivers venue address
and map co-ordinates. You can zoom into a
particular region and see the results

In this excerpt from White Fella’s Dreaming, his history of Perth theatre in the 1960s,
John Pratt documents the late Barry J. Gordon’s artistic directorship of the Playhouse, 1968–1971.

displayed against a variety of maps, such as

B

the various Google permutations or

arry J. Gordon followed Raymond

historical maps sourced from archives.

The Network Service
This is an interactive interface designed to

Westwell and Edgar Metcalfe as the

one member ‘actually shouting personal and
vituperative abuse’ at him.7 Is it any wonder,

third official artistic director at the

then, that he wrote: ‘Bitterness still prevails’?8

Perth Playhouse. It was hard to decide

He was, nevertheless, extremely

explore the network of artistic

whether his tenure was more notable for the

appreciative of the work of his casts and

collaborations embedded in the AusStage

drama and comedy behind the scenes or for

co-workers, and insisted that special mention

database. Information about crews,

those taking place on-stage.

be given to Bob Sharples ‘for being … the

directors and actors can be used to reveal

Gordon, an Australian originally from

patterns of creative activity and lines of

Melbourne, was persuaded, on his appointment

artistic influence.

in London, to surrender his Australian

The Mobile Service

passport and apply for a British passport —

This is a new mobile interface that enables
AusStage to solicit live, information-based
input from patrons via short SMS or
Twitter style comments.
This will be a quick and inexpensive
way for producers to find out what patrons

one most important and dedicated person at
the Playhouse …for wonderful sets …to be
created on the spectre of a shoe-string’.9
Among his innovations was the

so that he could then ‘emigrate’ to Perth

introduction of a two-play week, where the

under the Assisted Passage Scheme for
£10!1

drama that might not attract large audiences
played on Monday and Tuesday nights, and

Taking advantage of the publicity
When GoogleEarth’s view of Sydney is overlaid with an early map, users of the Aus-e-Stage

surrounding his arrival, he used a radio

Mapping Events service can see the city’s theatres in geographical and historical contexts.

interview to apprise the public of the ‘sad

the more popular play would fill the coffers
on the other nights.
His programming was a rich mixture of

state of the Playhouse’s financial affairs (in
debt)’.2 While this resulted in a subsequent

think immediately after a performance.
For newcomers, unlocking the potential
of the new Aus-e-Stage services will be
something of a challenge, and downloading
the detailed online guides is recommended.
The AusStage project manager is happy to

in proceedings at the gala opening of his

Friels’ Philadelphia, Here I Come and Ibsen’s

pantomime, Babes in the Bush. After those in

Ghosts, followed by Stoppard’s The Real

it did not bode well for his relationship with

the official party had taken their places, a

Inspector Hound. He also presented at least one

the committee.

series of drum rolls had the audience,

locally written show per year: Elizabeth

following ‘the then recent policy of West End

AusStage is a partnership between

theatres and cinemas of abandonment of the

academic researchers in the performing arts

National Anthem (then ‘God Save The

at 18 universities. It is widely used as a

Queen’) at regular performances (other than
Vice-Regal ones)’4 led at least one

primary research tool by policy-makers,
arts administrators, artistic directors, event

committee member to accuse him of being a

producers and by staff in libraries,

communist — a situation not helped by a glitch

museums and archives around the country.

Being Earnest (April 1969), followed by Brian

easing of the situation and future financial
support from those in power ‘on the Hill’,3

Further misunderstandings, such as his

offer further assistance if required.

the old and the new: Wilde’s The Importance of

including the Governor, bobbing up and

Backhouse’s The Thin Line in September 1968
down like jacks-in-the-boxes, before the show and John Cousins’ Poor Little Bastard in 1969.
began.5
At a meeting for all the directors of the
Gordon believed that the committee still state subsidised theatres, Dr Jean Battersby of
‘had a proprietorial [sic] attitude’ and ‘an

The Australian Council for the Arts singled
inability to understand the problems of
out his work at the Playhouse as ‘the most
running a professional company’,6 leading to innovative and varied’.10 I have chosen 1969
‘appalling behaviour at meetings’, including
as representative of this (see table at left).
Where Metcalfe was able to rely on

Collaborating partners include the
Australian Council for the Arts, the

The National Theatre, Perth, 1969

committee member Harold Krantz to bail
Lord Mayor, Tom Wardle: ‘a generous and

him out, Gordon found support from the

Performing Arts Special Interest Group of

Month

Play		 Author		

Museums Australia and Theatre Heritage

January

Babes in the Bush

Barry J. Gordon

Barry J. Gordon

“anonymous” patron — buying huge blocks of

February

Tom Jones [sell-out]		

McAlpine/Fielding

Barry J. Gordon

March

A Streetcar Named Desire

Tennessee Williams

David Addenbroke

seats for ailing productions to be given to
Old Age Pensioners etc.’11

March

After the Rain		

John Bowen

Edgar Metcalfe

April		

The Importance of
Oscar Wilde

James Bailey

Australia Inc. — in fact you’ll find AusStage
contains many references to articles in
On Stage.
From its inception, AusStage has been
an innovator in its field. There are no
comparable databases overseas, and it has
attracted interest from researchers
internationally.

		
The Aus-e-Stage Navigating Networks service reveals the inter-relationships between a theatre
professional and his or her colleagues.

Images: AusStage.

Research for AusStage is co-ordinated
by Dr Jonathan Bollen of the Drama
Department of Flinders University. He
says: ‘Information technology gives
researchers the opportunity to record what
they know about the performing arts and to
share it collectively.’
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Links:

Contacts:

www.ausstage.edu.au

Jenny Fewster, AusStage Project Manager:

http://beta.ausstage.edu.au

jenny.fewster@flinders.edu.au

http://beta.ausstage.edu.au/mapping2/

Jonathan Bollan, Research Co-ordinator:

http://beta.ausstage.edu.au/networks/

joanathan.bollen@flinders.edu.au

n

Being Earnest 		

Director

While Gordon is mainly remembered
publicly for being ‘the first to secure annual
funding for the National from WA’s Cultural
Development Council’12 and for bringing the

May		

Philadelphia, Here I Come

Brian Friels

Barry J. Gordon

July		

The House on the Cliff

George Batson

Barry J. Gordon

July		

Ghosts			

Hendrik Ibsen

Barry J. Gordon

Academy award-winning actress Lila Kedrova
to Perth in 1971,13 he will probably be

July		

The Real Inspector Hound

Tom Stoppard

Edgar Metcalfe

remembered more for another Vice-Regal

August

The Man Most Likely To

Joyce Rayburn

Barry J. Gordon

faux-pas by the Playhouse committee. I let

September

Lord Arthur Saville’s Crime

Oscar Wilde/Cox

Barry J. Gordon

him tell the story:

October

Out of the Crocodile		

Giles Cooper

Barry J. Gordon

November

Love Locked Out

David Kirk

Barry J. Gordon

The [Repertory] Club I mounted what by

December

Poor Little Bastard		

John Cousins

Aarne Neeme

even West End standards was a sumptuous-

‘[For the] 50th Anniversary of founding of

looking production … of Lord Arthur 
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Saville’s Crime…looking very grand with the

visitors … At a subsequent Board meeting I

Gordon lasted more than another year

help of a Perth dealer in Antique Repro

met with more than their usual hostility: “It

after the gaffe, before his contract was not

furniture — a Vice-Regal opening with said

might be all right in London’s West End, but

renewed, so some people on the committee

supplier…as a Special Guest. All the

we don’t want that sort of thing in Perth!”…

must have had a sense of humour.

formalities…were observed…official intros

“What sort of thing?” I asked…I had quite

[sic] to the V-Regal party, etc, — My said
benefactor presented his somewhat

genuinely NOT realised that the large blonde Perth, his work here certainly drew notice
who had been “presented” was my sponsor’s where it mattered. He was invited by Sir

“imposing” lady partner to the distinguished

friend IN DRAG!!’

Lotti Wilmot’s Australian Beds

…or, a lost memoir of thrilling interest, containing astounding revelations, exposing
the haunts of vice, crime, and cruelty.

If Gordon was not appreciated fully in

Jill Dimond concludes the bizarre story of a forgotten actress.

names in world theatre, to work with his

O

company in Ireland when he finished in Perth.

Lotti Wilmot appeared on stage in a new

that her commitment stopped well short of

role, that of temperance lecturer: a calling

total abstinence.

Tyrone Guthrie, one of the most outstanding

n 3 February 1878, almost a year

own words from the first number of Beds I

after her play Rag Fair folded at

Have Slept In — ‘the heinous sin of drinking a
glass of stout one day at dinner’,27 suggests

Sydney’s Theatre Royal, Madame

more commonly the preserve of ministers,
Editor’s note:

medical men and lady evangelists.

Barry J. Gordon died in London on 20 April
2011. See On Stage, Autumn 2011.

References:
1. Gordon, B.J: Letter. J.Aitken, Perth, 2005
2.–9. Ibid.
10. Gordon, B.J.: Response to interview
question. J.Pratt, Perth: email, 2007.
11. Gordon, B.J.: Letter. J. Aitken, Perth,          
2005.
12. Hermann, M.: The Theatre of Dreams          
1956–2006, p.2, Perth Theatre Trust,          
2006.
13. King, I.: ‘National Theatre Company’ in          
Companion to Theatre in Australia.

      

Sydney, Currency Press, 1995.
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Left: Joe Hasham and Faith Clayton in Ibsen’s Ghosts, 1969.

A

ustralians with connections to the

Bob began his career as an acrobatic

performing arts who received
awards on 13 June 2011.

Australian Tap Dancing champion for 18

identity Bob Horsfall (below) has been
awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia.

Aside from its moral and intellectual

pawned her wardrobe to finance the cigar store,

aspects, what attracted her to the temperance

Wilmot’s straitened finances no doubt played

cause isn’t clear, but liquor licensing laws were

a part in adopting as her new costume a

in the news and, as the newspapers were fond

plain black dress with white neck bands, her

of stating, there was ‘an enormous amount of
drunkenness prevalent in Sydney’.25 The

hair swept back in the pompadour style.

Observer implies that Wilmot’s adherence to

lawyer or preacher who has modelled herself

temperance was purely financial: ‘having

on the beautiful and fashionable Lillie

sunk lower and lower in poverty, and beset

Langtry, ‘the Jersey lily’, she of the famous

‘Candidates for Parliament — Miss Lottie

by a perfect network of troubles, she appears

figure-hugging black dress which had so

Wilmott [sic]’ from The Bulletin, 14 Aug 1880.

all at once to have become inspired with the
idea that “she had a mission”.’ 26 Her

excited the attention of London Society —

champagne supply for the voyage out

earlier. Wilmot’s dress would continue to

gloves extending over her wrists, and black

suggests Wilmot’s ‘mission’ was, at the least,

attract attention. A few years later, the

lace sleeves exhibiting the naked contour of

recent. But the fact that in Melbourne she

Taranaki Herald described a sexier version of

her arms, her figure was left untrammelled

would be refused hire of the Temperance

the same costume, one which makes explicit

with excessive garb, and from a pocket over

Hall for — and here The Observer quotes her

Wilmot’s debt to ‘the Jersey lily’: ‘In a black

each breast was suspended a chain linked
with charms’.28
*

years and champion boy soprano at the
Ballarat South Street competitions.
In 1944 he formed ‘The Tunetwisters’
vocal group, which recorded, broadcast,
and toured with top international acts.
On TV he was a regular in both variety
and drama productions.
In more recent years, Bob has

and numerous painters — less than 12 months dress, with bodice a la jersey, black kid

Order of Australia
Jonathan Mills

AO,

Corinne Mozelle Cantrill

London, UK, for

distinguished service to the performing arts
as a composer and director of international
festivals, through the promotion of cultural
exchange, and to public debate.

AM,

Melbourne,

AM,

St Ives,

Mrs Jane Helen Elton-Brown

documentary and experimental film maker,

music through the Australian Pipe Band

and to education in the creative arts field,

Association.

particularly surrealism and avant-garde cinema.
AM,

Glen Iris,

Victoria, for service to music performance

Geoffrey George Ainsworth

OAM,

Fullarton, South Australia, for service to

Nelson Ripley Cooke

Member of the Order
of Australia

Gregory Llewellyn Bassani

Victoria, for service to the visual arts as a

Deanna Blacher

OAM,

Dianella, Western

Australia, for service to the performing arts
as a Spanish dancer, teacher and choreographer.

and education as a leading cellist and as a

Charles Edward (Charley) Boyter

mentor of emerging young musicians.

Penrith, New South Wales, for service to

Shane David Simpson

AM,

Woollahra,

OAM,

the performing arts as a country music
entertainer.

concentrated on community radio. His

New South Wales, for service to the visual

New South Wales, for service to the law and

Pleasant Memories program is heard weekly

and performing arts through the promotion

to the arts through leading roles in

Wallace George Bruce

on Golden Days Radio, and he has

and support of contemporary art, and to the

intellectual property and entertainment law,

Victoria, for service to the performing arts,

contributed a regular column to The Senior

community.

and as a contributor to a range of cultural

and to the community of Yarrawonga Mulwala.

newspaper since 1999. He is also a volunteer
interviewer for the National Film and Sound
Archive. On behalf of all our members,
Theatre Australia Inc. congratulates Bob and
all the members of the performing arts
community recognised in the 2011 Queen’s

Arthur Stephen Cantrill

AM,

Melbourne,

Victoria, for service to the visual arts as a
documentary and experimental film maker,
and to education in the creative arts field,
particularly surrealism and avant-garde cinema.

organisations.

ON STAGE

John Carmichael

OAM,

OAM,

Yarrawonga,

London, UK,

Medal of the Order
of Australia

for service to the arts as a concert pianist

Graham Alfred Bartle

Ronald David Cragg

OAM,

and composer.
Surrey Hills,

Victoria, for service to music education.

Birthday Honours.
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Overall, her appearance was that of a female

Queen’s Birthday Honours — 2011
dancer at the Tivoli in 1936. He was the

Eighty-year-old Melbourne showbiz

Lecturing, like acting, required a professional
wardrobe. Having sold her jewellery and

Winter 2011

OAM,

Camberwell, Victoria, for service to music.
Mrs Lynne Margaret Hanton

OAM,

ballet in the Northern Territory as a teacher
and artistic director.
Robert William Horsfall

OAM,

Bentleigh,

Victoria, for service to the Australian
entertainment industry as an actor, radio
presenter and musician.
Mrs Janet McCulloch

OAM,

Ballarat,

Victoria, for service to the arts, and to aged
care and disability service organisations in
Ballarat.
Mrs Colleen Hilda Potts

OAM,

Kotara,

New South Wales, for service to the
performing arts in the Hunter region.

OAM,

Alice

Springs, Northern Territory, for service to

n

Forestville,

New South Wales, for service to the
performing arts as a violist.
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and, creating dramatic tension where none

her words: ‘Visions, she asserted, never

Patriots of Old Ireland’, ‘Courtship and

individual to love when, where and whom

very unpleasant the position of other ladies,

and as public figures, they become public

perhaps existed, added ‘that she fearlessly

appeared to a healthy imagination, but were

Marriage’ and ‘The Chinese Question’.

who could not leave without attracting a

property. Journalist John Stanley James (aka

intended to do so, in spite of all
opposition’.31 She had given five lectures

due to a disordered mind produced by

According to The Observer, she lectured in

they pleased, irrespective of the marriage
contract’.40 In Melbourne, Launceston and

alcohol. There was nothing in spiritualism to

Melbourne for 52 Sundays. Advertisements

Hobart, Wilmot lectured against Chiniquy,

angry letter to the editor from Wilmot,
mocking the reporter who had ‘felt the blush

Like actresses, lecturers are public figures

‘The Vagabond’), in a piece on the Theatre

notice distasteful to them’. This drew an

Royal published in The Sydney Morning Herald

enlivened by poetic quotations, Moody and

recommend it to an intelligent mind; it

in The Argus show she lectured there at least

snapping so closely at the renegade priest’s

only the week before Wilmot’s first lecture,

Sankey’s hymns and young ladies singing

destroyed every incentive to virtuous habits,

weekly (sometimes three times each Sunday)

heels that the Town and Country Journal’s

mount to his cheek’ and expressing her

from 18 June 1878, but at the end of July she
suffered a ‘severe accident’37 that caused a

Hobart correspondent alleged that ‘Madame

opinion that Chiniquy ‘deserves the whip’.45

game — financial, of course’, stirring up
audiences and ‘shar[ing] the spoils’.41

made the telling observation that we refer to

duets, when the electrifying ‘inspirational’

and conduced in every way to immorality…

actresses by their first names as if they are
family pets,29 to which it could be added that

spiritualist lecturer and author Mrs Emma

All the mediums ought to be brought

Hardinge Britten arrived in Sydney from

together in the open air [that is, not in dark

hiatus until October. Over the next few

we discuss their physical appearance,

San Francisco on 19 February 1878.

séance conditions] and tested

months she lectured at least once a week at

behaviour and love lives with the same easy

and the pastor are playing a very nice little

Wilmot may have transferred her English
stage experience to the lecture platform, but
as inspiration for some of her material she

Like farce, Wilmot’s lectures used suggestive turned to a more recent Sydney phenomenon:

Three days later, Mrs Britten gave an

publicly — without the absurd aid of tables

Melbourne’s Opera House, Apollo Hall and

introductory lecture, on ‘Ancient and Modern

and chairs — to prove that they really were

Academy of Music. In mid-July the following

titles, broad subject matter and humorous

inspired [that is, under spiritual control], but

year she lectured in Launceston and Hobart,

delivery to attract and entertain audiences.

before returning to Melbourne, then to Sydney

Titles such as ‘Forbidden Fruit’, ‘Crime’,

London, Lynda Nead traces the emergence

when he published Pets of the Public, an illustrated SMH was unstinting in its praise. After

if they shrunk from the light of day they ought
to be unsparingly denounced’.35 She spoke

in March 1880 followed by Newcastle in April.

‘The Wrong Track’, ‘Murder’ and ‘Our Morals

from the 1850s of the new literary genre of

gentlemen’s guide to ladies of the stage which speaking for an hour and a quarter, it said,

for an hour and a quarter and was applauded,

Like drama, the lecture circuit thrived on

of 1879’ promised prurient entertainment

the night-walk in the work of journalists,

familiarity.

In 1888, Melbourne bohemian and journalist Spiritualism, or, the Ministry of Angels’, to a
Edward Ellis underscored James’s observation

large audience at the Temperance Hall. The

conflict. When Mrs Britten was in town, Wilmot rather than intellectual improvement. So

the sensationalist reporting of the city by night.
In Victorian Babylon, her study of 19th-century

missionaries and, most famously, in Charles
Dickens’s 1861 story ‘Night Walks’.46

reflected the author’s partiality for actresses

Mrs Britten had concluded ‘an address

and burlesque dancers. While most newspapers

which for earnestness and

gave Wilmot’s full name, it is notable that even

impressiveness, could hardly have

after she became a lecturer, The Bulletin often

been excelled’; her ‘diction and

chroniclers. In early 1878, The Vagabond

referred to her simply as ‘Lotti’ — diminutive,

delivery were faultless, every word

wrote a series of first-hand accounts for the

child-like, actressy.

being distinctly uttered’; the

SMH on Sydney’s low life. His first piece, on

audience had listened ‘with almost

‘The Waifs and Strays of Sydney’, opens with

Wilmot seems to have embraced being a

but the audience, the SMH noted, was small.

Sydney’s nocturnal streets, too, had their

public figure, attracting attention to herself by breathless silence’, once or twice
her choice of dress and instant recognition
bursting into cheers.32 Although in

a description of the underside of Sydney’s

by her choice of dog. At a time when genteel

Sydney for less than three weeks,

and pubs between acts, the hangers-on and

ladies favoured the lap-dog — the smaller the

Mrs Britten gave an astonishing 16

the child match-sellers.

better, with the desired stunting achieved by

lectures, two each Sunday at the

Theatre Royal, the men rushing out to bars

Five days later The Vagabond turned his

daily doses of alcohol, or so Lotti claimed —

Victoria Theatre which held almost

attention to common lodging houses, a subject

her deerhound resembled a taller, longer,

2000 people and two or three

he had essayed for the Melbourne’s The Argus

hairier version of the greyhound, and was

during the week at the Temperance

two years earlier, writing a two-part report

built for hunting deer, of course, rather than

Hall which

decorating ladies’ laps. Even when she

held perhaps 500. Mrs Britten,

appeared holding a parasol and wearing a veil, too, had started out as an actress
the fact that Lotti Wilmot had a deerhound
at London’s Adelphi Theatre.33
in tow ensured instant recognition.

Most of Mrs Britten’s lectures

Left: The Masonic Hall, 283 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, where Lotti delivered her first temperance
lecture in 1878.
Above: American spiritualist Emma Hardinge Britten who lectured in Sydney at the same time
as Lotti Wilmot; like Lotti, she was also an actress.
Canadian pastor Charles P. Chiniquy; after his excommunication he travelled widely, trying to
convert Catholics to Protestantism. He clashed with Lotti Wilmot in Australia in 1878.

which appeared in the SMH on 30 January
and 8 February. He, his friend Dr Cox and a
Sergeant Larkins, the ventured down to Sussex
Street late at night where they investigated
filthy, overcrowded lodging houses with tiny

weren’t reported in detail, but one

On 10 March, the evening of Mrs Britten’s

was. On Tuesday 5 March she spoke on

last Sydney lecture, Wilmot gave a second

‘The Great Spirit Medium of Domremy,

anti-spiritualist lecture in Sydney, and then

lectured on anti-spiritualism and temperance,

suggestive was one title, The Observer tell us,

Wilmot, actress, became Madame Lotti Wilmot, Joan of Arc’, beginning with ‘an earnest

struck out for the suburbs of Newtown and

and after the arrival of Pastor Chiniquy, a

that The Argus refused to publish the words

lecturess, yet the ‘actress’ tag lingered. Her

Parramatta. But with Mrs Britten now in

former Catholic priest from Canada, against

first lecture went unnoticed, but for her second, inspiration’.34 Lotti Wilmot would later

Melbourne, interest in anti-spiritualism appears

Chiniquy. In Melbourne, for example, she

‘Social Evil’ in an advertisement, but accepted Reception-House to gather material for only
‘Social Problem’ as a substitute.42 Wilmot’s
her second lecture was undoubtedly inspired

a week later, she visited Darlinghurst Reception-

lecture on exactly the same subject in New

to have waned. Wilmot’s Newtown lecture

broad subject matter could be leavened by

by The Vagabond’s first column which had

House — her first piece of investigative

Zealand, using the same material, same line

went unreported, and her Parramatta one was

spoke on ‘One Wife v. The Spiritualists’
Affinities’38 and ‘Immoral Spiritism

humour. Hobart’s The Mercury described her

appeared less than a fortnight earlier. Later,

reporting — and finally attracted the favourable of argument and same illustrations that Mrs

cancelled due to low attendance, perhaps

Exposed’,39 subjects which gave her the

she followed his example by ‘doing the dens’

notices that had eluded her as an actress,

Britten did that night, but her immediate

caused by an ongoing problem with larrikins

opportunity to denounce spiritualism, to

lecture on ‘Courtship and Marriage’ as ‘well
and humorously delivered’43 and ‘Why

although the SMH noted that she delivered
herself ‘in a somewhat stagey style’.30 The

response was combative. The next evening

outside the venue. On the night, nine lads, aged

compete directly with Mrs Britten’s own

Chiniquy left the Church of Rome’ as

gather material for ‘Melbourne by Day, and

she lectured against Mrs Britten in the same

Sunday evening lectures and, perhaps more

venue, titling her lecture ‘Spiritualism.

importantly, to attract audiences who

drawing ‘roars of laughter as tribute to her
skill’.44 Nevertheless, some of her material

Melbourne by Night’, reporting her findings

Total Abstinence Benefit Society then asked

8 to 14, were arrested for ‘riotous
behaviour’.36

her to address its meeting at the Temperance

Defending the Established Church against

recognised ‘affinities’ and ‘immoral spiritism’

was considered unsuitable for genteel

and New Zealand. ‘Melbourne by Day, and

Hall in Pitt Street, where she attracted a full

ALL COMERS. Church and Temperance v. she left for New Zealand, Madame Lotti Wilmot
travelled up and down the eastern seaboard
Diseased Brains and Jugglers’. The SMH

as code for ‘free love’, based on the

listeners: ‘the audience dispersed in a very

Melbourne by Night’ became chapter six of

From her first advertisement for her first
lecture, on ‘Intemperance’, at Sydney’s
Masonic Hall on 3 February 1878, Miss Lotti

house and drew much applause. Two days

supplication to the spirits for help and

Over the next two and a half years, until

later she lectured again for the Society, and

reported that ‘Madame Lotti Wilmot took

lecturing in Melbourne, Launceston, Hobart,

told the audience she had been invited to

up the gauntlet by denouncing spiritualism

Sydney and Newcastle on a variety of popular

as a gross imposture’ and went on to quote

and topical subjects including ‘The Poets and

lecture in Sydney’s suburbs and in Newcastle
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airless rooms and beds crammed so tightly
together the residents had to clamber in from
the foot end.
Lotti Wilmot’s visit to Darlinghurst

of Melbourne in the company of a detective to

to audiences in Melbourne, Sydney, Launceston

attraction of ‘soul mates’ as promoted by

hilarious frame of mind, though, in several

Beds I Have Slept In. From The Observer we

some American spiritualists. Mrs Victoria

instances, the laughter was caused by a

learn that Wilmot had taken in Melbourne’s

Woodhull, for example, president of the

coarseness of expression,’ The Mercury

drinking and gambling haunts, toured ‘The

American Spiritualists Association, had

continued, ‘…which drove ladies and even

Block’ where, in her words, girls prowled

pronounced that ‘it is the right of every

gentlemen, out of the room, and rendered

‘like sharks on the lookout for matrimonial*

Winter 2011
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prizes’47 and visited the ‘The Saddling

problem’, i.e. prostitution, and the higher

Britten who successfully toured New Zealand

32. The Sydney Morning Herald, 6 March

Spiritualism and Spiritualists in Melbourne’s      

p.328.

Paddock’ — but not the one at Flemington

education of women. The notice graced the

the previous year, but this time Wilmot, too,

1878,

Golden Age 1870–1890, Melbourne      

48. G.A. Wilkes, A Dictionary of Australian      

Racecourse. In his Dictionary of Australian

paper’s front page every day for four days,

would add spiritualism to her repertoire.

33. Autobiography of Emma Hardinge Britten:       

University Press, Carlton, 2001, p.63.

Colloquialisms, Fontana/Collins,[Sydney],      

Colloquialisms, G.A.Wilkes reveals that ‘The

until Saturday 7 August. It was not, I think,

edited and published by Mrs Margaret       

41. Town and Country Journal, 16 August      

1980 (1985), p.282.

Saddling Paddock’ was a bar at Melbourne’s

a publicity stunt, but it certainly attracted

such it was, may have been prompted by

Wilkinson, John Heywood, Manchester,      

1879, p.254.

49. The Sydney Morning Herald, 13 March      

Theatre Royal ‘known in the 19th-century as
a resort of prostitutes…’48 [as in a ‘ride’ for

publicity. Sydney’s The Daily Telegraph

nothing less prosaic than the death of her

1900, p.6.

42. The Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,      

1880, p.1.

reported that ‘Madame Lotti Wilmot has

beloved deerhound. According to The

34. The Sydney Morning Herald, 6 March 1878,   

p.104.

50. Town and Country Journal, 7 August 1880,      

the male during intercourse].

appeared in a new character — namely that

Observer, Wilmot devoted a chapter in the

p.4.

43. The Mercury (Hobart), 19 July 1879, p.3.

p.254.

That Lotti Wilmot’s lecturing career in

as candidate for Parliamentary honours’, but

second number of Beds I Have Slept In to the

35. The Sydney Morning Herald, 7 March       

44. The Mercury (Hobart), 22 July 1879, p.2.

51. Brisbane Courier, 10 April 1880, p.5

Australia was in decline before she left for

added that it was ‘a farce’ as the Electoral Act

‘souls of animals’, in which she turned ‘with

1878, p.5.

45. Lotti Wilmot, Letter to the editor, The      

52. The Observer (Auckland), 26 March      

New Zealand is shown by her last venture in

specifically referred to ‘male subjects’ of the
Queen.53 Some newspapers picked up The

touching and poetic tenderness to weep over
the death of a favourite hound’.54 The

36. Cumberland Mercury (Parramatta),

Mercury (Hobart), 23 July 1879, p.3.

1881, p.293.

Sydney. In March 1880 she gave four lectures
at the Masonic Hall, opening with ‘her great

Daily Telegraph’s line, while others reported

Observer quotes her hope that her dog ‘may

37. The Argus, 27 July 1878, p.1.

and Images in Nineteenth-Century London,      

54. The Observer (Auckland), 5 August 1882,      

lecture’, ‘Forbidden Fruit: The Woman Tempted

without comment. Misspelling her name and

also be blessed with the new progressive life,

38. The Argus, 12 October 1878, p.1.

Yale University Press, New Haven &      

p.328.

Me and I Did Eat’. For the first time she

reverting to the title ‘Miss’ she used as an

and pass through infinite space to future

39. The Argus, 30 November 1878, p.1.

London, 2000, pp.101–04, 107–08.

55. Wilmot, New Zealand Beds, p.4.

40. Alfred J. Gabay, Messages from Beyond:      

47. The Observer (Auckland), 5 August 1882,      

56. Wilmot, New Zealand Beds, p.10.

described herself as ‘the great
inspirational lecturess’49 but despite
any spiritual assistance, these lectures
were not a financial success — no
doubt because she did not charge

Her conversion to the spiritualist cause, if

Her conversion to the spiritualist cause,
if such it was, may have been prompted
by nothing less prosaic than the death
of her beloved deerhound.

admission, instead relying on

happiness in meeting with those he
would find a replacement, a retriever
Wilmot arrived in New Zealand
as a spiritualist, lecturer and, above

all, entertainer. ‘Our heroine,’ she writes,

The takings were only £2 to £10 a night,
less than the cost of leasing the hall.50 Her

for Parliament — Miss Lottie Wilmott [sic]’,

landed in Dunedin having ‘amused the

on Saturday 14 August.

passengers, captain, officers and all on board

‘Forbidden Fruit’ in Newcastle on 4 April

Melbourne, en route for New Zealand. Her

1880, ‘an entirely sound and improving

departure was precipitated not by the mild

discourse’ according to the Brisbane Courier,

ridicule the press threw at her, but by far

as a result of which she was summonsed to

more pressing financial concerns.

appear before the police magistrate for

On 13 August 1880, her name appeared

n

Naughty Lola in Canberra

spaniel.

actress, The Bulletin ran its cartoon, ‘Candidates

Ten days later, she was on her way to

46. Lynda Nead, Victorian Babylon: People, Streets       53. The Daily Telegraph, 6 June 1880, p.2

30 March 1878, p.4.

loved and left’. In New Zealand she

donations at the door.

last reported Australian lecture was

      p.4.

by telling their fortunes’ on the voyage
over.55

The notorious Lola Montez has joined the illustrious assembly at Australia’s National Portrait Gallery in Canberra.

L

ola was an Irish-born dancer and

inscribed: ‘Mrs Eliza Gilbert / Died Jan.

actress, Maria Dolores Eliza

17, 1861.’
The stunningly beautiful 71.1 by 55.9 cm

Rosanna Gilbert (1821–1861).

In 1846 she became the mistress of

portrait of Lola acquired by the National

King Ludwig I of Bavaria, and a year later

Portrait Gallery is believed to be the work

dramatic performance when a travelling

he created her Countess of Landsfeld.

of German painter Friedrich Dürck (1809–

company ‘whose season had gone badly begged

Their relationship contributed to the

1884). Dürck was a court favourite and is

downfall of the previously popular king,

known to have received many

and his subsequent abdication in 1848.

commissions from King Ludwig.

A few weeks later, she gave her final

breaching the Sunday Observance Laws.

in the Sydney newspapers on a list of new

her to play the role of Juliet to raise funds for
them to get away from the town’.56 Having

Representing herself, she pleaded that her

insolvents. She had debts of £241.1s., and

moved full circle from anti-spiritualism to

business was essentially ‘a necessity, a

assets of only £60. The week before, on

spiritualism she was at the threshold of her New

in Europe, Lola went to America where

was bought by Lieutenant John Lloyd

charity, a mercy’; she argued that ‘the antiquated

6 August, representing herself in the Supreme

Zealand career: one where tables and chairs

she performed as a dancer and actress in

Clayton (1796–1855) at the sale of the

Act specially raked out of oblivion for the

Court against four barristers for the other side,

danced the hornpipe in the séance room,

the eastern states with a repertoire including

king’s effects. Around 1870 it was listed in

occasion’ did not apply to her because it did

she had won damages of £150 against The

mischievous spirits picked the wrong winner for

a play called Lola Montez in Bavaria.

an inventory of the chattels of his son,

not specifically refer to women lecturers or

Town and Country Journal for falsely stating

the Cup, and audiences flocked to her lectures.

Then, in 1855 she arrived in Australia.

Captain John William Clayton (1833–1913)

preachers; and, lastly, she pointed out that
she hadn’t charged admission.51 The

she had acted in concert with Chiniquy to

When she died, in Lower Hutt in 1884,

Historian Michael Cannon claims that

of 14 Portman Square, London. It remained

drum up audiences. After her win, The

the occupation recorded on her death certificate

in September 1855 she performed her

with the family until it was auctioned by

charges were dismissed, and a ‘bumper house’
rewarded her the following evening.52

Town and Country Journal defamed her further,

was not author, lecturer or spiritualist, but

erotic Spider Dance at the Theatre Royal

Christie’s in London in June 2009. It sold

with impunity, in its reporting of the case.

simply ‘Actress’.

in Melbourne, raising her skirts so high

for £3500 ($A5325).

A full-page article set out all the points its

Footnotes:

that the audience could see she wore no

Wilmot’s win in court, her instinctive
understanding that theatre takes many forms
and her (generally) declining audiences may
have prompted her next move.
In August 1880, simply as Lotti Wilmot

side had raised to argue that she had no
reputation to damage: her play, Rag Fair,
had been a failure, her cigar-store had a
dubious reputation, her audiences had fallen

(no Mrs, no Miss, no Madame), she announced

off because her lectures had ‘immoral’ titles,

her intention to stand for the New South Wales

and she had been prosecuted in Newcastle

Parliament as the member for Newcastle.

for lecturing on a Sunday.

Like other intending candidates, she placed

That she had sued for £2000, and been

public notices in the local paper, The Newcastle

awarded only £150, suggests that the jury

Morning Herald & Miners’ Advocate, setting out

was partially convinced. She seems to have

her principles — religious freedom, secular

taken the money and run.

education, temperance but not total abstinence —
and stating her interest in ‘the great social
Page 8

In taking the New Zealand option, Wilmot
was again following in the footsteps of Mrs

25. The Echo (Sydney), 20 February 1878, p.6.
26. The Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,
p.104.
27. The Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,
p.104.
28. Quoted in Wilmot, New Zealand Beds,
p.44.
29. The Sydney Morning Herald, 25 January      
1878, p.5.
30. The Sydney Morning Herald, 22 February
1878, p.4.
31. The Sydney Morning Herald, 18 February         
1878, p.4.
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Research indicates that the painting

After a series of well publicised scandals

‘Lola’s presence on the Australian

Friedrich Dürdk’s portrait of Lola Montez.

scene has been much remarked upon,’

actually a salacious and unfounded rumour.

her performance in the local paper, she

writes Joanna Gilmour in the Spring 2010

The next day The Argus thundered that her

famously attacked him with a whip — this is

edition of the Gallery’s magazine Portrait,

performance was ‘utterly subversive to all

the incident that inspired Peter Stannard,

‘but often by those too steamed up by her

ideas of public morality’.

Peter Benjamin and Alan Burke to create

beauty and brazenness to assign her much

the musical Lola Montez (see On Stage,

more than a flimsy significance. The

Summer 2008).

acquisition of her portrait for the National

underclothing at all — although this was

Next Lola headed for the Victorian gold
diggings. At Castlemaine in April 1856 her
Spider Dance was ‘rapturously encored’ by

Lola finally settled in New York where

Portrait Gallery, however, accords her an

an audience that included 400 diggers, as

she spent her last days helping destitute

alternative category for consideration: not

well as members of the local council who

women. After suffering a stroke and

merely the foxy, feisty strumpet of popular

had adjourned their meeting early to attend

contracting pneumonia, she died one month

memory, but a figure exemplifying specific

the performance. In Ballarat, after editor

short of her 40th birthday. Her tombstone

moods and shades in Australian experience

Henry Seekamp published a bad review of

in Brooklyn’s Green-Wood Cemetery is

during a defining decade.’

Winter 2011
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Princess, Launceston, turns 100

L

Happy Birthday, Princess! Frank Van Straten salutes a century of Tasmanian entertainment.

aunceston’s Princess Theatre turns 100

impresario, Lucas leased Hobart’s

on 30 August. For as long as most of

Temperance Hall and installed a ‘Grand

the locals can remember,

Skating Rink’, where patrons could hire ‘the

it’s been the city’s principal live venue,

very latest Winslow ball-bearing skates with

providing a congenial home for

fibre wheels’.

everything from rock concerts to grand

The rink opened on 9 March; at the

opera, but its earlier years, and the

same time Lucas hired the Hobart Theatre

extraordinary man who built it, are all

Royal to screen films of the catastrophic

but forgotten

Messina earthquake, with ‘A grand orchestra

The story goes back to 1851, when

specially engaged for the occasion’.

a fortune-seeking young Greek,

For the next few years Lucas continued

Andreas Lekatsas, jumped ship in

to present vaudeville entertainment in

Melbourne to join the gold rush.

Hobart and Launceston, with occasional

He did well enough to inspire his

forays to the state’s smaller towns.

two nephews to follow him;

Early in 1911 Lucas announced that he

Antonios Lekatsas arrived in 1877

intended to build his own theatre in Launceston.

and his brother, 19-year-old Marinos (‘Mareeno’),

He purchased a large block in busy Brisbane

in 1888. A bootmaker’s son, Mareeno had

Street and set about designing the building

little education. In his home village, Exoghi

himself. It would seat, he said, 1880 patrons,

in Ithaca, he had been a carpenter and part-

and have a stage ‘fitted with all the latest

time musician. In Melbourne, however, he and

début. Oddly, the bill for 4 July 1908

appliances’ for presenting ‘pantomimes,

his brother went into partnership as the Lucas

includes

operas, and the like’. It would cost £14 000.

Brothers, establishing several restaurants. The

contributions by ‘Watts and Lucas’ and ‘The

first, in 1894, was the Town Hall Café in

Lucas Sisters’, but a connection with

Examiner gave its readers a preview of the

Swanston Street.

Mareeno Lucas has not been determined.

new building: ‘Men in good numbers are

In 1895 Mareeno married Elizabeth

In July 1908 Lucas took a company of 12

On 24 June 1911 the Launceston

engaged on the erection of the dress circle,

Eutrope; they eventually had six children —

to the Academy of Music in Launceston,

Sylvia Mari, Antonio, Homer, Thelma,
Alfred Ulysees and Anthony William. In

trundling on to a series of one- and two-night work. The interior is beginning to take
stands in Sheffield, Latrobe, Devonport,
shape. Much of the heavier timbering has

1899 they went to New Zealand, where they

Penguin, Wynyard, Burnie and Waratah.

set up an oyster exporting business at

Not

Invercargill. In 1907 they returned to

success

some with the ceiling, and others on general

been completed, and men are now engaged

exodus of a crowd in the case of alarm.

lights each have been ordered, and the same

stage will be thoroughly equipped, and will

There are escapes from the pit to the street,

number will be used in the cloakroom. The

accommodate any play produced in Australia.

from the stalls and circle to the street, and

stage will perhaps be the best-lighted portion

Any scenery used in the mainland theatres

from the stalls and circle to the stage, and

of the edifice. On each of the six border lights can be worked in the Princess Theatre.’

patrons of the dress circle have been fully

there will be no less than 80 lamps, and they

catered for by the provision of cloakrooms

will be erected in four different colours: white,

August 1911 — ready, that is, except for the

and a lounge. Iron chairs, nicely

red, green, and amber. Eighty lamps, in similar

stage. It was not yet equipped for live

upholstered, and all the latest accessories

colours, will surmount the footlights, while

presentations, so Lucas went ahead and the

may be calculated to make the theatre

for the sides four branches of twelve lamps

local mayor, Alderman W.C.Oldham,

thoroughly up-to-date.

each will add further to the brilliancy. On

launched the Princess with a program of

‘Under the stage will be constructed ten

the exterior of the building four flame arcs

short films, screened to the accompaniment

dressing-rooms, with every convenience;

of great candlepower will show up the

of ‘a symphony orchestra of 10’.

and altogether there appears to have been

building. The switchboard for the lights will

nothing neglected which might have added

be 6ft by 6ft.

to the completeness of the job. The

‘The total seating accommodation is

show. ‘Lucas’s New Vaudeville Company’

out in buff, pale blue, ivory, white and gold,

frames upholstered in red velvet and soft

would open at the Princess on 1 November

while the balconette round the circle will be

spring seats, and number 120. The second

1911, supported by ‘a selection of movie

constructed of specially attractive zinc.

stalls, the seats being done in morocco

playlets specially secured for the occasion.’

‘The large drop curtain is to be of red

leather (cast-iron frames), will accommodate
700, while there are 500 back stalls. The

Great, an American magician. Also

bottom. In the centre the Prince of Wales’

latter are said to be an improvement on

appearing were Percy Foster, purveyor of

feathers have been arranged for, with the

anything yet seen in Australia. They are

illustrated ballads, The Blanchards, a multi-

theatre’s monogram inscribed.’

wooden tip-up seats, with blackwood frames

instrumental duo, and Elsie McGuire, a

On 29 June the Examiner described the

and perforated bottoms. The 480 seats in the

promising young singer. But Lucas’s

theatre’s elaborate lighting: ‘Sixteen large

dress circle are of the same make and

enterprise was short-lived. After barely two

clusters will be arranged round the dome,

upholstering as those in the orchestral stalls.

weeks, he announced that he had leased the

‘In the walls of the auditorium there are

Princess for three years to Cousens Spencer,

each of three lights of 32 candle power. Six
clusters will form the flower in the centre of

patent vents for bringing in pure air and

‘whose enterprise has extended to almost all

the dome, while the several panels will have

letting out of the impure. The orchestra

states of tie Commonwealth.’

an equal number of clusters.

enclosure in front of the stage is nearly 2ft.

And so, for the next six decades, the

‘At the entrances to the stalls, dress

below the level of the main floor, and the

Princess was a cinema. There were major

circle, and vestibule six large lights will be

instrumentalists are enclosed by a velvet

renovations in 1939. The foyer and façade

fixed. In the lobbies three clusters of three

curtain on a handsome brass railing. The

were completely reworked in Art Deco style

as

vaudeville

which will be picked out in a variety of

Left: Artist's impression of the original façade, 1911.

Melbourne, then decided to move to

colours. The auditorium measures 80ft by

Below: Opening night, from The Weekly Courier, 7 September 1911.

Hobart, Tasmania.

66ft, and the stage 50ft by 66ft. The height

Right: Mareeno Lucas, designer and builder of Launceston’s century-old Princess Theatre.

but fortunately, the auditorium was left
virtually untouched. *

of the wall between the ceiling and the
extreme base of the pit is

Hobart early in 1908,

30ft, and the floor

supplementing the live

slopes towards the stage

entertainment with

with a fall of 4ft 6in.

contributions from ‘The

The dome, which will

great Edison Bioscope’.

be featured in the

On 12 May that year

ceiling decorations, is

The Mercury reported

27ft in diameter and

that he had negotiated

8ft high, and the

an arrangement with

ventilation in the roof,

Harry Rickards to

as throughout the

present some of

whole building, has

Rickards’ lesser Tivoli

received particular

stars in Tasmania. A

attention. Every

few weeks later Lucas’s

provision has been

Grand New Tivoli

made for the rapid

Company made its
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The star of the evening was Stilwell the

plush, with an 18-inch gold fringe at the

lining the ceiling with Wunderlich metal,

Lucas established his Gaiety Entertainers

theatre was ready to present its first ‘live’

1,800. The orchestral stalls seats are iron

with his

vaudeville company in

After two months of frequently-changed
film programs, Lucas announced that his

decorations to the interior will be carried

content
a

The new theatre was ready to open on 30

ON STAGE
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In 1970 the Launceston City Council

Launceston Musical Society, Three River

subdivide and build five houses, still leaving

that took his life on 28 September 1931.

sold the National Theatre in Charles Street

Theatre and The Launceston Players

‘Fairholme’ with huge private grounds.

Mareeno left real estate valued £36 049 and

and bought The Princess for the bargain

regularly stage their productions there.

price of $71 000. On 16 November 1970 the

And Mareeno designed and built more

Since 1998 Theatre North has managed

personal property worth £2239. The violins

theatres: in 1917, the Majestic in Brisbane

he had made and a Stradivarius violin he
owned went missing.

theatre began its new life as Launceston’s

the Princess and the Earl Arts Centre under

Street, Launceston, near the Princess, and in

(and one of Tasmania’s) premier live theatre

a lease agreement with the Launceston City

1919 the Victory picture theatre in Wattletree

with a gala performance by The Australian

Council. Theatre North is an independent

Road, Malvern, Victoria.

Ballet.

non-profit organisation established in 1995,

He was also involved in several of his

funded by the Tasmanian state government

brother Anthony’s businesses, including the

and the City of Launceston

Town Hall Company and the Central

Things that go bump…The Princess is now

Since then the Princess has hosted a
diverse range of performers and performances.
The roll call includes Circus Oz, The Rocky

His wife and surviving children continued
to support the hospital in Ithica that his
brother had founded.

Theatre Company, which built the Capitol

licensed to hold 1087 people, including staff,

Horror Show, The Australian Ballet, The

shown its commitment to the venues by

Theatre in Swanston Street; needless to say

but excluding Max. He’s the resident ghost.

Sydney Dance Company, The Corrs, The

undertaking necessary capital and equipment

this was not designed by Mareeno but by the

Delltones, The Seekers, Jimmy Edwards,

upgrades. The Princess Theatre is now

brilliant Walter Burley Griffin.

Peter Cook, Hattie Jacques, Dave Allen,

licensed to hold 1087 people (including

Warren Mitchell, Dudley Moore, Geoffrey

staff) and there are certainly more facilities

and the Vienna Café — later the Café

started happening: mysterious scratching

Parsons, Billy Connolly, Wilfred Bramble,

for all members of the public.

Harry H. Corbett, Ruth Cracknell, Helen
Morse, Barry Otto and Garry McDonald.
The Princess is also used for local events

Over the last few years the council has

Anthony also operated the Paris Café

passed away in 1972, paranormal incidents

Australia — in Collins Street. These, too,

sounds, sudden drops in temperature, a

But what of Mareeno Lucas?

were designed by Walter Burley Griffin; he

piano playing by itself, heavy footsteps, and

He eventually sold the Princess, returned

also remodelled the house and gardens of

a ghostly apparition.

to Melbourne in 1913 and acquired

Anthony’s property ‘Yamala’ at Daveys Bay

such as the Uni Revue, the Launceston

‘Fairholme’, a handsome 20-room mansion at

near Frankston.

Festival of Dance, school and college

67 Alexandra Street, East St Kilda.

productions and end-of-year functions. The

Legend has it that soon after Tasmanian
actor and former matinée idol Max Oldaker

In the 1920s two of Mareeno’s sons,

Some say he is not alone and there are
possibly as many as seven ghosts residing in
the theatre’s century-old walls.

Ulysses and Anthony, were killed in tragic

With special thanks to Mandy Shepherd of

The Princess Theatre today. Left: The Art

stables, and a wing to accommodate the

accidents. Worries triggered by the Great

Theatre North.

Deco exterior and below, the auditorium,

property’s staff. There was sufficient land to

Depression were blamed for the heart failure

Images: Theatre North and THA.

It had a ballroom, a tennis court and

with seating for 1087 people.

n

A jolly good fellowship

I

Mike Walsh expands his awards program.
The Fellowships are now inviting

n 1996 Mike Walsh OBE established The

Mike Walsh Fellowships for graduates of

applications from graduates of NIDA, VCA

the National Institute of Dramatic Art

and WAAPA whose final year fell between
2001 and 2008. Eligibility extends to theatre

(NIDA) in Sydney.

practitioners in any field, not only performers.

The Fellowships were designed to assist

All applicants will be on an equal footing.

young theatre artists with the potential to

Application forms can be downloaded

make a significant contribution to the
Australian arts and entertainment industry.

from Mike’s website. Applications close on

Recipients travel abroad to obtain a

Friday 7 October 2011, and recipients will
be announced in mid-November 2011.

wider knowledge and experience of theatre,

The Fellowships will be administered by

before returning to Australia to pursue their
careers. Study can be through a formal course,

to the great number of performers in the

or by a self-devised program which, for

major musicals staged there who have

Bates AM, Co-Artistic Director of Sydney’s

example, might include private instruction,

graduated from the Victorian College of the

Ensemble Theatre, will join Mike on the

observation, secondment, meetings, or an

Arts (VCA) and the Western Australian

interviewing panel.

association with a theatre company. To date

Academy of the Performing Arts (WAAPA).

more than $500 000 has been distributed.

Because of this, Mike has decided to

Terence Clarke AM who, along with Sandra

For further information visit: www.
mikewalsh.com.au/fellowships

Previous Fellows include Damien Cooper, broaden the reach of the Fellowships to
Helen Dallimore, Peter England, Justin Kurzel, include both the VCA and WAAPA. At the
same time he has increased the total value of

Sparrow have a production company,

Michael Wilkinson.

the annual awards from $35 000 to $50 000,

Hayden Scott Productions.

When the Fellowships were established,

Page 12
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Mike and producing partner Daniel

Joshua Lawson, Patrick Nolan, Dan Potra and

while the period of eligibility has been

Based in London, it has recently

Mike’s business interests were centred in

reduced to exclude graduates who have not

completed seasons of the Australian play

Sydney, hence their association with NIDA.

had time to establish themselves in the

Holding the Man (see On Stage, Winter

Subsequently, Mike’s acquisition of Her

profession. The VCA and WAAPA Fellowships

2010) and the musical The Umbrellas of

Majesty’s Theatre in Melbourne alerted him

will be awarded for the first time in 2011.

Cherbourg at the Gielgud Theatre.

Winter 2011
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Following Ned

R

Concluding the eleventh in his series on important Australian musicals,
Peter Pinne summarises Reg Livermore’s career after Ned Kelly.

eg Livermore’s fifth and final
musical was Big Sister (1990). This
time he had new collaborators in

Fred Hampton and Stephen ‘Spud’ Murphy
who wrote the music, but old hand Peter
Batey was around to direct.
Choreography was by Karen Johnson,
set and costume design by Michael Morris

Peter Batey’ (Brian Hoad, The Bulletin);
‘Livermore gives an enormous amount of
himself — which is a treat to watch. But, as a

shows,’ but when the overwhelming

Marahuana, service-station attendant Alison

so rivetingly… a great, repeat great,

response to the show, generated by word-

Diesel and the most memorable of all, Beryl,

entertainer at the top of his bent.’

of-mouth, filled the 1000-seat theatre, there

forever chained to the sink.

was an avalanche of media coverage.

The show opened at the Balmain Bijou

Subtitled ‘a glittering austerity burlesque’,
Sacred Cow opened at Her Majesty’s Theatre,

on 23 September 1976 — and this time The

Sydney, on 14 February 1979. After a three-

Aznavour, all performed in a theatrical

show toured to Canberra, Perth, Adelaide

Sydney Morning Herald critic was there on the

month run it toured to Melbourne and

context, interspersed with an outrageous and

and Melbourne. A film of Betty Blokk Buster

first night. Jill Sykes headlined her review:

Canberra. A 1980 London season at the

Follies, shot at the Balmain Bijou in late

‘Brilliant Reg Livermore’ and said, ‘He plays

Phoenix Theatre, presented by Robert

O’Sullivan, Lou Reed and Charles

musical, Big Sister is slow-moving and diffuse, original collection of characters. For years to

After a 10-month Sydney season, the

without much of a pay-

out brilliantly an extraordinary

Stigwood, and with characters from all three

off… The Murphy–

array of characters,’ and

Hampton melodies

predicted the show had all the

Livermore one-man-shows, was a critical and
financial flop.3

seemed to be locked

ingredients ‘for another long

Son of Betty (1980) was a compilation of

McLaren, with Murphy sitting in the musical back in the unmemorable

run.’ Indeed it did, with the

songs and sketches from Betty Blokk Buster

director’s chair. The cast was headed by

sounds of the 70s’ (Bob

Sydney season playing a run of

Follies, Wonder Woman and Sacred Cow. It

Evans, The Sydney

10 months.

opened at Her Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne,

Livermore, with Judy Glen, Terry Bader,
Gerry Gallagher, Lyn Shakespeare, Dolore

Musically the show mined

Morning Herald).

on 28 February 1980. It played there for three

the hits of Bob Dylan (‘Lay,

months before a season at Her Majesty’s in

his career, Livermore

Lady, Lay’), Elton John (‘Better

Sydney from 14 May.

set up a company with

Off Dead’), David Bowie

this one ‘A Larrikin Opera’. The plot was

private investors to

(‘Space Oddity’), Kurt Weill

show was Firing Squad (1983), which opened

more or less inspired by Peter Batey’s life in

finance the show. It all

(‘Surabaya Johnny’), Peter

at Her Majesty’s, Melbourne, on 31 May 1983.

went sour when the

Allen (‘Quiet Please, There’s A

Peter Batey again directed, with Nancye Hayes

show wasn’t a hit. The

Lady On Stage’) and Puccini’s

as choreographer, a backup group called The

biggest casualty of Big

Madama Butterfly.

Rifles and Peter Kenny leading The Soup

Whitman, Teo Gebert, Kenny Graham,
David Page and John Simpson.
Livermore, who loved subtitles, called

rural Australia. Set near Gundagai, the story
concerns Gerri (Reg Livermore), a frustrated
widow, and her illegitimate half-wit son,

For the first time in

The fifth and final Livermore one-man-

Eric Dare was again the

Line Orchestra. The songs included Elton

breakdown in Livermore and Batey’s
(Glen) and her daughter, Paradise (Shakespeare), friendship; it never recovered.1

producer, Peter Batey director,

John’s ‘Where Have All The Good Times

Keith Bain and Karen Johnson

Gone?’ and ‘Ball and Chain’, and Bob

who also happens to be Tom’s half-sister,

handled choreography, with

Seger’s ‘We’ve Got Tonight’. A new character,

in the out-of-town venue. For the

back-up singing by The Reginas

Joan Morley of Arcadia, an embittered mother

first 11 weeks the show played eight

and accompaniment by the

of six left destitute following her husband’s

and two-tone Siamese Twins Dick (David

performances a week. This was

Baxter Funt Band led by Peter

Page) and Jack (Teo Gebert). Into the mix

reduced to four a week for the

comes lorry driver Scro ( John Simpson) —

last six weeks. The show closed

sudden retrenchment, stole the show:
Kenny. Because of the expensive ‘Livermore’s Joan is the most developed of his
and cumbersome set, the show new characters, her anger at her husband’s

who Gerri immediately fancies and

on 19 August 1990. Its 110-

only toured to Melbourne.

Tom (Bader), who run the Moulin Rouge

Sister was the

roadside café, and their neighbours, Enid

dope-dealing Dot (Dolore Whitman), her
alcoholic husband, Mike (Kenny Graham)

imprisons in her cellar for later hanky-panky

Audiences were hard to come by

For Sacred Cow (1979), the

performance run was the longest of

maltreatment is persuasive and intensely felt’.
The show reflected the economic bad

third in the series, Eric Dare

times Australia was going through. Even

W

was again producer and Peter

though it toured to Sydney, Brisbane and

Back in 1975 Livermore was invited

Batey director, but music was

Canberra, it was not a success. Sacred Cow 2

by former Phillip Theatre director

provided by the Wellington

(1984), was also unsuccessful; it did not move

Eric Dare to create his own one-

Bewts Burlesk Band. Songs

anywhere beyond its initial Adelaide season.

man-show. The result, Betty Blokk

included ‘Hot Summer Night’

Buster Follies, opened at the out-of-

Clockwise from top left: Reg and Terry Bader

( Jim Steinman), ‘Dance Band

The show opened at the Riverside Theatre, the-way Balmain Bijou, Sydney, on

in Big Sister (1990); in Betty Blokk Buster Follies

— and the new local cop, J.P Morgan (Gerry
Gallagher), on the trail of a marijuana crop.
The score’s 28 songs included ‘Vicious’,
‘Summery Nights’, ‘The Hard Life’, ‘So You
Want Me’, ‘Smoke, Smoke, Smoke’, ‘It’s The
Same Star Shining Over Gundagai’,
‘Vaminoose’, ‘There’s a Party’ and ‘Animal’.
Parramatta, NSW, on 29 April 1990. Critics
hailed the return of Livermore, but found
the show wanting: ‘Although Livermore

any Livermore musical.

14 April 1975. It is now theatrical

come, theatergoers would talk about Betty

Bain, backing by a five-piece group,

pantomimic dame Gerri — earning and
deserving a standing ovation on opening

Baxter Funt, and a trio of female singers, The Blokk Buster, the goose-stepping, barebottomed, Third Reich MC; Vaseline
Reginas. Livermore, wearing white-clown

night — Big Sister is, in my view, a severely

make-up, became what he was always

flawed work… Its musical score is pedestrian’ destined to be: a star.

Amylnitrate, the foul-mouthed prima
ballerina of the Australian Rules Ballet;

(Rosemary O’Neill, The Australian); ‘It’s more
The format — songs and sketches — wasn’t Tara, the female lion-tamer; or Livermore’s
salute to Roy Rene ‘Mo’, Leonard. The
like an old-time pantomime, in which he
new, but it was what Livermore did with it
Sydney Morning Herald refused to review the
[Livermore] plays the dame, directed with
that made the show unique: pop songs by

Page 14

intimate Clarendon Theatre Restaurant in

Beach Umbrella’ ( Judy Henske) and

Katoomba. Still working in the one-man-

creation, Betty Blokk Buster (1975).

‘Rhythm of Life’ from Sweet Charity. The

show format, he created Wish You Were Here

characters included sex-changed and sex-

(1989), a show built around his character of

1975, was later released nationally, but

starved International Australian Women’s

Leonard. It introduced Leonard’s ex-wife

failed to attract the following the stage show
had enjoyed.2

Tennis Champion, Renee Ashfield; Green

Peter Batey, choreography by Keith

gives a virtuoso performance as the

rude, crude gusto by old-time associate,

On The Titanic’ (Harry Chapin), ‘Yellow

(1975); in Wonder Woman (1976) and as his

legend. The show had direction by

Elton John, Billy Joel, Leo Sayer, Gilbert

show, claiming ‘We don’t review drag

ON STAGE

It was to be five years before Livermore
took to the stage again — this time at the

Wonder Woman (1976), the follow-up,

Gloria and his daughter Nola. ‘Livermore’s
Bogey Winner, Female Television Personality wit shines through… It is rich in entertainment’
of the year, Joannie Bigg; the emasculated
(Leonard Radic, The Age). The piece was a

used the same format as Betty, but this time

Phil the Pill; and Aunty Tom with her ‘Life

hit, playing five performances a week for five

the show had a theme — rampant feminism

and Death’ tape-recording.

months. It later had seasons at the Ensemble

— all brilliantly displayed through the

H.G.Kippax (SMH) said: ‘I can think of

Theatre, Sydney, the Playhouse at the Arts

characters of male chauvinist John Pig, pill-

nobody else in Australia, and precious few

Centre, Melbourne, and toured rural Victoria

popping Irene, drugged-out Carmen

abroad, who can do so many different things

and NSW.

Winter 2011
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Other shows at the Katoomba venue

been recorded: Betty Blokk Buster Follies

also featured Leonard. Santa on the Planet of

(Possum POS5010/POSDVD1), Wonder

the Apes (1992) had him as a retrenched

Woman (Festival L45711/2), Sacred Cow

Father Christmas accused of child

(Festival L36831), Firing Squad (TMAK051)
and Wish You Were Here (on VHS tape).5

molestation. ‘What a performer. He’s a
glorious stand-up comic in the vaudeville

Show music thumbnails
Peter Pinne presses ‘Play’ on the latest Australian show CDs.

In 1996 Livermore received an Order of

Mary Poppins

Talk (About Vaginas)’, then moving through

The original Australian cast recording of

Bader’s humorous ‘Ode To Herminie

rock. Best tracks are iOTA’s three-quarter

Cadolle’ (the creator of the brassiere), to

time ‘Candy Man’, Van de Zandt’s reprise of

Scarlett’s Latin-flavored ‘Mills And Boon

it ‘Candyland’ and Kermond’s ‘I Love Me’, a

And Me’, the score impresses with its wit

genuine vaudeville number written by American

and melody. Harris gets all the fun out of a

Will Mahoney in 1923.

boobies silicone job with ‘The Breast That

Gregory Moore

tradition of Mo McCackie — there’s more

Australia (AO) ‘For services to Australian

Disney’s Mary Poppins was recorded over five

than an echo of Mo in Livermore’s old

theatre and drama as a performer, writer and

performances during the second week of the

stalwart, Leonard the Brave. He’s a sad and

director and to the community.’ In 2003

Melbourne season.

gleeful clown.’ (Pamela Payne, SMH)

Hardie Grant books published his

In Mother Goose (1993) Leonard frocked

Edited, mixed and mastered in London,
the exemplary cast performs the original film

autobiography, Chapters and Chances. It

up as the title character in a ‘confection that

contains scripts of the following characters:

closely resembled an English pantomime.’

Beryl, Alison Diesel, Phil the Pill, Aunty

songs by Richard M. Sherman and Robert B. Money Can Buy’ and Chelsea Plumley as
the survivor of breast cancer is moving on
Sherman and the additional numbers by

According to Livermore, ‘it allowed Leonard

Tom and Joan Morley. A second volume,

George Stiles and Anthony Drewe, with joy,

to get in touch with his feminine side for the
first time.’4 The show played at the

however, There are Things I Haven’t Told You,
remains unpublished.6

charm and conviction.
Verity Hunt-Ballard is, in the words of

Reg Livermore AO will, of course, be first

Clarendon during June and July,

one of her songs, a ‘practically perfect’ Mary

‘Dear Puppies’.

Musical direction of the three-piece group
is again in the hands of the busy but reliable
Michael Tyack. Bonus tracks include ‘Get Checked’

It’s a quirky mix of country, blues and

An Intimate Evening with Gregory Moore and
Friends is the soundtrack from a TV special by
this former Ten Tenor of show, movie and
Celtic songs.
Moore’s very appealing tenor does more

traditionally when the Blue Mountains

and foremost remembered for Betty Blokk

Poppins. Her ‘A Spoonful Of Sugar’ and

and ‘Irene’s Wisdom’. (BP01 0609722 890663)

than justice to Les Misérables’ ‘Bring Him

celebrate a fake Christmas.

Buster Follies and his other one-man shows,

‘Anything Can Happen’ are a delight. Matt

but his contribution to the Australian music

Lee as Bert is vocally lightweight but lands

Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
— The Musical

Difference’, Phantom of the Opera’s ‘All I Ask

Wolf (1995) had Leonard as the Wolf rehearsing

theatre canon cannot be underestimated.

his classic numbers, ‘Chim Chim Cher-ee’,

for the Royal Shakespeare Company of Mt

With five interesting, innovative and

‘Jolly Holiday’ and ‘Step In Time’. Philip

Kuringai. The SMH said it allowed him to

frequently daring original musicals to his

Quast proves what a top rate musical

‘do some delicious pastiching of the Bard, as

credit, especially the groundbreaking Ned

performer he is with his portrayal of George

Red Riding Hood, the Speed Hump and the

well as send-up histrionic

Kelly which is still produced

Banks, and scores memorably on ‘A Man Has

Shakespeare acting. Livermore is,

today, Livermore has certainly

Dreams’. Marina Prior (Mrs Banks) has little

as always, an utter joy to watch.’

earned his special place in the

do but puts her stamp on ‘Being Mrs Banks’,

history of the genre.

as does Debra Byrne with her Bird Woman

Home Sweet Home — Leonard’s
Last Hurrah (1998) put Leonard

Special thanks in the research

in the Twilight Nursing Home

of this article to: www.ausstage.

and had the critics more effusive

edu.au, Reg Livermore, Frank

than ever: ‘Hilarious views on

Van Straten.

just about everything’ ( James

cameo of ‘Feed The Birds’, while Judi Connelli
is deliciously stern as Miss Smythe and makes
‘Brimstone And Treacle’ into a showstopper.
A new song, ‘Playing The Game’, written
for the New York production is here recorded

Waites, SMH), ‘Inspired,

References:

for the first time. It replaced the London

superbly skilled, unbearably

1. Reg Livermore & Rob

production’s ‘Temper, Temper’. Michael Tyack

funny, a triumph’ (Pamela Page,

McMicking: Chapters &    

directs the orchestra and chorus with flair in
what is one of the best ‘live’ Australian cast

Sun Herald) and ‘A rare theatrical

Chances, Hardie Grant,    

creation’ (Paul Le Petit, Sunday

2003, p.279.

albums ever released. (Disney 8723874)

Telegraph). The show was an

2. Eric Reade: History and     

immediate hit at the Clarendon

Heartburn, Harper Row,     

but failed to recover costs when it

1979, p.252.

Breast Wishes —
an Uplifting Musical

toured to Sydney and Melbourne.

3. Livermore, op cit: p.216–219

The Thank You Dinner —
A Feast to Remember (2001) was a one-act play

Top: Reg as Leonard in Wish You Were Here (1989). 4. Ibid, p.267.
Above: Reg and Nancye Hayes in Turns (2011). 5. Peter Pinne: Australian Performers,     

that featured Roger Lovely, a middle-aged

Australian Performances, Performing Arts     

bachelor who discovers revenge after

identity, family, dependency and losing

Museum, Victorian Arts Centre, 1987.

entrusting his pets to his neighbours Doctor

your mind. ‘Hayes is feisty, very funny and

6. Reg Livermore website.

Mirraball, Mrs Roddbutt and Miss Jiffe.

nimble too. Livermore relegates himself to

Livermore played all four characters. The

dyspeptic asides in the first half but he

show was a success and later had a season at

delivers beautifully in the second act’

the Ensemble Theatre, Sydney.

( Jason Blake, SMH). Turns opened at the

The Sun Herald, Sunday Telegraph, The Sydney

Seymour Centre, Sydney, on 22 February

Morning Herald.

a two-hander written for himself and Nancye

2001 and then set off on a national tour,

Hayes. It’s about a 95-year-old showbiz

visiting 34 centres.

Performing rights to Ned Kelly are

Livermore’s latest show is Turns (2011),

performer and her son, and deals with
Page 16

All of Livermore’s one-man-shows have

Newspapers:
The Age, The Australian, The Bulletin,

administered by David Spicer Productions:
www.davidspicer.com.au

n
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Home’, Suddenly Single’s ‘Making a
Of You’ (with Catherine Williams) and

The original Broadway cast recording of

Titanic’s ‘My Heart Will Go On’ (with Venessa

Priscilla is a milestone for two reasons: it’s the

Moore). The Celtic choices are ‘Danny Boy’,

first time an Australian jukebox musical has

‘The Last Rose of Summer’ and ‘Galway

been produced on Broadway, and the first time Bay’. There’s also a good track by Moore’s
an Australian actor, who has created a role

brother Graham and his wife Venessa of

in Australia, has got to play it on Broadway.

Frank Loesser’s cute duet ‘Baby It’s Cold

Tony Sheldon repeats his award-winning

Outside’ from the 1949 MGM Esther Williams

performance as Bernadette, singing ‘Macarthur movie Neptune’s Daughter. Bernard Walz arranged
Park’ and ‘True Colors’; the latter has replaced and conducted the album for an 11-piece
‘Both Sides Now’. Sheldon’s costars Nick Adams group which includes strings and woodwind.
(Adam/Felicia) and Will Swenson (Tick/Mitzi) Best track is the inspirational ‘You Raise Me
have good voices, but Swenson doesn’t make Up’. (CD: Fanfare 014/DVD: Fanfare 019)
‘Always On My Mind’ work as well as Jeremy
Stanford does on the Australian album. The
line-up of songs has been changed for the USA
and now includes the Madonna hits ‘Material
Girl’ and ‘Like A Prayer’.
Musical production of the CD is again by
Stephen ‘Spud’ Murphy. It still has that wallto-wall disco sound of the ’70s and ’80s and

Tim McKew
Tim McKew at the Sands is an album by a performer
who essays the Noël Coward Songbook.
McKew, who has performed at various
venues nationally, including the 2010
Melbourne Comedy Festival, features 10
tracks of Coward favourites, including ‘Mad

About The Boy’, ‘London Pride’, ‘Mad Dogs
This show about female breasts was conceived it still sounds as OTT as the Australian album.
And Englishmen’, ‘Poor Little Rich Girl’ and
in 2005, had a première at the Sydney Theatre The only difference is the American accents.
‘I’ll See You Again’.
in 2008, and has since done two national tours. (Rhino R@ 527371)
He opens with Coward’s clever take on
It is not only uplifting, but also funny and Smoke and Mirrors
Cole Porter’s ‘Let’s Do It’, to which McKew
emotional. Actor Anne Looby came up with
The cast album from this award-winning show, has added local references, closes with a mix
the idea which has been fleshed out by seven
which was commissioned by the Sydney Festival of ‘I Like America’ and ‘21st Century Blues’
writers, among them Wendy Harmer, James
in 2010, features 18 tracks, some vocal and
and in between links the songs with anecdotes
Millar and Debra Oswald.
some instrumental.
about Coward’s career. Piano is by his longtime
The cast of five comprises Valerie Bader,
The show, a rock/circus/vaudeville cabaret accompanist Peter de Ryk, with some tracks
Chelsea Plumley, Gretel Scarlett and Anne
with acrobats, a trapeze artist and a magician,
featuring Amber Lomanowicz on trumpet.
Looby with David Harris as the token male.
was conceived and written by iOTA and
They all get their moment in the spotlight in
director Craig Ilott, with iOTA, Wayne Scott All CDs are available from www.middle8.com.au
a ’60s-sounding off-Broadway score by New
Kermond (The Vaudevillian) and Queenie
except the Gregory Moore album, which can
Zealand composer Bruce Brown. Opening
Van De Zandt (The Bearded Lady) performing be found at JB Hi-Fi and via TimMcKew@
with a terrific ensemble march, ‘Let’s Not
the vocals.
www.timmckew.com.au 
n
Winter 2011
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne
To the surprise and concern of conservationists,
the rear wall of the former Auditorium

restoration is part of a $6m project that
includes a new café, shops and 18 apartments,

as well as the bigger more affluent ones, and

being constructed at the rear of the building.

seeing the waste in some and the scrimping

familiar four-storey Soldiers’ and Sailors’

demolished as part of the conversion of the

Memorial Hall, built in 1924 to designs by

site into the ‘171 Collins’ development.
This means that the last vestiges of the
original concert hall and cinema have gone,
historic and architecturally significant building.
The Auditorium, designed by Nahum Barnet,
was Melbourne’s first major concert hall. It

adds: ‘It’s the sector helping itself to tackle

Auditorium see On Stage, Spring 2010 and
Summer 2011.
Graham Kennedy — ‘King of Television’.

some of the issues. I think somebody

to David Carruthers, from the nearby Dog’s

stepping forward, as Peter has done, and

Bar wine bar and arts hub, and SlowDown,

volunteer to co-ordinate it is fantastic. The

a local produce canteen.

responsibility now lies with the sector to try

Street and saw one of the side doors was open.

For a comprehensive history of the

Sian Alexander, theatre associate director

designed Melbourne’s Shrine of Remembrance.

David recalls. ‘I was walking down Acland

into the Metro Theatre.

share resources.’
of green arts organisation Julie’s Bicycle,

‘I first discovered the theatre in 2001,’

opened in 1913. In 1934 it was transformed

and saving in others. It’s so sensible to try to

architects Hudson and Wardrop, who later
The highly-contested 20-year lease went

leaving only the very front portion of the

Harrison. He explains: ‘The idea came from
me working with cash-strapped small companies

The theatre is in the rear section of the

building in Collins Street has been

Image: Elisabeth Kumm.

designer and production electrician Peter

As On Stage Summer 2007 reported, the

(H)all gone

The site of the Auditorium/Metro, June 2011.

Set-exchange is the creation of lighting

it out, to use it and see if we can find a way
to make it work for us.’
Set-exchange is structured along the same

I went in to have a “nosey” and was gob-

lines as free recycling website Freecycle. It has

smacked that the place wasn’t being used.’

a message board where production managers

‘It’s a fabulous location, right in the

can post information about their available

heart of St Kilda,’ says David. ‘It’s perfect

items. Other member companies can then offer

Japan tsunami relief effort. ‘It’s not

for dancing and small shows. We plan to have

to take the items free of charge, although they

something I ever imagined I’d sell until the

a regular tea dance for seniors, live music,

must arrange for collection and transportation.

tsunami happened. I just felt it was a really

cabaret, comedy, film screenings, story-telling

Harrison says users are free to post anything

good cause,’ Mr Boland said after the 26

and all sorts of other arts events, as well as

‘as long as it is yours to give away, as long as

June auction. ‘I have been told it will now be

big social and corporate functions.’

it’s legal and as long as it’s free’. He warns,

relocated to Canberra and put on public
display, and that couldn’t make me happier.
I’m really, really thrilled.’

Australia: St Kilda
New life for veteran venue
The old Memorial Theatre in Acland Street,

however, that some items would still be

England: London

subject to the designer’s copyright and may

Haven’t we met before?

not be appropriate to give away.

Thanks to an innovative new website, British
theatre companies can now advertise and

users can benefit financially: a company

recycle their old sets and costumes — for free!

offering items saves storage and disposal costs,

Set-exchange.co.uk facilitates the sharing

St Kilda, has been given a new lease of life

of unwanted sets, costumes and props between

and has a new name — Memo Hall.

UK theatre organisations. Companies including

The interior of the St Kilda Memorial Hall,
c. 1954.

There is no cost to use the site, and all

the Royal Court, Glyndebourne and the Lyric
Hammersmith are supporting the website.

and the recipient does not have to buy the
items.
Subscribers receive regular email updates
detailing new items.
Link: www.set-exchange.co.uk

childhoods, overbearing businessmen, circus

What the Dickens!

wonders, forbidden romance, industrial strife

A ‘grim, satanic’ mill at Great Ancoats, near
Manchester, was the venue for a new
production of Charles Dickens’ Hard Times.
The audience promenaded through the
claustrophobic building to encounter the
various episodes in Dickens’ scathing
indictment of a world in which the higher
things in life are sacrificed on the altar of
economic necessity.
The low-ceilinged Murray’s Mill is still
littered with the odd bit of old machinery,
broken wheels and great textile hampers.

and redemptive love’.
The cast included a number of locals as
extras, including one who worked at Murray’s
Mills in its heyday.

Britain: York
Creativity on line
Playwright Sir Alan Ayckbourn’s archive has
been bought by the University of York. It will
be made public online and at a university
research centre, in ways designed to encourage
its widest possible use.

The play was presented by Manchester’s
Library Theatre, which was evicted from the
city’s Central Library last year and is homeless
for four years while it waits for its new home
to be built (see On Stage, Winter 2009). ‘It
prompted us to look at making drama in places
that don’t normally have theatre,’ said director
Chris Honer.
He explained: ‘The audience arrived at
the mill to a living tableau of Dickensian Britain,
beginning with performers from the circus,
whose seedy exuberance is the catalyst for
much of the questioning of the utilitarian
ethic which brought industrial success to
Victorian Britain at such a human cost.’
The new dramatisation by Charles Way

Prolific British playwright Sir Alan Ayckbourn.
More than a tonne of material, from
school exercise books to CDs tracking his

placed a more modern emphasis on the

meticulous revisions, has been bought by the

resilience of the women that forms the

university for £240 000 ($A361 650) with the

background to the novel, but otherwise, said

help of the Heritage Lottery Fund and

Honer, the play led the audience on ‘a

charitable trusts.

compelling journey through damaged
The derelict Murray’s Mill, near Manchester,
the setting for Hard Times.

Thousands of sketches and plans
illuminate the progress of Ayckbourn’s 75
plays and hundreds of minor works, with
more to come as the playwright, now 72 and
recovering from a stroke, works on.

Australia: Melbourne

Professor Brian Cantor, vice-chancellor of

Clown jewel

the university, said the material illuminated

The National Film and Sound Archive, Canberra,

the methods of a dramatist who managed the

has paid $16 800 to acquire Graham Kennedy’s

unusual feat of being both extremely popular

iconic crown for permanent display.

and critically acclaimed. ‘After Shakespeare,’

The crown was presented to Kennedy in

he said, ‘Ayckbourn is the most performed

1969 by Channel9 personality Eric Pearce on

playwright in the world.’

the last edition of the 13-year top-rating show

The archive will particularly intrigue

In Melbourne Tonight. Many years later it was

students of stagecraft, which has long been

found by a private collector in a Sydney junk

seen as Ayckbourn’s exceptional talent,

store. He bought it for $5.. After Kennedy’s

influenced by his mentor Stephen Joseph and

death in 2006, the crown was sold at auction

years of practical experience backstage.

for $14 600 (see On Stage, Winter 2007).

Digital material will go online shortly and

It was bought by former Sunrise executive

staff plan to add more soon.

producer Adam Boland. Mr Boland decided

With thanks to Elisabeth Kumm, Robert

to auction the crown to raise money for the
Page 18

England: Manchester

Morrison and Brian Sutton.
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The magic of George Miller’s Music Halls
In Part Five of his definitive history of Australia’s first theatre restaurants, Peter Pinne concludes the story
of Sydney’s Music Hall at Neutral Bay.

A
‘

fter four years and four

joined by newcomers Anne Semler,

plays at the Music Hall,

Cathy Bray, Peter Mihell, Edward

my fifth to start

Lansdowne, Richard Dodds and

rehearsals and to open in July, I

Ian Watkin. Michael O’Reilly

have come to realise just how

choreographed, Don Harvie was

serious writing melodramas for fun

musical director, Stuart Esplin created

can be,’ said Stanley Walsh on the

the animated figures, with Tom

eve of the opening of The Spectre of
Wycombe Manor (10 July 1974).1

Lingwood designing sets and costumes.
A major acquisition for the

‘When following in a line of 16

Music Hall, Englishman Lingwood

melodramas at the same theatre, a

had superb groundbreaking design

writer is faced with the problem of

credits for the Australian Opera: La

creating a play which is uniquely

Bohème (1970), Der Rosenkavalier

different in some way from the others,

(1972), War and Peace (1972), Aïda

complete in itself with its own

(1975), Salome (1976) and G&S. Anne

identity, yet faithful to the house

Semler was the wife of cinematographer

style which has evolved.’

Dean Semler, who won an Academy

Walsh got the idea for The Spectre

Award for Kevin Costner’s Dances
With Wolves (1990).2

of Wycombe Manor during a visit to
the Haunted House in Disneyland,

Don Harvie’s contribution to the

California, where he was struck by

evening’s scaremongering was some

the fascination the supernatural had

very apt incidental music and the

for adults and children. His plot

deliciously titled ditty, ‘Put A Little
Evil In Your Life.’3

involved the usual suspects — a
wicked villain, a sweet young

‘Mr Sandor is an unusually dignified

maiden and a gallant suitor — all set

and splendid villain — an invaluable

in a haunted English manor.

asset to the company’ said Dorothy

The production relied more than

Darlington in The Sydney Morning

usual on special effects with its

Herald (13 May 1974). Also rating a

‘animated ghosts’ appearing

mention were Rosalie Howard, Brian

throughout the performance. The

Hinselwood, Ron Blanchard, Gordon

former revolving stage at the venue

Poole, Desmond Rolfe and Anne

was replaced by a larger (11m) and

Semler. Darlington thought that it

better version which had originally

would be unlikely that the venue

been used in the J.C.Williamson

would be needing a new show

production of Fiddler on the Roof.

before 1976. She was right: The

Heading the cast as the villain

Spectre of Wycombe Manor ran for an

Nathaniel Creevey was American

amazing 18 months, closing on

actor Alfred Sandor, with Rosalie

10 February 1976.

Howard as Lady Amelia Wycombe

Stanley Walsh also received an

and Brian Hinselwood as Julian

unlikely affirmation for his work

Bubb-Dodington. Sandor had

from Frank Devine, the Readers’

originally come to Australia to star

Digest editor-in-chief for Australia

for J.C.Williamson’s opposite

and New Zealand. In a letter to the

Googie Withers in Plaza Suite (1969);

editor of The Australian (26 July

he stayed on to find work in

1974), Devine said: ‘I thought

television as Dr Raymond Shaw in
The Young Doctors (1976).
Familiar faces on stage were Ron Blanchard,
Desmond Rolfe, Trevor McCosker, Gordon
Poole and Sandie [Sandra] Griffin, who were
Page 20

Top: Anne Semler and Barry Lovett in The
Spectre of Wycombe Manor, 1974.
Above: Bruce Barry and Anne Semler in
Crushed by Desire, 1978.

Stanley Walsh’s Music Hall
melodrama to be more like “real” theatre
than most of the performances of Australian
plays I have seen, because Walsh has such
fine command of basic theatrical technique

ON STAGE

and structure. As both writer and director he

The plot was based on a true incident that

squatter Hamish Stewart, John Hamblin the

creates a momentum that makes you want to

involved John Macarthur, the squatter who

victimised hero, Harry Masterman and Gail

know what happens next.’

introduced Merino sheep to Australia. In

Muller the heroine Teresa Wilmott. John

Boddy’s story, Alton Harvey was the villainous

Allen was Cedric Fortesque-Smythe from the

But after five triumphs, Walsh proved
with his sixth show that he was not

46th Regiment, and Gordon Poole

infallible. The Beast of Belgrave Square

played Governor Macquarie. An

(14 February 1976) was a critical flop.

assortment of lusty wenches, soldiers

Described as a distant relative of Dr

and convicts were played by Anne

Jekyll and Mr Hyde, the work was

Semler, Ron Blanchard, Wendy Scammell,

criticised by The Sydney Morning Herald

Carol Adams, Alexander Pope, Joe Dicker

(26 February 1976): ‘It virtually does

and Clive Marshall. Douglas Smith

away with the most Victorian element

designed the sets and costumes, with

of all: the solid dramatic backbone,

Michael O’Reilly as choreographer.

however absurd, which was built into

In his first foray into a Music Hall

all Victorian plays and novels… There

style show, Boddy showed he could

isn’t any build-up, there isn’t any plot,

deliver. ‘Music Hall runs rum Colonial

there aren’t any consequences.’ Tom

riot’ and ‘Witty melodrama instant hit’

Lingwood’s sets and costumes were

were just two of the headlines of the

said, however, to ‘compare with those

show’s reviews. Alton Harvey’s villain

of our subsidised theatres at their

was called ‘excellent’ by The Sun; other

grandest’, and ‘Don Harvie, the

reviewers were equally laudatory: ‘In a

pianist, regulates the music to a nicety’.

night of triumphs Alton Harvey

For this show Harvie wrote two original

becomes the most acceptable villain.’

songs, ‘The Claws Tango’ and ‘Dr
Blackmore’s Song’.4

John Hamblin, Gail Muller, Clive
Marshall and John Allen were also

On stage Walsh had stuck to a mix

noticed but, more importantly, Anne

of old and new faces: Alfred Sandor,

Semler ‘made an unconscious but valid

Anne Semler, Barry Lovett, Anne

job of stealing the show.’

Charleston, Henri Szeps, Ron Hackett,

Lust for Power kept up the long-run

Kerry Woods, Phillip Ross, Trevor

tradition of the Music Hall; it played for

McCosker, Peter Mihell, Cathy Bray,

just over a year, closing on 4 March 1978.

David Waters and Sally Cahill.

Michael Boddy ditched the classic

Choreography was again by

melodrama conventions for his second

Michael O’Reilly.

show, Crushed by Desire (11 March 1978),

The Beast of Belgrave Square was Stanley

which he set on the New South Wales

Walsh’s last show at the Music Hall — at

goldfields in 1864. More a musical

least for the moment. The role of Clive

comedy than a melodrama, it had

Archer in TVs The Restless Years (1977)

original songs by Peter Casey, musical

was beckoning. His replacement was

direction by Don Harvie, choreography

Michael Boddy.

by Michael O’Reilly and set and

Boddy, like Walsh, was an actor,

costume design by Tom Lingwood.

director and dramatist mostly at

Bruce Barry was a welcome

Nimrod, where his credits included The

addition to the cast as Sir Garfield

Legend of King O’Malley (1970), which

Squeeze, not so much a villain, just a

won the James Cook Bicentennial Play

banker who wants to foreclose all

Competition and an Awgie, Biggles

mortgages so he can take over the rich

(1970), Hamlet on Ice (1971), Cash (1972).

mining claims. He also wanted to have

Cradle of Hercules (1974), for the Old

his way with the heroine Sally Lightfoot

Tote Theatre Company, gave Jack Charles

(Anne Semler), a belly-dancer doing the

as Bennelong one of the first contemporary
roles for an Aboriginal actor.5

rounds of the goldfields. ‘Of traditional

Boddy wrote, directed and also penned
lyrics to Don Harvie’s music for Lust for
Power, or Perils at Parramatta (12 March 1977),
a story taken from Australia’s colonial past.
Winter 2011

Top: Ron Blanchhard, John Allen and Anne
Semler in Lust for Power, 1977.
Above: Alfred Sandor in The Beast of Belgrave
Square, 1976.

melodrama there remains the title and
a gorgeous villain in the resplendent person
of Bruce Barry, who sneers and struts more
elegantly and delightfully than any Neutral
Bay villain I can remember’ (SMH, *
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March 1978). It was the first time Barry had

evil Jardine Leachman was

was to recapture the magic of a gas-lit

tackled melodrama since playing Chevalier

Ron Haddrick, with Alan

Edwardian night out.

Lucio Delgado in The Face at the Window at

Wilson as Jeremy Parsons,

the Bowl Music Hall, Melbourne, in 1962.

Eileen Colocott as the

That he succeeded beyond his wildest
dreams in now theatrical legend.

‘Anne Semler makes a saucy ornament to madam Miss Prudence,
the play… her associates are two amusingly
Terry Bader as Quincy

Special thanks to: Alton Harvey, Margaret

quaint mountebanks played by David Waters Trotter, a sort of Artful
and Gordon Poole.’ Other performers to get Dodger, David Atkins as

Leask, Ann Peck (NIDA), Performing Arts

a mention were Aleda Johnson, Reg Gillam

the sooty imp Ginger, and

(NIDA Archives & Performing Arts

and David Gilchist. The cast also included

Des Rolfe as the tenacious

Collection), State Library of Queensland,

Phillip De Carle, Yvonne Adams, Amanda

copper Clement Hubbard.

Frank Van Straten.

Noble, Ross Sharp, Trevor McCosker and

Others in the strong cast

Dale Grant.

included Karen Johnson

References:

The Sydney Morning Herald also noted:

(Maggie), Trevor McCosker

‘The elaborate sets and costume designs are

(Dodo Jones), Sandra Griffin

by Tom Lingwood, Peter Casey’s songs are

(Lily), Jenni Anderson (Dora),

catchy and sophisticated and Don Harvie’s

Bob Mercer (Phineas

musical direction is expert.’

Weavell), Jenny Ludeke (Lui),

Casey and Boddy’s score included ‘El

Collection (the Arts Centre), Peter Orlovich

1. Elizabethan Trust News, July 1974.
2. John Cargher: Opera and Ballet in
Australia, Cassell, 1977).
3. Dramatic Music, Australia Music Centre,
1977, p.159.
4. ibid

Trevor Prior (Captain

5. Philip Parsons: Companion to Theatre in

Dorado Gold’, ‘Squeezeville’, ‘The Law Is

Monks) and Malcolm Pink

Flexible And Bendy’, ‘You Little Aussie

(Ernie). Tom Lingwood

Battlers Make Me Sick’ and ‘Give Me

was back to design sets

Strength’, which Anne Semler milked to

and costumes, Michael

perfection. As usual, there was a sing-a-long

O’Reilly choreographed

Left: Des Rolfe, Ron Haddrick and Jenny Ludecke in Lost to the Devil, 1979.

7. Lost to the Devil program.

preceding the show. This was recorded and

and Don Harvie was

Above: Christine Cameron and Alton Harvey in East Lynne, 1980.

8. Trevor McCosker: NIDA oral history

released as an EP on the Ambassador label

musical director.

under the title Sing-a-long At the Music Hall.

Australia , Currency 1995) pp91–92.
6. Peter Pinne: Australian Performers,
Australian Performances, PAM, 1987.

recording, 11 April 2006.

Lost to the Devil opened

It featured ‘Daisy’, ‘When Irish Eyes Are

on 16 February, 1979.

people were killed, New South Wales authorities

Smiling’, ‘Pack Up Your Troubles’, ‘It’s a

H.G.Kippax (SMH, February 1979) called it

introduced stringent safety regulations for

Long Way To Tipperary’, ‘Botany Bay’, ‘I’ve

‘a rousing celebration of Victorian cockney

public venues and places of entertainment.

Got A Lovely Bunch of Coconuts’, ‘Hello,

vitality… Mr Haddrick presides over the

The Music Hall was forced to seal off its upper

Hello, Who’s Your Lady Friend?’, ‘Beside the melodrama, Miss Colocott over the music
entertainment rooms, and the seating was cut
Seaside’, ‘For Me and My Gal’ and
hall. Both are…superb. From his first appearance, back to provide more room between tables
‘Swanee’.6
frock-coated, top-hatted, baleful, defying the and more fire exits. Unfortunately, reducing
Crushed by Desire had an 11-month run,
audience with sinister eyebrows, hellfire in
the fire hazard in the stage area meant that
closing on 10 February, 1979. It was followed his nasty eyes, Mr Haddrick takes charge
by Lost to the Devil, a new work written and
with a kind of controlled, satanic exuberance.

the once generous performance space had to
be masked off. The result was a smaller fire-

directed by Stanley Walsh. It was set in the

It is one of the very best performances I have

infamous ‘Devil’s Acre’, a small area behind

seen from him… At the opposite pole is Miss by early touring companies who played East

proof ‘box set’, ironically similar to that used

Westminster, London, where beggars, thieves Colocott’s Prudence, a raddled, tipsy grotesque Lynne the world over. As George Miller
and prostitutes scratched out a living at the
of a madam, reigning over the world of cakes lamented in the program, ‘Gone are the days
turn of the century.
and ale, with lewd eye and, tipsy or not,
of our lavish Tom Lingwood sets with the
The plot introduces merchant trader
Jardine Leachman, the head of a company
buying and selling commodities such as tea
and sugar, and running a slave trading and

whip-cracking attack. A creation of joy’.
Others who delighted were Terry Bader,
Alan Wilson, Karen Johnson and David
Atkins. At one point during the show, chimney

The Australian, Daily Mirror, The Daily

in 1960 and 1961 when East Lynne had opened

despite strong opposition from the

Telegraph, The Sun (Sydney), The Sydney

the Music Halls in Melbourne and Sydney.

authorities in Melbourne and Sydney. During

Morning Herald.

All the critics commented on the changes.

Music Hall presented 23 major melodrama

past Music Hall shows, with the revolving

productions, several children’s plays and

stage, will be disappointed that new fire

many Sunday night classical music concerts.

regulations enforce minimum scenery and

Their achievement is legendary, for not

effects’, said Bill Vourcier (SMH). ‘George

only did their Music Hall become the most

Miller has problems at his Neutral Bay

successful theatre restaurant in the Southern

theatre restaurant, but he soldiers bravely

Hemisphere, it also became an institution.

on’ lamented Frank Harris (The Sun). But they

Over the years, patrons as varied as

his red-lined cloak.’ Christine Cameron was

sports clubs, came to hiss the villain, cheer

said to be a ‘pretty Lady Isabel’, Mal Carmont

the hero and happily sing along.

doubled as the Chairman and Lord Mount

Stainton adaptation. Johnny Johnstone
Severn, Lyn Lovett was Cornelia, with Diane

Music Hall before the next show, a revival of Smith ( Joyce), Mal Carmont (Archibald
East Lynne, opened on 2 February 1980).

Carlyle), Michael Freundt (Richard Hare),

Following a fire at Luna Park in which eight

Bernadette Hughson (Barbara Hare),

ON STAGE

was ‘properly priggish’, and Bernadette Hughson
was ‘quietly seductive’.

As the shows’ cast lists reveal, it gave
career starts to dozens of actors. At the

The revival managed a seven-month run, same time it helped to develop theatergoers’
but its closing on 6 September 1980 was the

taste for local stories. As the years

end of the Music Hall.

progressed its productions got bigger, were

James R. Lawson Pty Ltd announced an
on-site auction of the contents on 21 and 22
September 1980. Among the items on offer
were a Victorian pottery jardinière, a Victorian
Winter 2011
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its 20 years’ existence their Neutral Bay

‘Customers expecting the flamboyance of

ambassadors, trade unionists, and social and

disappearance of one particular lass, Jeremy

Page 22

pioneered the theatre restaurant concept,

Mephistophelian Leverson flapped about in

but to also direct the piece using the Philip

the milieu of Oliver!, Heading the cast as the

Jones was musical director — as he had been

scenery and a multitude of theatrical devices
— now only wonderful memories.’9

only to play the villain, Sir Frances Levison,

Newspapers sourced for this article:

George Miller and his wife, Lorna,

Helpmann, plus sundry parliamentarians,

The size of the cast had also been

9. East Lynne Program.

Poole (Suzanne and Little Willy). A.Vincent

the fun, Harvey never missed a hiss as the

According to Trevor McKosker, it was a
disappearing at an alarming rate, and after the riotous moment.8 The show ran almost a

Character- and set-wise we were back in

alabaster bust of Nell Gwynne.

revolving stage, combined with flying

knows no bounds. Young girls have been

Many physical changes were made to the

Leppard (P.C. 49 and Mr Dill) and Gaye

Artur Rubinstein, Jacques Tati, Sir Robert

reduced to 10. Alton Harvey was back not

Parsons arrives in Devil’s Acre to search for
his young sister.7

gilt metal four-branch gaslight and an

all loved the show: ‘The cast fairly wallow in

illicit opium smuggling operation on the side. sweeper Atkins swung out over the audience,
Leachman’s unscrupulous business behaviour swiping a patron’s glass of wine as he went.

year, closing 26 January, 1980.

Christine Cameron (Lady Isabel), George

more lavish and spectacular and featured a
multitude of theatrical effects.
When he created the Bowl Music Hall

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
President: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie
Committee Members:
Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,
     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor
Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

in Melbourne in 1961, George Miller’s aim
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First reading

The Boy from Wagga Wagga
honoured by home town

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
The dancing Thirties
Mark Carroll (ed.):

W

The Ballets Russes in Australia and Beyond
A superbly presented series of essays on
various aspects of the three Australian tours

Veteran Aussie actor Bill Kerr in city’s Walk of Fame.

agga Wagga paid tribute

went on to star in many British movies

to the man who put it on

throughout the 1950s and ’60s, from

the map — veteran actor

Appointment in London (1952) and The

Bill Kerr, when, on 17 May, the mayor,

Dam Busters (1954) to A Funny Thing

Contributors include Lee Christofis, Andrew

Councillor Wayne Geale OAM,

Happened on the Way to the Forum (1966)

Montana, Joel Crotty, Valerie Lawson,

unveiled a plaque in his honour in the

and Dr Who (1967).

Richard Stone and Alan Brissenden.

Wagga Wagga Walk of Fame in Baylis

of the Ballets Russes in the 1930s.

Bill returned to Australia in 1979

Street.

Appendices detail the companies’

and became a leading figure in the

‘Bill’s contribution to the

repertoires and the names of the army of

Australian film renaissance of the

people involved, on stage and off. The

community was through his acting

1980s, with key roles in Gallipoli (1981),

illustrations — and there are hundreds of

abilities, the arts and his famous tag

The Year of Living Dangerously (1982), Dusty

them — are worth the price of the book alone:

line “The Boy from Wagga Wagga”,’

(1983) and Razorback (1984). His most

said Mayor Geale. ‘Bill spent his first

recent film was Southern Cross (2004).

20 years in Wagga Wagga, developing

On stage, Bill has been seen in

wonderful portraits, production shots, set and
costume designs, advertisements, letters and

The audience at the Theatre Royal, Sydney, standing for the National Anthem at the conclusion

office memos. A major achievement — a worthy of the Monte Carlo Russian Ballet season, 26 February 1937 — reproduced from The Ballets
Russes in Australia and Beyond.
documentation of the basis of ballet in this

his skills as an actor in musical theatre,

Something’s Afoot, The Man from

revues and eisteddfods, and working

Mukinupin, Privates in Parade and

country, and an appropriately grand finale for

on local radio.

Paradise Lost (all in Perth), My Fair Lady

the recent nation-wide Ballets Russes Project.
Wakekfield Press, 2011. 360 pp. RRP $75

Anywhere you hang your hat
Jane Clifton:
The Address Book
All through her life, comedian Jane Clifton
has been constantly shifting homes, first as a
child of a British military officer and then as
an adult, living in the fast-moving worlds of
anti-war demos, women’s lib, experimental
theatre, rock’n’roll, and TV.
Although she says she’s adept at fitting in
anywhere, she queries the concept of ‘home’:
is it your family?…your memories?… or
simply bricks and mortar? To try to find out,
she revisited every house she’d lived in — all
32 of them — to see if she could piece together
the jigsaw of her life.
Penguin, 2011. 368 pp. $32.95.

No-holds-barred
Ross Fitzgerald & Rick Murphy:
Austen Tayshus: Merchant of Menace
A sometimes disturbing no-holds-barred biog
of Australia’s most controversial comedian,
Sandy Gutman, aka Austen Tayshus. Since he
came to prominence with his brilliant ‘Australiana’
routine, he has continued to harangue, shock
and delight audiences around Australia with a

Hair raiser
Dave Graney:
1001 Australian Nights: A Memoir by
Dave Graney
A rollicking account of Graney’s hair-raising

made an emergency landing on the Camden
Haven River at Laurieton, NSW. On board
were Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna, Frances

town outsider to punk icon, exploring plenty
of dark detours along the way.
Affirm Press, 2011. 288 pp. RRP $29.95.

The view from five decades
Marcie Jones:
Runs in the Blood
In this lively account of her five decades in

Langford, Tony Romano, Barney Dean and
Patty Thomas, on their way to entertain US

account of his search for the aircraft itself and
for dancer Patty Thomas, the only member of
the troupe still alive.
Mitchell McKay, 2011. 32 pp. $17 inc. post.
Available from Port Macquarie Heritage,
PO Box 9495, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444.

legend Marcie Jones includes perceptive

Circus—The Australian Story

now lives in Perth, Bill Kerr’s successes

Silence of Dean Maitland (1934).

have been significantly tied to Wagga

After serving in World War II, Bill

Wagga, whose reputation he has been

went to England to further his career.

promoted, enriched and delighted, both

He worked for BBC Radio where,

within Australia and internationally.’

through his affectionate mockery,

The Baylis Street Walk of Honour

Wagga Wagga became famous throughout

Above: The Boy From Wagga Wagga. Image THA.

was inaugurated in 1998 to recognise

Britain. He was a regular cast member of the

Below left: The Bill Kerr plaque now in Baylis

substantial contributors to the City of Wagga

legendary Hancock’s Half Hour team and

Street, Wagga Wagga.

Wagga. Bill Kerr is the 27th inductee.

Below right: Dr Neill Overton, Lecturer in Art
History and Visual Culture at Charles Sturt

With thanks to Karly Pieper. Unveiling

University (left) with Wagga Wagga Mayor,

ceremony pictures by Rachel Viski, courtesy

OAM.

Wagga Wagga City Council.

n

the definitive celebration of Australian circus

John, Dolly Parton, Jack Klugman and soccer

— a superbly researched cavalcade of people,

Normie Rowe, arriving at hospital with

photographs, posters and memorabilia.

superstar Georgie Best. She covers the Australian shows and animals, presented in a resplendent
large full-colour format, with beautifully reproduced
franchise of Koala Blue, her breakup with
Gerry Marsden (of Merseybeat fame) to give
birth and even performing for the Pope!
NCS Publishing, 2008. 400 pp. RRP $35
www.marciejones.com

Hollywood comes to
Laurieton

Melbourne Books, 2011. 274 pp. RRP $39.99.

Big little people
Jane Sullivan:
Little People
An intriguing mystery based on an inventive
reimagining of actual incidents during the

Mitch McKay:

visit to Melbourne of General Tom Thumb

It’s Not Hollywood, But…

and his troupe in 1870.
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(1933); he followed this with The

Roll up! Roll up! Here, in the centre ring, is

par with George Carlin, Bill Hicks and Joan Rivers.
Hale & Iremonger, 2011. 284 pp. RRP

Said Mayor Geale: ‘Although he

Councillor Wayne Geale

genius that, the authors claim, puts him on a

$29.95.

production of Peter Pan (from 1996).

Cavalcade
Mark St Leon:

including Johnny O’Keefe, Olivia Newton-

made his screen début as ‘Sonny’ in the

www.pmheritage.com.au

show business, unsung Australian music
observations of some major identities,

(Canberra, 1980) and the touring

George Wallace comedy Harmony Row

30-year roller coaster ride through Australian troops. Mitch McKay relates the story of this
largely forgotten adventure, and adds an
contemporary music. The anarchic Graney
documents his bumpy journey from small-

Billed as ‘Little Willie Kerr’, Bill

In August 1944 a US Catalina Flying Boat

Scribe, Melbourne, 2011. 344 pp.
RRP $32.95.
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

The Royal Casino was a dance hall,

Ralph Marsden visits another much-used Bourke Street, Melbourne, entertainment site.

designed by Peter Thomas Conlon, the

ample stage and orchestra have been formed’, music hall had vanished, to be replaced by
Kreitmayer’s Waxworks.
press advertisements advised on opening

architect of George Coppin’s Royal

day, 31 May 1869. ‘The casino in Bourke-

Haymarket Theatre and Apollo Music Hall

his is another Bourke Street site

street has been refitted and transformed into

immigrant wax modeller who had arrived in

hall, just a block further down Bourke

on the opposite side of Bourke Street. The

with a much longer history of

a convenient concert room, which will

Melbourne in 1856 and had first gone into

Street. Both halls seem to have been similar

hall had ‘Splendid galleries and reserved

probably prove a formidable rival to the

partnership with Dr Louis Lawrence Smith,

in size and capacity and also shared some of

boxes for gentlemen, or for ladies when

T

entertainment than is generally

realised. A very few might still recall the Star
picture theatre which operated here until
1929; a few more may have heard of the
Waxworks which preceded it; but well before

The
Star
Theatre

that a hotel, The Royal Charter, occupied

the same performers. It seems that in an
attempt to give their house additional
cachet, the management of the Royal
Charter changed the name to ‘Royal Surrey’
or ‘Surrey’ in September 1863.

the ground. This opened in 1855 and soon

Evidently renamed in honour of London’s

Varieties. Mr Barry O’Neill, Mr Braham, and exhibiting a collection of anatomical models
accompanied by gentlemen’, according to an Johnny Cowan are among the vocalists
at Smith’s Royal Polytechnic Institute in
Argus advertisement on opening day,

engaged, and the orchestra is under the

1862. He later joined Philemon Sohier,

14 August 1865.

direction of Mr Barnett Levy. The first

proprietor of a waxworks exhibition which had

The Casino opened with ‘The most

entertainment was given last evening, and

first opened in Melbourne in 1857. In 1869

fashionable public ball ever held in the

the hall was crowded,’ The Argus of 1 June

Kreitmayer took over the business and after

Southern Hemisphere [complete with]

1869 reported.

exhibiting for several years in the lower

after, it seems, a small concert room was

famous Royal Surrey Music Hall, the local

Gorgeous decorations. Brilliant Illuminations.

inaugurated in which free entertainment was

counterpart also boasted a gallery, advertised

Mr Zeplin and his Orchestra of Soloists. Mr

offered to entice extra custom.

as ‘now open free’ from late September.

Smart, Graduate professor of dancing and

The first press record of these concerts

The Royal Surrey’s advertising ebbed

appears to have been a small classified

towards the end of that year, however, one

announcement in The Argus of 1 May 1857

of the last attractions being the acrobatic

when the Royal Charter proclaimed itself

Swiss Brothers late in November. The

‘Licensed according to Act of Parliament’,

Surrey’s very last bill to be advertised in The

adding: ‘The CONCERTS at the above
Hotel will be RESUMED as usual on

202 Bourke Street, Melbourne,
site of the Cotton On store.

Argus was on 7 May 1864 and was topped

Ellis either resigned or was ousted from
the management a few months later. An Argus

can secure a private boudoir, with

SATURDAY NEXT, MAY 2nd, with every

weeks only previous to their departure for

available talent.’

India’. The Bellringers, supported by

25 March 1867, which highlights the problem of ‘James Ellis, late manager of the Music Hall,
Bourke-street, still advertised as “Ellis’s”,
prostitution in Melbourne, mentions the

American acrobat Henry Bartine and serio-

Casino de Venise as one of nearly a dozen

comic contralto Bella Sutherland, was
probably the best known act ever to appear

Bourke Street ‘taverns…which are the nightly the establishment, and is therefore, not
responsible for the conduct of the same…’
resort of abandoned women and foolish

at the Surrey.

young spendthrifts’.

week may well have continued over the next
few years but they seem to have gone
unadvertised in the daily press until 1860
when a single small classified for ‘THE
ROYAL CHARTER CONCERT HALL’
appears in The Argus of Saturday 14 July:
‘Miss Young, Messrs Leatherwood, Lockyear,
Houghton, McDonald, and Golding, every
night. Free.’
Entertainment at the Royal Charter
entered a more professional phase early in
1861 when the concert room seems to have
been renovated and possibly enlarged. An
Argus advertisement of 13 February advises:
‘The splendid NEW ROYAL CHARTER
MUSIC-HALL OPENS Saturday, February
16. Inspection is invited.’
A subsequent advertisement on opening
day dubbed it ‘the most splendid PLACE

The Royal Charter Concert Hall,
The Royal Charter Music Hall,
The Royal Surrey Music Hall,
The Surrey Music Hall,
The Hotel & Café de l’Europe,
Tattersall’s Hotel,
The Royal Casino de Venise,
Ellis’s London Music Hall,
The London Music Hall and
Continental Café,
The Waxworks,
The Royal Museum and
Grand Palace of Amusement,
The Waxworks and
Royal Museum,
Alexandra Hall.

In the early 1840s the seven Lancashire

begs respectfully to announce that he has left

Apart from a short-lived attempt to

at 99 Bourke-street east… Formerly the
building was used as a music hall, but
having passed into the hands of Mr
Kreitmayer, a thorough transformation
has taken place… All the figures have

been cleaned and redecorated, and in the
various alcoves are grouped, on a crimson
dais, which adds very considerably to the
effect. The latest addition to the exhibition is a
fine figure of Walter Montgomery as Hamlet.’
Apart from famous actors, the figures
included life-size likenesses of royalty, prominent

revive the Salle de Valentino in the latter half

statesmen, authors, explorers and other notables,

years before it underwent alterations to

of 1870, this seems to have been Ellis’s last

and — most popular of all — a ‘Chamber of

by George Coppin. He nurtured them to the

emerge as ‘Ellis’s London Music Hall’ in

entrepreneurial venture; he died in

Horrors’, with representations of notorious

extent that they later appeared in America

1869. James Ellis, the newly installed

Melbourne at the age of 62 on 9 January

criminals and bushrangers. As well as the

under the aegis of Phineas T. Barnum.

manager, was an old hand at this kind of

1874. Isaac Coleman, the licensee of the

wax figures, musicians and vaudeville

enterprise. In a long and chequered career

hotel, took over the running of the hall, which

entertainers performed on stage, and there

them to Australia, but the novelty of the act

he had been, among much else, proprietor

was refurbished and reopened as ‘The London

were all kinds of novelties, from mechanical

seems to have waned by this time; a few

of Cremorne Gardens in both London and

Music Hall and Continental Cafe’ on 4 June

contraptions to live freaks.

weeks after their Surrey season they were

Melbourne, and the Salle de Valentino, at

1870 with a ‘Grand Concert by a large and

touring Melbourne’s suburban halls. By

the top of Bourke Street, Melbourne.

talented company. Music, Songs, Dances,

Kreitmayer decided to quit the business; the

mid-1864 the fortunes of the Royal Surrey

‘Extensive alterations and improvements

Farces, Ballets, &c’. But before long

new owners removed the wax figures, renovated

were also in decline, with the proprietor,

have been made in the hall by the addition

Coleman also struck trouble; less than 18

the building and reopened it as ‘The Royal

John Allen, bankrupt and in gaol because of

of 30 feet to its length, on which addition, an months later his bankruptcy loomed and the

Some 20 years later Coppin finally brought

The Casino survived for nearly four

After 20 years of successful operation,

Museum and Grand Palace of Amusement’

non-payment of fines for after-hours trading.

on 20 July 1889. The Herald of 22 July explains:

The causes of Allen’s insolvency were

‘The show window, offices and entrance hall of

listed as ‘Falling off in business, losses in

the old waxworks exhibition have been turned

trade, heavy expenses, and being arrested…’

into a spacious vestibule, the great hall has been

‘LIZZIE WINTERBOURNE, the celebrated

LARGEST COMPANY. The best talent’.
But once again, after a few more isolated

Yorkshire Nightingale… JOHNNY BURGESS, to quote an Argus report of 15 June 1864.
Soon after Allen’s bankruptcy the hotel’s
the Champion Dancer… Paddy McGee,

announcements in March and April, all

the celebrated Irish Vocalist…

licence was taken up by a new landlord, and

evidence of entertainment disappears for

MISS SUTHERLAND, the Melbourne Lola

for six months or so, from late 1864, it

more than two years.

Montez, in her SPIDER DANCE…’

became known as ‘The Hotel & Café de

The advertising became quite regular

advertisement of 25 September 1869 ran:

pleasant promenade is now to be found

lads had been discovered on their home turf

OF AMUSEMENT in the Colonies. The

Early in July 1863, however, the

3 November 1871.

‘James Ellis, late manager of the Music Hall,
advised: ‘Good taste and decorum are
Bourke-street…begs respectfully to
the motto of the establishment. N.B.: announce that he has left the establishment,
Gentlemen are respectfully informed
and is therefore, not responsible for the
that on applying to the manager they
conduct of the same…’
view of the hall.’ In fact, an Argus editorial of

Regular concerts on six nights of the

St George’s Hall, reopened at the new site on
The Age of 11 November 1871 records: ‘A

his assistants’. Later advertisements

by the Lancashire Bellringers ‘for a few

cleared, cleaned, decorated and provided

from late August 1863, when the Royal

name again to ‘Tattersall’s Hotel’ about mid-

According to a series of classifieds in The

Charter seems to have waged a brief war of

1865. Out of this that same year sprang ‘The

Argus of 4 July the attractions now included;

one-upmanship with the Union Hotel’s music Royal Casino de Venise’.

*

The Main Hall of Kreitmayer’s Waxworks,
c.1898. All the standing figures are of wax,

l’Europe’. Succeeding lessees changed the

advertising returned with more detail.

Page 26

Maximilian Kreitmayer was a Bavarian

and those seated are real; they include
entrepreneur Ben Fuller (at the table, centre,
with the white flower in his button-hole). 
             Image courtesy of Dr Mimi
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with a neat stage at the far end.’ The Age

demonstration in Australia at the Athenaeum “continuous” pictures, under the name of the

entertainment, consisting mainly of the

the building application, dated 15 March

of the same date elaborates: ‘Many

Hall. Professor Douglas Archibald MA lectured

Star Theatre.’ According to a Theatre Magazine

cheaper first-release, or better quality

1916, in Melbourne City Council archives.

curiosities are to be seen… the most

on Edison’s sensational invention and

article of 1 March 1918, the Americans were

second-release, one- and two-reelers over

remarkable being two creatures stated to

audiences listened enthralled to ‘speeches by Mr

called Aarons and Long and theirs was ‘the

the next four or five years.

have been captured wild in the jungle of

Gladstone, &c. Songs by Miss Nellie Stewart,

first continuous picture show in Melbourne.’

Burmah. They are described as half man and

Madame Burton, Mr J.L.Toole, Mr Snazelle,

The Star opened, seemingly without

half monkey, the latter half, however, does

Mr Leitch, Mr Woodfield, Mr Gourlay, &c’

not include the usual caudal appendage… by

twice a day until 16 August.

way of contrast, are placed three beautiful

After Kreitmayer’s death on 1 June 1906,

The Star reopened on 17 August 1916 at

By 1923 the Fox and First National
features were being displaced by even
cheaper first release product from ‘poverty

7.30pm, with stalls seats at 3d, those in the

row’ sources such as American Releasing

gallery at 6d, and the program — a five-reel

Corporation, Arrow and Anchor. From early

programs rarely advertised in the press and

feature, The Lure of Society, with Hobart

1926 the Star’s product mix began to show

ceremony or notice, on or about 25 February

ignored by most reviewers. Mrs Albert

Bosworth, plus supporting featurettes —

temporary signs of improvement with some

1911. This is the date of its first advertisement

Bond had assumed the management by

accompanied by a ‘full orchestra’.

less important first- or second-releases from

in The Age, which reads: ‘A two-and-a-half

5 November 1915, according to a Herald

Continuous sessions from 11am to 11pm

MGM and Paramount cropping up on the

hour show showing the latest and most

advertisement of that date, which also

followed after this, and the films, consisting

bills. Ironically, but not unexpectedly, these

The operation was kept low-key, with

Indian queens, reputed to be the widows of

the Waxworks continued to be run by his

the late King of Oudh, which happy

wife, Mrs

mainly of low

somewhat more prestigious efforts were usually

monarch is said to have married 300 wives

H.M.Kreitmayer. Times

budget four- to six-

screened in support of the cheaper but more

when only 9 years old… In a beautifully

were changing, however,

reel first-release

action-packed westerns from Universal,

appointed cabinet another dusky beauty

and the public was

features from

FBO and other minor independent studios.

practises the art of necromancy, and at the

beginning to flock to

American, British

extreme end of the hall an Indian juggler

another new entertainment

and (very

from Union to the rival Hoyts Theatres chain

appears upon a stage… A boy contortionist

phenomenon — motion

occasionally)

but the Star’s almost unvarying diet of weekly

and several Indian acrobats are also to be

pictures. An attempt was

Australian sources,

change double-feature actioners continued as

seen in performances…’

made to integrate this

were changed twice

before, right up to early 1929; only in its last

novelty with the

each week.

weeks of continuous programming did the

A theatrical license had now been granted

Early in 1927 Thring switched affiliations

to the enterprise but all did not go well for

waxworks, and the first

There were

the Indian performers; the new owners became

regular film screenings

alterations to a

short. The last of these, Do Your Duty, a First

embroiled in financial difficulties, charges of

seem to have begun here

dressing room early

National farce with Charlie Murray, and The

embezzlement were made, and the Indians,

in 1908. The earliest

in 1917, and the plan in the council archives

Single Sap, a two-reel comedy, ended on

who claimed to have been left unpaid, declined

Herald advertisement

was once again prepared by Brown, the

2 February 1929, the same day as the first

to continue performing until they were given

appears on 18 July:

builder. The theatre now also boasted ‘the

talking picture programs began screening

return passages to their homeland. The ‘three

‘Waxworks — Mack’s

latest principal of ventilation, ensuring the

in Melbourne.

beautiful Indian queens’ were ex-prostitutes

Animated Pictures, all

coolest atmosphere of any theatre in the

and even threatened to revert to their old

latest Continental Films.

Commonwealth’, according to a Herald

profession unless their needs were met.

Two Shows Daily, at 3 and

advertisement of 6 January 1917.

Evicted from their lodgings, the Indians
were eventually brought before the City Court.

a featured attraction for
the next year or two. In

them with shelter, food and salary until some

June 1910 the name of

arrangement could be arrived at for shipping

the venue was changed to ‘Alexandra Hall’.

them back to India, on condition that they

Live novelties were still a draw, however,

would continue to give their performances’,

and on 4 August 1910 a ‘World’s Fasting

The Argus of 13 November 1889 reported.

Championship’ began, featuring ‘SaccoHoman’, a Slav, versus ‘Rexo’, a Scot,

enterprise on 1 November and by the middle

exhibited together in a glass case. ‘Rexo’

of that month the wax figures had been restored

retired defeated after a month, while the Slav

and the name had reverted to ‘Waxworks

is said to have fasted to victory, on a diet of

and Royal Museum’. A Table Talk article on

spa water and cigarettes, for a further fortnight.

Kreitmayer of 13 December 1889 also noted:

who had once worked as a projectionist at

Films continued to be

control of the show, ‘undertook to supply

Kreitmayer had returned to his old

Rising film entrepreneur Francis W. Thring,

8 p.m. No Extra Charge.’

Here Kreitmayer, who by now had resumed

the Star, was company secretary of Southern
Pictures by 1917; he and his senior partner,
Clockwise from above: The Kreitmayer family,
c.1900: Olive, Maximilian and their son, Jack.
Image from Frank Thring collection, courtesy
of Dr Mimi Colligan.
Promotional postcard with ‘before’ and ‘after’
pictures of Sacco-Homan, ‘The World’s
Fasting Champion’.
Maximilian Kreitmayer’s death mask of
Ned Kelly.

George Tallis, of J.C.Williamson Films, were
in full control by early 1918.
Thring married the Kreitmayers’ daughter,
advised: ‘Latest Chaplins and all exclusive

Olive, and thus the property remained in

feature films will be now shown at the above.’

the family. Their son, Frank, later became a

The first phase of the Star’s history was

well-known stage and film actor. Thring’s

soon to end, however. By early January 1916

Electric Theatres Ltd was the official

it had closed for extensive rebuilding. This

proprietor of the Star by 1918, as well as its

also marked the end of whatever remained

sister theatre, The Strand, two doors down

exciting and interesting cowboy dramas,

of the waxworks on the site; it shifted next

Bourke Street, with both houses now under
the direction of J.C.Williamson Films Ltd.

thrilling Indian stories, high class dramas.

door and continued to operate up to about

‘The familiar hall has now been redecorated

a permanent cinema, and whatever

The usual good side-splitting comics. The

1921. Southern Pictures Pty Ltd were now

and altered, the figures newly clothed, the

remained of the old waxworks display was

superb Star Orchestra. Orchestra stalls, one

owners of the property and the renovations,

the major Union Theatres Ltd chain but the

chamber of horrors placed upstairs at the

probably confined to the smaller upstairs

shilling. Back stalls, sixpence. Every day

for which no plans or detailed description

Star, unlike the Strand, was never favoured

back of the building, while downstairs that

rooms (Melbourne directories continue to list

from 11 am to 7 pm hour-and-a-half shows.

seem to have survived, apparently involved

with any further major rebuilding or

cleverest of illusions, the graceful Amphitrite,

the waxworks at this address for the next five

Going all the time. Come in when you like

completely gutting the old hall, installing a

refurbishment, and programming standards

is floating in her grotto at the bottom of the sea.’

years). This initial conversion was no doubt

and stay as long as you wish. Admission

sloping floor, building a gallery for a second

stayed much the same. By late 1921 the

fairly rudimentary: an Argus article of 31 August during the day, 3d and 6d. A place where

level of seating and adding a new foyer and

emphasis was on action pictures, with weekly

1916 states: ‘Two young Americans took a

façade. This work was carried out by builder

changes of double features including many

Thomas A. Brown, who may also have acted

of the cheaper Buck Jones or Tom Mix

as the architect, as no architect is listed on

westerns from Fox.

A 19th century novelty that was to have
immense influence on 20th century culture was

Early in 1911 the hall was converted into

the phonograph, exhibited at the Waxworks from lease… spent a little money, but not very much,
30 June 1890, just three days after its first public in paint and wooden forms and commenced
Page 28

Star revert to single features plus a supporting

everybody goes.’
Under the management of Ellwood
Bond, the Star continued to provide low-cost
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In 1920 Thring allied his interests with

The Star was one of the few cinemas not
to be wired for sound and, apart from reopening
for a few one-day holiday screenings (the last
of these being on King’s Birthday, 3 June 1929),
seems to have been left vacant before being
converted into a furniture warehouse.
The building itself remained more or less
intact until early 1935, when virtually all but
the outer walls were demolished to provide
new premises for a drapery store.

n
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‘It’s so nice to have you back
where you belong’

Peach Melba was included in Australia Post’s

back at The Maj. Well, not exactly: in 2003

National Gallery of Victoria through the Art

‘Just Desserts’ series. This year, to mark the

the NGV gave permission for an exact

Foundation of Victoria with the assistance of

150th anniversary of her birth, Australia Post

reproduction on canvas, 2.45m x 1.5m. It

Frank Van Straten tracks the 110-year history of a much-loved masterpiece.

founder benefactors Dinah and Henry

commissioned Passmore Design to adapt the

was produced by Creative Visuals in South

Krongold CBE. At a ceremony in the Great

Bunny portrait for a 60 cent commemorative

Melbourne, using state-of-the-art

Hall on 28 May it was unveiled by Her
Majesty the Queen.12

stamp. Melba’s signature has been incorporated

technology to replicate every detail of

in the artwork. And, of course, the portrait is

Bunny’s iconic original.

The portrait was acquired by the

n 1901 Australian expatriate artist Rupert on the same wall as [a portrait of] the King.

was shown in Melbourne. From 22 September

Bunny exhibited two pictures at the

1911, 20 of Bunny’s works were exhibited at

The Australian diva stands in a sombre and

Royal Academy in London.

Lawson and Little’s auction rooms in

The Age’s art critic, Michael

The Maj’s honorary archivist

Born in St Kilda in 1864, Bunny

Pitt Street, Sydney. Prominent

Davie, commented: ‘No one will

Mary Murphy arranged the

studied at the National Gallery

among the visitors was Melba,

think this is a great work; but,

reproduction as a surprise for the

School in Melbourne. He went

preparing for the first leg of the

given its strong local

theatre’s owner, Mike Walsh MBE.
She says he was stunned to see

later he settled in Paris. In 1888

Melba–Williamson Opera
Company tour.8 After this, the

associations, it is, most people

the great diva back where she

he was the first Australian artist

portrait went back to London.

will agree, a very worthwhile
addition to the Gallery.’13 One
of Melba’s biographers, John

surveying the crowds climbing

pride of place in Melba’s house at

Hetherington, agreed: ‘This is a fine

the grand foyer staircase.

30 Cumberland Place, Hyde Park.9

painting and brilliantly depicts

to London in 1884; two years

to receive a mention honourable at

For the next 12 years it had

the Paris Salon. He also began
exhibiting in London.1
In August 1901 The Adelaide

In November 1923 the portrait

Advertiser reported that Nellie

arrived back in Melbourne.

Melba had visited the Royal

‘It was sent by Dame Nellie

Academy show and that she was

Melba,’ reported The Argus, ‘as a

should be, imperious and immortal,

Melba’s imperious spirit; but

Cue for song…

lacking the nameplate it would

‘Hello Nellie, Well hello, Nellie,

not be recognisable as a portrait
of her.’14

it’s so nice to have you back
where you belong!’

The NGV has displayed the

so impressed with Bunny’s work

present to J.C.Williamson Ltd, and

that she had commissioned him

will be hung in the dress circle

Bunny portrait many times, and

With thanks to Mary Murphy,

entrance of Her Majesty’s
Theatre.’10

it has been lent to other

Her Majesty’s Theatre’s honorary

institutions, such as the Arts

archivist, and Beckett Rozentals,

Centre’s Performing Arts

Assistant Curator, Australian Art,

miracle, the portrait survived the

Museum, where it was the focal

National Gallery of Victoria.

1929 fire which destroyed much of

point for the exhibition

to paint her portrait, ‘portraitpainting being a branch of the
art to which Mr Bunny has of

Thanks to some unrecorded

late devoted himself
sedulously.’2

the building’s interior. When the

Marvellous Melba in 1987. It has

References:

her guest at her cottage on the

theatre reopened in 1934, the

also graced the State Dining

portrait was hung in a

Room at Government House

1. Australian Dictionary

Thames. It was there that she sat
for him.3 It was quite a

commanding position over the

and will be heading back there

challenge: Melba was not easy to

grand stairway leading to the dress

soon.

Melba invited Bunny to be

paint. Another of the Australian
artists for whom she sat, John

circle — and there it stayed, in
The exact replica of Rupert Bunny’s Melba

Longstaff, said it was hard to capture ‘the

portrait now in the foyer at Her Majesty’s

majestic air’ she acquired during an operatic

Theatre, Melbourne. Image: THA.

performance, and that she was ‘definitely

stately splendour, until the demise

The new Melba stamp. Image: Australia Post.

Art critic Eugene Barilo von Reisberg wrote:

Rupert Bunny: 1895 self portrait in the Art

National Gallery of Victoria. It was in good

‘The grandest concoction in this exhibition is

Gallery of New South Wales.

condition and still in its original English frame.

Bunny’s celebrated portrait of Dame Nellie

of the Williamson empire.
In late 1979 Williamson’s offered it to the

In September Jennifer Phipps, the Gallery’s

Melba… The portrait gives the spectator no

As Bunny portrayed her, Melba was

distance, over which roll grey clouds. She is

curator of Australian art wrote the following

clues as to the sitter’s occupation. Melba is

submission for the trustees to consider:

portrayed as a grand dame, a British aristocrat

anything but dumpy or commonplace — she

dressed in white muslin, wears a black

was majestic. Nevertheless, it appears Melba

picture hat with red roses under the brim,

was less than impressed with the result. She

and a necklace of pearls, has a pink scarf

gown swirling against a low horizon and a

She is standing erect and column-like in her

told close friends: ‘No one likes my portrait
by Bunny, except the painter’.5 She was

floating lightly round her, and bears an

dark, romantic landscape, are beautifully

tightly-corseted Edwardian finery; the white

‘The elegant, self-possessed pose, the pale

strolling through the parklands of her estate.

lace and chiffon of her gown envelops the figure

wrong: the portrait created considerable

expression of dour determination. Mr Bunny painted in the style of Salon Impressionism,
has chosen to represent the singer in an “II
with the light, rich colours making a dramatic

interest when it was shown in the Royal

Penseroso” rather than an “L’Allégro” mood,

The pink wrap swirls around Melba, enlivening

Academy’s 1902 Salon. ‘It is regarded as an

and the impression produced on the spectator
is rather a melancholy one.’7

‘The diva is to sing at a great concert at the
Albert Hall on 11 June.’6
The Adelaide Advertiser was less enthusiastic:
‘The picture has been put in a place of honour,
Page 30

3. The Sydney Morning Herald,

Bunny: Artist in Paris exhibition.

cliff behind, a range of blue hills in the

Later that year the portrait was included

30 August 1901.

of the NGV’s recent Rupert

windy landscape, a tree in the foreground, a

art,’ reported The Adelaide Register, adding,

2. The Advertiser, Adelaide,

The portrait was a focal point

dumpy’ and even had ‘a rather commonplace
look’.4

excellent likeness and an admirable work of

of Biography.

counterfoil with Melba’s plumed hat.
‘This painting, apart from its historic

and carelessly trails behind her on the ground.
the near-monochromatic composition, while

importance and its appropriateness in the

the imagined gust of wind grabs its edge and

collection of the National Gallery of Victoria,

brings into the portrait the feeling of
movement and energy.’15

in the Autumn Exhibition at the Walker Art

would enrich our holdings of Edwardian art,

Gallery, Liverpool, England.

by being seen with the other Bunny portrait

After 25 years in Paris, Bunny returned to of the singer Ada Crossley and with Longstaff’s
Australia in 1911. In July that year the portrait Dame Nellie Melba from the 1920s.’11
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Fifty years ago, on the centenary of her

22 September 1911.
4. Hetherington, p.246.
5. Blainey, p.201.
6. The Adelaide Register, 9 June 1902.
7. The Advertiser, Adelaide, 1 July 1902.
8. The Sydney Morning Herald,
22 September 1911.
9. The Argus, 6 November 1923.
10. The Argus, 6 November 1923.
11. The Age, 30 May 1980.
12. The Australian Women’s Weekly,
18 June 1980.
13. The Age, 30 May 1980.
14. Hetherington, p.246.
15. artsdiary365.wordpress.com
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Winging it

of encouragement when trouble comes, and
who, to use a familiar phrase, “never says

Bijou Theatre, Melbourne on 16 July 1892,

complaisant shopkeeper, a character far

Pinero’s play The Times ‘lacked the gift of satire’, and was one of his least successful, reports Elisabeth Kumm
in Part 16 of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero in Australia.

die.” But we all liked Mrs Bompas best when

under the auspices of the Brough and Boucicault

more diverting to the audience, besides

towards the end she reminds her dear “old

Comedy Company. An enthusiastic audience gaining their sympathy. Occasionally Mr

man” of the happy days before wealth
came.’6

witnessed the first performance and the play

O

n 25 January 1890, Sweet

W.G.Elliott (Trimble), H.V.Esmond

Lavender was withdrawn from

(Howard), W.T.Lovell (Denham), Fred

the stage at Terry’s Theatre

Thorne (McShane), Helen Dacre (Miss

after a phenomenal run of

Cazalet), Annie Hill (Beryl), Alexes

693 performances — the longest running

Leighton (Mrs Hooley), Mary Talbot

play on the London stage at the time
after Our Boys.1

(Countess of Ripstow), Hetty Dene
(Lucy Tuck) and Laura Barradell
(Honoria).

Edward Terry was keen to repeat this

Reviews of the play were mixed.

success and commissioned Pinero to
write him another play. Before he could

Many reviewers felt it was not as good

start on a new piece for Terry, however,

as Sweet Lavender and that the role of

Pinero had various commitments with

the social climbing Bompas did not suit

other managements to attend to first —

Terry as well as that of Dick Phenyl, the

including the production of Lady

soft spoken barrister in the former play.

Bountiful for John Hare, which opened at

The critic on The Standard for example

the Garrick Theatre on 7 March 1891.

felt that Terry ‘broadened his self-made
man into a creature of farce, provoking
laughter at a sacrifice of truth to life’.3

In the meantime Terry mounted
revivals of Sweet Lavender, In Chancery

Some reviewers were annoyed by

and The Rocket. He also staged a new
farcical comedy by Arthur Law called

the ending, while others declared it one

Culprits which was a dismal failure.

of the best things Pinero had done. The
Era fell into the latter camp: ‘…in The

In early 1891, Terry’s new play was

Times the author has given to the stage

ready. It was called The Times — a sociopolitical satire in four acts. The butt of

Edward Terry and Fanny Brough as Mr and Mrs

Pinero’s satire were the ‘New Rich’:

Egerton-Bompas in The Times.

great reputation; the actor has a character

Denham, Viscount Lurgashall.

that will assuredly have a place of honour in

‘There are New Rich in every age. At
one time they are speculators in gold mines,

Things start to unravel when the

a work that must still further his already

his histrionic portrait gallery; and the

of jugglers with finance. It was a draper

Bompases’ son, Howard, impulsively marries manager is able to boast a production that is
already artistically successful and that should
Honoria Hooley, the daughter of an Irish
4
landlady. Things get even worse when Bompas prove financially successful also.
Of Terry’s performance, The Era went on
agrees to pass off the bride as unwed until she

whom Pinero chose for the central figure of

can be trained and relaunched as the wealthy

to say: ‘Mr Edward Terry as Percy Egerton-

this first satirical comedy of his, the first play

Miss Corisande Shafto Honoria Mountrafford.

Bompas…put off many of the old Terry

diamond fields; at another, war profiteers.
One generation sees shopkeepers become
wealthy, another watches the dazzling ascent

in which his mind revealed itself without

This deception angers Beryl who breaks

peculiarities, and for the most part talked at

off her engagement with Lurgashall; and

the bottom of his voice instead of the top.

when one of Bompas’ politic opponents, the

There was something of the sublimity of

Nationalistic Timothy McShane, learns of

fussiness, something of the very essence of

Bompas MP, a self-made man, whose chain

the cover up he blackmails Bompas into

purse-proud vanity about the linendraper

of 14 drapery stores has brought him much

supporting Home Rule for Ireland.

who has “got on”…and as the Bompas

wealth and a desire to rise above his humble
beginnings. When the play opens, Bompas is

Details of the affair are soon made public troubles multiplied, and Bompas became
and the unhappy Bompas has little option but furious with those about him, the audience

well on his way to achieving his ambitions.

to resign his seat and return to the country,

He and his wife live in a fashionable London

lamenting that it is ‘getting on the world’ that

townhouse, surrounded by a bevy of attentive

has been his ruin. His only consolation is

servants, including their own social adviser,

that Beryl and her fiancé are reunited which

wife, the same reviewer enthused: ‘Miss

the Hon. Montague Trimble, to provide

means that he will have a son-in-law who

Fanny Brough’s Mrs Bompas heaped up

instruction on etiquette and behaviour.

will one day be a peer.

more honours for the clever and popular actress.

seeking to hide its intention behind a smoke
screen of sentimentality.’2
The Times is the story of Percy Egerton-

Bompas has attained a seat in Parliament

The Times opened at Terry’s Theatre on

could not but feel something of pity even
while they laughed.’5
Of Fanny Brough, who played Bompas’

It was a magnificent picture throughout of the

as a Conservative — ‘the only political faith

24 October 1891. In addition to Terry in the

wife who backs her husband’s ambition; who

for an English gentleman’ — and his daughter,

role of Egerton-Bompas, the cast included

is courageous in the face of ever-increasing

Beryl, is about to marry the aristocratic

Fanny Brough as Mrs Egerton-Bompas, with

difficulties; who is ever ready with the word
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In Australia, The Times premièred at the

represents him as still the bustling,

Brough lapses into the wide gesticulations

proved an instant success occupying the stage and contortions which always evoke roars

The Times ran for a respectable 157

at the Bijou for three weeks. It would have

of merriment in farcical comedy, but they

performances, closing on 26 March 1892.

played longer but the uncertain economic

are out of harmony with the character of

For Terry, however, it was not the succès

climate in Australia at the time was having

d’esteme that he had hoped for and his search

an effect on audience numbers.

Bompas, and mar the effect of an otherwise
admirable personation.’12

for a new play with the same qualities as Sweet

With Mr and Mrs Brough leading the

As in London, copies of Pinero’s play

Lavender was not forthcoming. Following the

Melbourne cast as Mr and Mrs Egerton-Bompas,

were available for purchases in the theatre

withdrawal of The Times, he experienced a

other roles were performed by G.S.Titheradge

vestibule. Some outspoken comments in the

succession of failures, so when George Musgrove (Trimble), Cecil Ward (Howard), Frank Cates press, however, warned playgoers against
invited him to perform in Australia he grasped (Denham), Dion Boucicault (McShane), Miss

reading the scripts while watching the play,

the opportunity, hoping it would break his

Romer (Miss Cazalet), Brenda Gibson (Beryl), suggesting that they wait until they get

cycle of bad luck.

Annie Taylor (Mrs Hooley), Emma Bronton

home. During Sarah Bernhardt’s recent

(Countess of Ripstow), Marie Fraser (Lucy

visit, English translations of her plays were

Tuck) and Emma Temple (Honoria).

available and the sound of page-turning in the

The Times was the last new Pinero play
Terry would be associated with.
In an interview Pinero declared that The

Of the opening night’s performance, The

Times had achieved ‘a very fair run’, indicating Argus observed: ‘Although a comedy, The Times
that he would have been perfectly happy if it

contains a serious element and possesses a

had only reached 100 performances. ‘But

pathetic interest, and this is deepened by the

why cannot critics of the stage understand
that dramatists sometimes write with a
rather higher motive than a long run?’ he
asked in The Era. One wonders if Terry
would have agreed with him.7
Perhaps the most notable thing about

‘We do not remember any play
in which the acting of both has
reached so high a level as it did on
Saturday evening.’

the production was the availability of
published play scripts on sale in the theatre,
and handed out to all audience members on
opening night. As Pinero noted in the
preface: ‘The recent adjustments of the laws
of International Copyright at length enables
me to offer a Book of the Play to the public
after the method which I believe to be most
serviceable to the theatre — a method which I
trust may be pursued by some of my brother
playwrights.’8
The first edition of The Times, which ran to
5000 copies, was exhausted within a month and
a second edition quickly followed. The Times
represented the first of 17 Pinero plays to be
published by Heinemann between the years
1891 and 1900.

really admirable interpretation which the
characters of Mr and Mrs Bompas receive
at the hands of Mr and Mrs Brough. We do
not remember any play in which the acting
of both has reached so high a level as it did on
Saturday evening. Each was an artistic
creation, vivified by real emotion, various
as earnest in its manifestations, humorous in
some of its aspects, and touching in others.10
‘You begin by laughing at and despising
the pushing, self-assertive snob, and you
end up by pitying him,’ the same reviewer
went on to say. ‘The intrinsic goodness of
the wife’s nature has been only obscured
and not contaminated by prosperity, and
therefore excites an increased amount of

sympathy towards the conclusion of the
Pinero offered the play to R.M.Field of the
comedy.’11
Boston Museum Theatre, but he did not take
The Table Talk critic singled out
it up. In a letter to Field, Pinero asked: ‘Let
Brough’s performance as Bompas, calling it
me know whether you think The Times of any
a great success, although he felt some
value for America or whether it is, in your
reservations about Brough’s occasional
opinion, too strictly local.’9 Field’s reply is
forays into farce (the same criticism levelled
not recorded, but clearly he felt the play to be
at Terry in London): ‘In real life such a man
unsuited to American tastes for it was never
invariably assumes an almost insufferable
performed in that country.
pomposity of demeanour, but Mr Brough
Winter 2011

auditorium caused the French actress much
grief.
The B&Bs also performed the play in
Sydney and Adelaide. It played for four
weeks at the Criterion Theatre from 4
February 1893, and in Adelaide for two
nights on 27 and 28 September 1893. On
both occasions the cast was the same as in
Melbourne, with the notable exception of
Mrs Hooley, who was performed by
Maggie Moore in Sydney and by Bessie
Major in Adelaide.
Unlike so many other of Pinero’s plays,
B&B did not play The Times beyond its
initial production. In 1903, Robert Brough
granted The Wellington Dramatic Students
special permission to stage the play at the
Opera House for three nights from 29
April.
These performances represented the
first (and last) time the play had been produced
in New Zealand.
In England, T.W.Robertson (son of the
playwright) obtained the touring rights to
the play, performing it in the provinces
during 1892. At this time Robertson and his
company also included Sweet Lavender in their
repertoire, which proved far more popular
with audiences, so The Times was only played
on a handful of occasions. In the 20th
century The Times seems to have been given
scant attention and like so many of Pinero’s
plays during this period was revived by
amateur groups. In 1906, the students of the
Academy of Dramatic Art in London
presented the first act at a benefit

*
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performance which took place at Her Majesty’s

the time. It occupied the stage at the

The Standard (London)

Theatre; and in 1952, students from the same

Vaudeville Theatre from 16 January 1875

The Sydney Morning Herald

institution performed the full play in the

to 18 April 1879, achieving a run of 1362

Table Talk (Melbourne)

Open Air Theatre in Finsbury Park in a
week long season.13

consecutive performances. It was eclipsed

The Times (London)

by Charley’s Aunt which played for 1466

National Library of Australia, Historic

performances between 1892 and 1896.

Australian Newspapers, 1803–1954,      

The play fared little better in Australia.

Radio landmark
     

In 1907, the Bank of New South Wales

2. Hamilton Fyfe, p. 68.

ttp://newspapers.nla.gov.au.

Dramatic Society played it several times

3. The Era, 31 October 1891, p. 9.

Papers Past, New Zealand newspapers,      

during July and August, with A.D.Dickinson

5. ibid.

1839–1945,http://paperspast.natlib.govt.

as Bompas. The performances were described

6. ibid.

nz/cgi-bin/paperspast.

by The Sydney Morning Herald as ‘possibly the
most successful the club has yet achieved’.14

7. The Era, 12 November 1892, p.11

Jim Davis (editor), Plays of H.J. Byron, (British      

Contemporary theatre critics such as
George Rowell and Allardyce Nicoll agreed

8. AW Pinero, Introductory note, The Times,      and American Playwrights series), Cambridge        
University Press, Cambridge, 1984.
pp. viii-ix.
9. JP Wearing, The collected letters of Sir Arthur

that the play was a failure. Rowell felt that Pinero Pinero, Letter to R.M.Field, 26 Nov. 1891,
p.132.
‘lacked the gift of satire’ and that plays such

John Dawick, Pinero: A Theatrical Life,      
University of Colorado Press, Niwot,      
Colorado, 1993.

as The Times, The Hobby Horse and The Weaker

10. The Argus, 18 July 1892, p.7.

Hamilton Fyfe, Sir Arthur Pinero’s Plays and      

Sex were ‘laboured and usually spoiled by

11. ibid.

Players, Ernest Benn Limited, London,      

sentiment’. ‘Pinero,’ he said, ‘was much more

12. Table Talk, 22 July 1892, p.6.

1930.

successful with undiluted sentimentality, as in

13. The Times, 5 April 1906, p. 4 and The      

Allardyce Nicoll, A History of the English Drama      

the modest but generally loved Sweet
Lavender’.15

Times, 14 July 1952, p.3.

1660-1900, Volume V: Late Nineteenth        

The critic Nicoll was even more scathing,

14. The Sydney Morning Herald, 1 August 1907,     Century Drama 1850–1900, Cambridge      
University Press, Cambridge, second      
p.8.

saying that Pinero’s tendency to sneer at his

15. George Rowell, Introduction, Plays of      

edition, 1959, reprinted 1962.

characters contributed to the play’s failure,

A.W.Pinero, pp. 3–4.

A.W.Pinero, The Times, William Heinemann,      

especially the ending, which sees Beryl

16. Allardyce Nicoll, Jones and Pinero: Plays

London, 1891.

reunited with her aristocratic lover: ‘The

of the Nineties, A History of the English Drama

George Rowell (editor), Plays by A.W.Pinero,      

combination of this sneering and this

1660–1900, vol. V, p.178.

(British and American Playwrights series),
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Cambridge University Press,      

sentimentality takes from The Times any virtue
it might otherwise have possessed.’16

Footnotes:
1. Our Boys was the longest running play at
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The Argus (Melbourne)
The Era (London)
New Zealand Free Lance (Wellington)

Broadway bound

rilliant young composer and lyricist

staged in Sydney, but it is his third work,

Matthew Robinson has been

Happy People, commissioned by the State

awarded the prestigious Gilbert

Theatre Company of South Australia, that is

Spottiswood Churchill Fellowship.å
Matthew says the Award will enable him
to travel to New York to study book writing,
composition and lyric writing for musical
theatre under the mentorship of Stephen
Schwartz — the man behind the musicals
Wicked, Godspell and Pippin.
The Churchill Fellowship program is

J.P.Wearing (editor), The Collected Letters of Sir      
Arthur Pinero, University of Minnesota      
n

Pirates of Penzance for

Sing On Through Tomorrow, was recently

Performing Arts. His performance credits
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Flinders Street. The building

Penn played ‘Rhapsody In Blue’ in

was demolished some years ago.

the Gershwin program.

But your memory would

Among the well-known actors

need to be very long indeed

in the dramatic sequences were

to recall the heady years when

Douglas Kelly, Patricia Kennedy,

3DB had its own resident

Kenrick Hudson, Robert Peach,

symphony orchestra. It was

Stewart Ginn, Carl Bleazby,

unique in Australia -— a bold

Gordon Glenwright, Elizabeth

venture compared proudly with

Wing, Bernice ‘Binnie’ Lum, John

the famous NBC Symphony

Morgan, Madeleine Orr, Frank

Orchestra in New York.

Rich and Walter Pym. The

The 3DB Orchestra

narrators were Kevin Brennan

comprised many of Melbourne’s

and John Morgan.

finest musicians and boasted
two conductors: Verdon
Williams for the classical repertoire and
William Flynn for lighter material. The

With a Song in My Heart was
The conductors of the 3DB Orchestra,
William Flynn (left) and Verdon Williams
(right) with compere Eric Pearce.

recorded on 16-inch transcription
discs for broadcast throughout Australia. In
Melbourne it was heard on 3DB and its sister
station 3LK on Monday nights at 7.30 pm,
commencing on 8 October 1951.

major National Theatre opera and ballet

enough, he started the series with Irving

seasons at the Princess, and in 1951 it

Berlin. Among the earlier composers he

to have survived. The property of the late

accompanied Yehudi Menuhin in three

featured were George M. Cohan, Paul Rubens,

William Flynn, it was made available for

packed concerts in the Exhibition Building.

Leslie Stuart, Gus Edwards, Harry Von Tilzer

preservation by his son, Randyl. The 60-year-

and Lionel Monckton.

old discs were expertly transferred and

Operetta was represented by Sigmund
Romberg, Rudolf Friml, Victor Herbert and

Only one complete set of discs is known

processed by Jamie Kelly and have now been
made available on CD by Geoff Orr on his
Lyric label.

innovative programs has, until now, been

Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Rodgers and Hart,

virtually forgotten. This was With a Song in

Cole Porter, Vincent Youmans and Oscar

in 26 sparkling CDs, packaged into 13

My Heart, an extraordinarily ambitious series

Hammerstein II. Noël Coward was there,

double-CD sets, each of which features four

of 52 half-hour shows, each one a deftly

and Fats Waller, Duke Ellington, Frank

composers. Each CD set has authoritative

This mammoth undertaking has resulted

dramatised biography of a particular popular Loesser, Harold Arlen and dozens more —

notes, rare photographs, and full-colour

composer, intertwined with his or her most

including Mabel Wayne, the sole female in

reproductions of vintage sheet music covers.

memorable songs.

what was, and still is, largely a male preserve.

The shows were produced by the

This historic release of With a Song in My

The brilliant William Flynn was the series’ Heart is not available commercially but,
musical director. He recruited a virtual who’s

thanks to Geoff, Theatre Heritage Australia

inspire others: ‘Part

entertainment at HSV- 7 — and researched,

who of local singers, including Ormonde

members can obtain it for the very special

of the psychological reason for wanting to

written and directed by the legendary Jack

Douglas, Kathleen Goodall, Joan Arnold,

price of $260 — that’s only $10 per disc for

O’Hagan who was then our most successful

Alan Eddy, Max Blake, Frank Wilson, Eula

nearly 26 hours of listening pleasure!

popular composer. His scripts reveal his

Parker, Robert Simmonds, David Allen,

“Oh, my God! He’s from a small town in

respect and admiration for his overseas

rural Australia.

counterparts, and his understanding of what

William Laird, Joan Clarke, Dorothy Cayford, $260 to Lyric CDs, 8 Otira Road, Caulfield
Pam Corrigan, Eric Mitchelson, Irene Hewitt North, 3161.

makes a good song and a good story.

and Jack Perry. Jack O’Hagan even took the

Stephen Schwartz Songwriting Award, part of get over there and do great things is that I
the APRA Professional Development Award want young people to turn around and say

the Western Australian Academy of

Distinguished pianist Henri

resourceful Alf Potter — later to head live

research in their chosen field that is not

Rockhampton, Queensland, is a graduate of

Cantwell (piano).

former Herald headquarters in

his experience will

University of Tasmania Conservatorium

Nominations. His second show, the revue

from studios next to the

One of the orchestra’s most important and Franz Lehár, and Broadway by George

Music and The

miniseries
American actors, with Schwartz in attendance. The Pacific.
The Churchill Fellowship follows the
Matthew hopes

critical acclaim and five Helpmann

Reeves (saxophone) and Reg

did superbly.

Happy People in New York, performed by

Matthew Robinson, originally from

Thomas (trumpet), Splinter

Sun empire, and operated

provide radio entertainment, and this it

Australians to travel overseas and conduct

Matthew’s first musical, Metro Street, won

years it was part of the Herald-

Lady, A Little Night

Matthew will spend six weeks working with Kookaburra, and
Schwartz. This will culminate in a reading of Spielberg’s TV

program. The Award is valued at $10 000.

Bert Pettifer (violin), Freddy

roles in My Fair

the show Metro Street received the 2011

knowledge back to the Australian community.

featured instrumental solos from

station 3DB. For

But, of course, its main purpose was to

include leading

designed to provide opportunities for

readily available in Australia, and bring the

Melbourne radio

The orchestra frequently played for

the focus of the Fellowship and that will have Opera Australia,
the attention of composer Stephen Schwartz. Pippin for

announcement that the song ‘Dignity’ from

some shows, and there were

enterprise lasted from 1949 until 1952.

Cambridge, 1986.

Press, Minneapolis, 1974.

M

An encore for an Australian radio milestone.

any will remember

‘If he did it, then why can’t I?”’

The composers Jack honoured embraced

Link: www.mathhewrobinson.com.au
With thanks to aussietheatre.com 
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a wide range of styles and eras. Naturally
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Just send a cheque or money order for

The price includes packing and postage to
opportunity to contribute a few vocals himself. anywhere in Australia. And please mention
The Horrie Dargie Quartet appeared in
Theatre Heritage when you write.
n
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Harry Rickards: The singer and his songs

H

Gae Anderson profiles Australia’s ‘King of Vaudeville’.

arry Rickards, prime mover of

Rickards’ 15-minute burlesque

Australia’s Tivoli Theatre

lampooned four of London’s most popular

vaudeville circuit, was born on 4

singers: the pixie-faced William Horace

Dixon made famous in the 1860s. Saving his

attributes of his military fop who ‘wasn’t cut out

whiskers, known as ‘Piccadilly Weepers’,

best for last, Harry treated his listeners to

for the army’. His encounters with women

smeared his face with black paste, and

‘Captain Jinks Of The Horse Marines’, a jig

were restricted to ‘teach[ing] the ladies how

proceeded to parody two of the most

song he adapted from a melody called ‘My

to dance’.

As quick as lightning he removed his

In the second stanza, Rickards employed
the ‘pansy’ persona of the adolescent-like son
to comic effect, maximising it in the mother’s

December 1843 in Ham Lane (now known

Lingard, the lean and handsome Leybourne,

as West Ham Lane) in Stratford East, Essex,

the elegant Vance and the buxom Annie

England, and registered as Benjamin Leete

Adams, a commanding serio-comic on the

the following month.

London circuit. He made his début at the

I joined my corps when twenty-one,

Canterbury on 2 October 1867. Tricked out in

Of course I thought it capital fun;

because his parents, Benjamin Halls Leete and

colourful narrow trousers, cutaway jacket,

When the enemy came, then off I run,

Mary Watkins, did not marry until September

hat, walking cane and gloves, Rickards leapt

I wasn’t cut out for the army.

1847. Although they named their boy Benjamin,

onto the stage to burlesque Lingard, a singer

he became known as Harry.

with plenty of agility. Snap-closing his

A discrepancy about his age arose

Harry’s father, an engine driver by

army’ in a spoken ad-lib:

When I left home mama she cried,
     Mama she cried, mama she cried,

collapsible opera hat, he sang a falsetto

trade, disapproved of the theatre and

snatch from one of Adams’ songs, displaying

forbade his eldest son from going anywhere

her characteristic cracking pace.

near a theatre on any pretext whatsoever.

When I left home mama she cried
‘He ain’t cut out for the army’.3
When Rickards and his London Star

Next, he slid across the stage in a soft-shoe

Apocryphal stories exist of how the young

shuffle, exaggerating Vance’s lion comique

Leete ran away to appear in the music

swell song mannerisms. Bellowing typical

halls, culminating in his discovery and a

Vance exclamations, such as ‘boys’, ‘my

thrashing from his Puritan father. The harsh

boys’ and ‘sir’, he re-opened his hat with a

treatment his son supposedly received only

flick of the wrist, and tossed and turned it in

served to increase his attraction for the stage.

melodramatic sobs, ‘He ain’t cut out for the

Above: Harry Rickards as Baron Badlot in

a burlesque of upper-class haute monde. In a

Stealing away from home, Harry was drawn Wilson Barrett’s 1881 production of Little Red
to the City of London Theatre which advertised Riding Hood.

mockery of Vance’s sleight of hand, he

an actor called J.H.Rickards (‘from the

Below left: Mr Harry Rickards’ Song Book,

flicked them back and forth. Hooking long

Surrey and Victoria Theatres’) in the roles of

published in Melbourne, 1872.

false whiskers behind his ears to blend in

Fabien dei Franchi in The Corsican Brothers

Right: Sheet music covers depicting Harry

with his own bushy moustache, Rickards

pulled handkerchiefs from his pockets and

and King Richard the Third in Shakespeare’s Rickards in some of his most popular stage
play of the same name. He took the name
characterisations.

then pranced about the stage to the

‘Harry Rickards’ to honour the dramatic

most enduring work.

‘Champagne Charlie’ polka, Leybourne’s

Comique Combination set sail for the
Australian colonies in September 1871 (the
ship Lammermuir arrived two months later,
Lord Tom Noddy. With new words by Tom

Greatest Comic Singer in the World’. A
dubious appellation, it served to counter

distinctive minstrel impersonators of the

Maclagan, the rollicking piece forms four
stanzas and a repeat chorus.2 Rickards’

previous generation, Thomas Dartmouth

Captain Jinks dress bore no resemblance to

performance profile abroad.

Rice and George Washington Dixon.

Leybourne’s exaggerated Champagne

his professional music hall début in 1864.

negative publicity at home and improve his
In his Australian début performances, he

As Rice, Rickards jumped and pirouetted Charlie costume of orange jacket and blue

did not include any songs that, by definition,

around the stage to the tune of ‘Jump Jim Crow’, striped trousers. But his Piccadilly Weepers

could be regarded as his ‘colonial repertoire’.

a song Rice turned into a hit for himself.

certainly created another motif of

Apart from ‘Why Did She Leave Her Joseph?’

Then swaying effeminately and grinning

exaggeration.

he continued to sing the songs listed as ‘His

broadly, he spoofed a black North American
dandy in a song called ‘Zip Coon’, one that

stage performer he most admired. Harry’s

on 28 November) he dubbed himself ‘The

Wilton’s in Whitechapel, where Rickards made

The gaiety of the 6/8 allegretto jig tempo
enabled Rickards to play-up the physical

Last New Songs’ during the English summer
of 1871:4

change of name also spared his father from

MR HARRY RICKARDS’

any link with the theatre.

LAST NEW SONGS

After Rickards made his professional début

Away With The Past, published by

as a comic singer at Wilton’s Music Hall,

   

Hopwood and Crew,

Whitechapel, in 1864, almost three years

Promenade The Spa,

passed before he followed the lions comique,

   Published by D’Alcorn,

George Leybourne and Alfred Vance, into

General Jinks,

the Oxford and Canterbury halls. This

published by Metzler and Co.,

validates the statement that Rickards ‘was a
late example of the lion comique’ style.1

I Like To Mind The Baby,
by G.W.Hunt, Esq.,

The plethora of male comic singers on

I Know My Way About,

the English music hall circuit, not to mention

by G. W. Hunt, Esq.,

the considerable size of many of the halls,

Why Did She Leave Her Joseph?,

demanded something more than ‘straight’

by Fred Albert.

singing to create an impression. Rickards

NOTICE — Mr Harry Rickards reserves

opted for displaying the exaggerated

all public singing rights of the

character traits of several of his notable music

above-mentioned songs.

hall peers. His engagement at London’s two

Seven years after his creditors ‘kick[ed]

premier halls in a multum in parvo

him out of the army’, Rickards’ Captain

entertainment was calculated to elicit

Jinks metamorphosed into General Jinks,

response and create a sharp identity.
Page 36
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Fallbacks Blue. Described as ‘bold, domineering,

With the possible exception of his gaiters, ‘Going to the Derby’, and third, the

with the insolence of wealth, yet a gentleman Rickards’ costume closely resembled the

beginning to enjoy. Audiences fluctuated in

Marie Loftus, Harriet Vernon and Katie

emphasis on the street criers’ varied

their response on two counts: Mary’s

Commenting on Rickards’ opening-night
performance at the Sydney Opera House on

in dress and manner’, General Jinks married

distinctive dress of the authentic coster. He

‘wegebubbles’, such as cabbages, turnip tops,

newfound independence and later her

Lawrence, to grant him permission to sing
their songs in the colonies.13 Although

for money not love and bought his way back

wore a small cloth cap tilted to one side, a

cucumbers, Brussels sprouts, scarlet beans,

domestic bliss and the sad plight of the

Rickards was absent from Chevalier’s London ‘Mr Rickards, a welcome survivor of the

into the army.

broad-ribbed corduroy waistcoat, and a

Prussian blues, radishes, lettuces and

doleful gardener: ‘Well, she married that

Pavilion début on 5 February 1891, it is

motto and descriptive school, and unequalled

sailor. She’s now a gay wife. ‘She’s left this

likely he saw his performance during the

colonially in the new humour of Chevalier,

poor gardener all wretched for life.’

short period he stayed in London before

is necessarily the central figure in the company,

beginning his South African tour.

and the ovation with which he was met on

Walter Burnot, who wrote ‘I Never Go

coloured silk neckerchief, commonly called a artichokes, all of which were central to the

East Of Temple Bar’ for Rickards, revised his ‘kingsman’. Although Rickards’ Cockney
‘Captain Jinks’ lyrics, and Rickards retained

coster emerged as a ‘real life’ figure, whose

the ‘Captain Jinks’ tune.
		

cheerful good humour espoused the spirit of

I thought I’d change my mode of life,
And so I looked out for a wife,
Imagining that I’d contrive
Thro’ her to re-enter the army
The one I chose had lots of cash,
At her expense I cut a dash
For General I went in smash,
By purchase re-entered the army.5

coster’s life:

In 1892, after four tours to Australia,

Rickards’ English lineage

10 December 1892, The Daily Telegraph said:

Saturday night was a pleasant proof of his
lasting popularity.’

optimism, courage and survival in London’s

dated back to 1528 and the

tough working-class conditions, he functioned

birth of Thomas Leete at

on the music hall stage as an archetypal figure

Oakington, Cambridgeshire adorned one of his coster suits. Such an excess

of comic and novelty value. Irrespective of the

on

Rickards boasted that 969 pearl buttons

pervading sentimental nature of Billy Bell’s

of buttons conveys the impression he preferred
6 July.14 Chevalier’s, on the to pursue the exaggerated artifice of his coster

character, ‘But they doesn’t heat and drink

other hand, was a mixed

performances, unlike Gus Elen, ‘who never

vith a better ’eart than me wot goes to

one. He claimed a French

Hepsom in my little donkey cart’, his

father and a Welsh mother.

wore pearlies’ and showed ‘a Stanislavskian
concern for realist detail’.18

peculiarities of speech proved to be a source

But the men’s performance

Rickards’ interest in theatre management

Of Rickards’ London Pavilion performance of constant amusement.
the Entr’Acte announced: ‘In the latter song,
A feature of many broad-spoken Cockney

lay not so much in their

dates back to a short involvement with the

origins as in their history as

South Hackney Music Hall in Grove Street,

[‘General Jinks’] which is an old London

men is claimed to be ‘their loud voices and
tendency to shout’.9 Whether or not the

artistes. Rickards had

Victoria Park, in 1870. His opening night

favourite, Mr Rickards had made himself so

already notched up 30

popular, that we do not believe he could

claim is true or false, Rickards adopted the

years as a versatile singing

program comprised 13 artistes, with George
Leybourne topping the bill.19 The confident

give another song which would more gratify
the public.’6

trait and used it to theatrical effect in the four

comedian. His extensive

showman seized the opportunity to advance
his music hall status.20

spoken passages, particularly the one at the
The new words held an unintended double end of the second stanza: ‘“Ulloa,” some
meaning. They not only described Captain
swell cries out. “Wot cheer, Billy, vere d’ye

song catalogue embraced
Cockney coster, the

takeovers, Rickards made frequent singing

Jinks’ manner following his newly purchased

come from?” “Vere do I come from?” says I.

patriotic, musical comedy,

appearances at his theatres — the Sydney Tivoli

rank and position, but Rickards’ as well. The

“From the ditch.” “The ditch?” he says. “Wot

pantomime, operetta and

and the Melbourne Opera House. Having

latter’s personality suffered considerable

ditch?” “Wot ditch,” I say. “Bloomin’, flymin’

dramatic monologue. His

gained a name as an impresario, he

change when, in the space of seven years, he

Shoreditch.” Then, ven I gits afore ’is drag

repertoire of more than 500 determinedly refused to allow it to sideline his

went from a Bromley-by-Bow engine driver

vith my donkey, ’e says, “Now then Billy,

songs is impressive.

wish to perform. Relishing the adulation, he

to one of London’s top five music hall

vere are ye goin’ to?” “Vere am I goin’ to?”
I say. “I’m…” [CHORUS].’10

Chevalier, schooled in the

likened applause to the elixir of life; it kept

classical dramatic tradition,

him alive during the good times and the bad.

singing stars.

styles such as the swell, the

Left: Rickards is featured on this Middlesex

Harry Rickards’ London Star troupe —

In his ‘Going To The Derby’, Rickards
including his wife Carrie Tudor, a serio-comic, captured an element of the robust spirit of the
Lizzie Watson, a burlesque actress, Richard
independent, affable and go-ahead coster.
Ramsden, a baritone, and his manager Enderby

performances, their season proved to be so
popular it extended to a remarkable 96.7

of a different kind. Written and composed by

song he sang in Australia. Its four stanzas, in

G.W.Hunt in waltz time, it tells the story of a

2/4 tempo di schottische, tell the story of Billy

‘melancholy horticulturist’ rejected in love.

Bell, a costermonger who ‘deals in carrots,

Rickards’ sources of comedy stemmed from a

turnips, leeks and cabbages’, and every year

clever combination of movement, voice and

drives himself to Epsom for the annual
Derby.8 The chorus repeats:

language: first, the melancholic nature of the

Goin’ to the Derby, lookin’ werry smart,
Doin’ all the journey in me donkey cart;
Passin’ all the wehicles like a bloomin’ dart,
Goin’ to the Derby in me little donkey cart.
Page 38

love-sick suitor’s advances towards Mary
Jones: ‘When I stood at the bar, I would
’eave a deep sigh and, when she look’d at
me, I’d wink one eye’; second, the
application of the cockney coster’s vocal
characteristics similar to those portrayed in

first music hall appearance until 14 years later,

looking dapper, Rickards kept faith with his

when ‘his quaint and semi-pathetic manner’,

Sydney Tivoli fans and appeared on stage for

according to H. Chance Newton, who was

what would be his penultimate appearance,

there, ‘made a deep impression and [he] had
an immediate success’.16

singing a popular new song, ‘Give My Regards

acts from overseas. Aside from his later sixmonth summer-to-autumn pattern of

Another of Rickards’ perennially popular

composed by Arthur Lloyd, was the first

Australian entrepreneurial career.

home in the colonies. He planned to import

comical dance opportunities.

Rickards claimed that ‘Going To The Derby songs, ‘The Blighted Gardener; or Cabbages
In My Little Donkey Cart’, written and
And Turnip Tops’, is a Cockney coster’s lament

Above: Harry Rickards at height of his

suffering from a severe cold, although still

Rickards took the major step of making his

Jackson — opened at St George’s Hall, Melbourne the sprightly trotting action of Billy Bell’s
on 9 December 1871. Initially booked for seven donkey and cart, giving him plenty of

existence in the two hemispheres, he
My cabbages and my turnip tops,
My celery and my brokelo;
O, I’ll never love, No, I’ll never love,
None but sweet Mary Jones.11
Mary Jones symbolised the new working
woman, the voice (silent here) of a new
breed of women inhabiting the life of so

gradually lost contact with the English
music hall scene as a performer. During this
period, a new generation of up-and-coming
young London artistes, such as Albert
Chevalier, Dan Leno and Gus Elen,
emerged with their unique Cockney singing
styles.
Before Rickards left London in

many comic song characters of the
period.12 While attending to beer shop

September 1891, bound for South Africa

duties under the watchful eye of her

Chevalier, Leno and Elen, together with

parents, Mary maintains a social freedom

their female counterparts, Marie Lloyd,

and Australia, he shrewdly persuaded

other women of her age and class were

ON STAGE

On 23 February 1906, at the age of 62 and

made his professional début as an actor with
the Bancrofts in 1877.15 He did not make his

Music Hall bill from 1882.

The eight-bar chorus rhythm simulated

Between his Australian tours and theatre

Winter 2011

Chevalier’s genteel and sympathetic
Cockney coster characters, happy and
inoffensive representations of the East End
working-class, enjoyed a universal appeal
that transcended class barriers.
Although Rickards’ performance style
differed from Chevalier’s, his presentation of

To Leicester Square’:
		
You gaze at the friends you are
leaving behind,
Then try to be cheerful and say:
Give my regards to Leicester Square,
Dear Piccadilly and Mayfair.21
The song’s words vied oddly with his

these non-threatening and idealised stage

Sydney farewell, but his audience accepted

figures received a similar response in the

the ‘goodbye’ association and helped him to

colonies: ‘his coster sketches are encored six
times on an average’.17 Costers selling their

finish the refrain with full-throated abandon

fruit and vegetables in the inner suburbs of

Street and give them my love in the Strand’.

Melbourne were not an uncommon sight

As the audience roared its approval, the

during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

orchestra struck up ‘Arf A Pint Of Ale’, 

that ended on ‘Remember me kindly to Regent

*
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afternoon service at St Mark’s Church, Darling
Point, on 23 December 1911, his body was
placed in Waverley Cemetery overlooking
the Pacific Ocean. A vault bears the simple
inscription ‘Rickards’. Above it, a neoclassical

Letters to the Editor

10. Baillie, Catalogue of Printed Music, vol. 36:
p.38.
11. Bodleian Library. Box of uncatalogued
music marked A-HUSH.
12. Jane Traies, ‘Jones and the Working Girl:

Golden memories

bounds since Day One. It is interesting to

I enjoyed ‘The first theatre in the Australian

revisit old theatres and past performers

Italian marble cupola records the lives and

Class Marginality in Music-Hall Song

diggings’, the article by Charles F. Moran

deaths of Rickards, his third wife, Kate, his son,

1860-1890 .

retrieved by Peter Sumner and featured in

Sydney, and his daughters, Noni and Madge.
At the time of his death, Harry Rickards
was considered ‘the largest single-handed
music hall manager and proprietor in the

13. The Sydney Morning Herald 10 Dec.1892: p.2.

On Stage, Autumn 2011. The piece gave

14. The Oakington branch of the Leete family

me a sense of being there. I also imagined

tree given to the writer by Michael Leete.

New York, remembering his time in Australia.

15. Roy Busby, British Music Hall: An

Were there similar theatres on the New

world, most of the vaudeville theatres in

Illustrated Who’s Who from 1850 to the

America and England being run by
syndicates and companies’.23

Present Day, London, Paul Elek, 1976: p.33.

He re-drew Australia’s variety theatre map
and staked it out as his own. His entrepreneurial

Moran, years later, and possibly then in

South Wales goldfields such as Ophir, Sofala

16. Busby, British Music Hall, p. 33.

or Bathurst? Did Victoria beat NSW to the

17. The Bulletin 24 Dec. 1892: p.8.

first theatre on the gold fields? Perhaps the

18. Benny Green, ed., The Last Empires: A

vast scale of the Victorian gold finds caused

practices made a huge and long-lasting impact

Music Hall Companion, London, Pavilion,

a mass exodus of thespians from the founding

on the country’s show business history,

1986: pp.119, 123.

colony. Incidentally, I found a reference in a

resonances of which still echo today.

Victorian Government Gazette that a Charles F.

19. The Era 26 June 1870: p.8.

The salutary titles of ‘King’ and ‘Napoleon’ 20. The references to Rickards’ bankruptcy

Moran was a clerk of petty sessions at the
gold rush town of Redbank in 1862.

of vaudeville stuck fast. They served to elevate

in England during the 1860s may have

Rickards to an almost hero-like status and eclipse

some connection with his association

his reputation as a singer.

with the South Hackney but, to date, the

Regards,
- Mimi Colligan
Brighton, Victoria

fate of Rickards’ first entrepreneurial
This article was previously published in the

venture remains unclear.

A Rickards Sydney Tivoli program from 1900.

British Music Hall Society’s magazine Call

21. Writer’s private collection.

Boy. It draws on Gae Anderson’s biography,

22. Sydney Sportsman, 18 October 1911, p. 3.

bright piece that counterbalanced the

Tivoli King: Life of Harry Rickards, Vaudeville

Pat Finn’s four 10-line stanza tribute in

sentimentality of the Leicester Square song.

Showman published by Allambie Press in 2009,

Sportsman has been cut for the sake of

Rickards followed it with ‘The Best, Best World’,

distributed by Currency Press, and her doctoral

brevity to include only the first four lines

an apt title for a man whose Australian theatrical

thesis, Harry Rickards: a Performance-Centered

of the fourth stanza.

venture had made him a household name.

Portrait from Music Hall to Vaudeville , Volumes

In 1908 Rickards engaged Tommy Burns
to lecture and demonstrate his boxing prowess
at a Tivoli Theatre charity matinée on
Christmas Eve. Burns, a Canadian living in
America, had been taken to Australia to
defend his world heavyweight boxing title
against Jack Johnson, the African-American
champion of the world. Not one to be upstaged
by a renowned prize fighter, Rickards advertised
his final appearance at the Tivoli singing
‘the choicest gems of his repertoire’. It was
to be his last.
While on a talent-finding mission to Britain
and mainland Europe, Rickards died suddenly
at Thornton Heath, Surrey, on 13 October 1911.

23. The Sydney Morning Herald, 14 October 1911.

One and Two, University of Sydney, 1998.
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Though she will always be

Cemetery, Sydney. James White’s bust of
Rickards was removed some years ago.

remembered here for her
definitive portrayal of the Wife
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of Bath in Canterbury Tales, her 1969 tour
with that show was not her first visit to this
country. In 1964 she played Evie in the
sadly under-appreciated Stop the World — I
Want to Get Off at the Tivoli, opposite
Jackie Warner as Littlechap.
- Peter Pinne

Left: Inside the Estates Theatre, Prague.
Image: Brian Sutton.
Above: The late Evelyn Page as The Wife of
Bath in The Canterbury Tales, 1979.

n
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In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Clockwise from top left: Don Mercer, President of the Melbourne Scots, Lewis Fiander, Co-Patron of the Association. Graeme is also the
and convener John Reid, unveil a plaque (right) outside Scots Church,

Secretary of Theatre Heritage Australia Inc.

Collins Street on 19 May 2011. The plaque commemorates the 150th

Peter Cousens (left) and John Wood presenting a scene from the new

anniversary of Dame Nellie Melba’s birth.

Australian musical Strange Bedfellows, at the show’s launch at the

Dame Elisabeth Murdoch

AC DBE

and Barry Humphries

AO CBE

at the

Princess Theatre on 27 June 2011.

Gala Celebration presented by the Melba Foundation in honour of

National Institute of Circus Arts Director and CEO Pamela Creed and
Dame Nellie Melba’s 150th Birthday at Myer Mural Hall on 14 June 2011. circus historian Mark St Leon at the launch of Mark’s new book,
Image: Melba Recordings/Peter Warren; all other images THA.
Circus — The Australian Story, at NICA headquarters on 20 May 2011.
At a reception on 21 June 2011 at the City of Boroondara’s newly

Olive Kingette, a veteran of countless J.C.Williamson musicals,

completed Kew Court House Arts Centre: Graeme McCoubrie,

celebrates her 100th birthday at Burwood Hill Aged Care on

Chairman of the Kew Court House Arts Association (left), with actor

13 May 2011.
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Googie and John

I

there and there’s so much to say about
work, about the family, about why we don’t
see more of each other. ‘It’s 30 years almost

An affectionate remembrance by Bunty Turner, Eliza Doolittle in the original
Australian production of My Fair Lady.

to the day since I produced How To Succeed

first became aware of

audition, and make it back in

John McCallum and

time for the evening

Googie Withers when my

performance.

father took me to see a film

for JCW. It’s always been my second
favourite musical,’ John says, and adds with
his customary charm: ‘After My Fair Lady.’
In the easy come-easy-go, transient

I had been required to

called It Always Rains on

learn the scene in which Eliza

Sunday in which they both

hurls Henry Higgins’ slippers

had starring roles. I have no

at him for ignoring her

idea why my father took me

contribution to their success at

to a film described in Halliwell’s

the ball. I played it with Robin

Film Guide as a ‘slumland

Bailey who had already been

melodrama, electrifyingly

cast as Higgins, and afterwards

vivid, and very well done’

John leapt on stage, took my

when I was nine years old,

hands in his and said: ‘Would

but that was just the beginning.

you like to go by sea or by air?’

Take Two was in a London

theatre life everyone is ‘darling’. At risk of
sounding idiotically sentimental, John and
Googie really are.
This tribute was first published in the
program for High Spirits, the Gordon/Frost
Organisation production in which Googie
and John toured in 1993. We thank Ms
Turner and John Frost oam for allowing us
to include it in On Stage.

Later he led me down to

theatre a dozen years later. I

the stalls and introduced me to

Top: Googie and John in The

was one of several hopeful

his wife. Googie hugged me

Circle at the Haymarket Theatre,

young things (some might say

with genuine warmth while

London, 1977.

hundreds — we theatre people

remaining, as always,

Above: Bunty Turner with

quintessentially a star.

Stuart Wagstaff at the My Fair

do tend to exaggerate)
auditioning for the coveted

We all know memory
can play funny tricks,

9 February 2009.

Rehearsals flew by in an

n

Gus
goss

held at Her Majesty’s Theatre,

22 years old.

production of My Fair Lady, to

page 46.

Lady 50th Anniversary Reunion,

It was my birthday. I was

role of Eliza in the Australian

See Googie Withers’ tribute in Exeunt,

but I was bemused by

be produced by

agony of apprehension.

J.C.Williamson’s.

Opening night in Melbourne,

players on stage is missing on

Mitchell’s reminiscences

29 January 1959, was a

television. But Googie’s

in The Age on 27 June:

nightmare of heat, adrenalin

performance as the nouveau

You know the kind of
thing, the bored pianist in the

arts guru Harold

‘Way back in 1961,’

pit banging out the same songs over

and a fading, exhausted, voice. When

riche mother in the television

and over. The interminable wait until

the curtain finally fell I fled to my

adaptation of Anita Brookner’s

row of “the gods” at the old Tivoli Theatre

your name is called. The heart-

dressing room and collapsed in a flood

novel Hotel Du Lac, is included

in Bourke Street. Way off in the distance was

stopping moment when you realise

of homesickness, self-pity and relief.

in my list of unforgettable

a tiny June Bronhill… I can still see her as if

performances.

it were yesterday. She was singing “Vilia” in

you’re on. You stand there, vulnerable,

And there was Googie, banning

centre stage, lit by a naked bulb.

entry to everyone, popping a

me the same question: ‘How are the

Afterwards you peer into the darkness

champagne cork, talking me down with

children?’

of the empty theatre, seeking the body

such kindness, such generosity, that I

that goes with the voice that has

decided then and there that she would

visit to Cape Town and met my husband

invited you to talk about yourself.

be my role model and she still is.

Geoff and our dressing-gowned babies. We

Once, John made a fleeting business

he says, ‘I sat in the last

It is a role always talked about among

a performance of The Merry Widow. What

theatre people who believe only they can

wonderful Lorenz Hart words: “Vilia, oh

tell the difference between a good part and

Vilia, oh let me be true; My little life is a

a good performance.

love song to you”.’

In the enchanting house Googie and

Which is, to say the least, strange. The

The rest is little cameos, running in

dined together, he was amusing, and we

John call home and return to on Pittwater,

a comforting constant through my life.

were enchanted, and then he flew away

Lorenz Hart lyrics were written for the 1934

Sydney, Geoff and I with their current cast

Jeanette MacDonald film.

standing there, on stage, while they

Googie back from Broadway, teaching

again, back to the UK, to Googie and a

sit down to a Sunday lunch which flows

openly discussed your attributes (or

me the Twist, a dance she’d learned

season at Chichester’s Festival Theatre.

into tea.

lack of them) with colleagues in the

from Chubby Checker. Googie and

I quit the theatre for journalism,

stalls. Not John McCallum. He was

John on stage — no, commanding the

emigrated to Australia and was inevitably

laugh and talk about everything, including

stage — here and there around the world

assigned to interview the McCallums.

Would I not die for you, dear, if I could?’

charming; he spoke to you and not

a very dear mutual friend who — whisper it

including London’s Haymarket Theatre,

I tried hard to be objective and they

But what June actually sang were new lyrics

about you, at least until you were no

only — had succumbed to a facelift. ‘I never

champagne in the dressing room

were enthusiastic, supportive and never

written for Sadlers Wells by Christopher Hassell:

longer there. He was, he is, a gentleman.

would,’ Google says, and adds, ‘Would you?’

said, as everyone else did: ‘But how could

‘Vilia, O Vilia, my nymph of delight,

afterwards, introducing my beloved
brother to my ‘stage’ family, so happy

you give up the theatre, don’t you miss it?’

It was John McCallum.
In my day, producers left you

I was touring in the post West End
production of Julian Slade’s Free as Air,

Top: Googie and John, 1993.

Memorable performances are usually in

when my agent called to tell me there was to Above: In their first film, The Loves of Joanna
be yet another, but final, audition. If my
Godden, 1947.

to bring them together.

mother drove me I could leave Oxford,

then, as time flew ever faster, they would ask

Page 44

I would ask: ‘How are the children?’ And
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the theatre because that vital electricity
which connects the audience with the
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As the sun sinks we sit in the dusk and

It’s another opening, another show, the
first night of How To Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying.
It has been too long since I’ve seen
John and Googie, and suddenly they are

The original English lyrics, written by
Adrian Ross for the 1907 London production, are:
‘Vilia, O Vilia! The witch of the wood!

Haunting the woodland, enchanting
the night...’
Oh, and The Merry Widow was at the Tiv
in 1960 and 1963, not 1961…
- Gus, the theatre cat n
Page 45

director and resident choreographer.

Exeunt

Kolobok became a fully professional
operation in 1975, but funding difficulties
led to its closure in 1983.
The following year Berezowsky was in
recognition of her service to ballet.
Madame Berezowsky died in Hobart,
where she had lived for many years. A
celebration of her life was presented at the
Australian Ballet School on 15 July.
W

Marina Berezowsky

AM

Jon Blake

Diana Davidson

Michelle Fawdon

Bill Hunter

Jon Blake
26.6.1958–29.5.2011
Born in New Zealand in 1958, Paul Jon
Blake moved to Australia with his parents
when he was 13. His mother, musician
Mascot Blake, was later a violinist with the
Sydney Symphony Orchestra.
Jon trained as a professional boxer but
found his métier as an actor, winning a

Paul Iles

Blair Milan

Nita Johns

Russell Murphy

Patty Norman

continuing role as Alan Archer in the 1977
soap opera The Restless Years, in which he
was credited as Sonny Blake. After top
billing in the 1982 film Freedom he
undertook a 12-months screen acting course
at the Stella Adler Studio in New York.
Among his later high profile films and TV
assignments was a starring role in the

in 1947. She made her Melbourne début at

frequently for Marian Street Theatre,

the National, Eastern Hill in 1950 in Emlyn

Killara, Nimrod, the Sydney Theatre

Williams’s The Light of Heart. In Shaw’s Arms

Company and Q Theatre, Penrith.

and the Man at Sydney’s Mercury Theatre in

Particularly notable were Burn Victim (which

1952 she shared the stage with Ruth

she co-wrote; Nimrod, 1982) Uncle Vanya

Cracknell and Gloria Payten, who became

(Nimrod, 1983), The Pack of Women

lifelong friends. Payten later founded

(Seymour Centre, 1983), Manning Clark’s

International Casting Service and became

History of Australia: The Musical (Princess,

Davidson’s agent.

Melbourne, 1988), Summer of the Seventeenth

In 1955 Davidson was in Phillip Street

1991) and Carnival in Kingaroy (Cremorne,

Elizabethan Theatre Trust. In 1959–60 she

Brisbane, 1992).

toured in The Piccadilly Bushman for JCW.
Later career highlights included Tribute
with Bobby Limb (1979), Hamlet (STC,

W

Daylight Saving (1989), The Wizard of Oz

Bill Hunter

(State Theatre, Melbourne, 1991) and
Emma in Summer of the Seventeenth Doll
(Albury, 2000)
She appeared in films and on TV in
series such as Number 96 and All the Way.
For five years Davidson worked for the
Multiple Sclerosis Society in public relations
and promotions, raising awareness and funds
for medical research.
She once said: ‘I’m 50 until I’m 65, then I’ll
be 80 so people will say, “Isn’t she marvellous?”’
W

(1982-84) and The Slim Dusty Movie (1984) in
Lucien Savron

Penelope Shelton

Keith Smith

which he appeared as himself.
Blake’s good looks, charismatic
presence and fast-rising star led to him
being dubbed ‘the next Mel Gibson’ and
named one of Cleo’s most eligible bachelors
of 1986.
His stage credits were limited to two seasons
of On Our Selection at Jane Street Theatre,
Randwick, and Nimrod Upstairs in 1979.
In December 1986 Blake was badly

Patsy Spencer

Frank Ward

Googie Withers

injured in a car accident while driving

ao cbe

home after the last day of filming The
Lighthorsemen in the South Australian desert.

Marina Berezowsky

am

14.3.1914–19.6.2011
Born in St Petersburg of Ukrainian parents,
Marina Berezowsky received her dance

In 1970 Berezowsky provided the

Berezowsky both choreographed and

choreography for the MTC production of

and was unable to care for himself. He

performed in.

The Caucasian Chalk Circle at the Russell Street

never recovered from the accident and died

Theatre. That same year, inspired by the

of pneumonia.

She continued teaching and working in

training in Kiev. She performed with several

Perth before a move to Melbourne put her

work of visiting folkloric companies,

Ukrainian companies before migrating to

into contact with Edouard Borovansky and

Berezowsky founded Kolobok Dance Company,

Australia with her husband in 1949.

the Borovansky Ballet.

aiming to give artistic and theatrical

Berezowsky became involved with the West

In 1964 she began teaching Character

W

Diana Davidson

expression to the many dance traditions

Australian Ballet during its foundation years.

Dance at the newly-established Australian

brought to Australia by migrants.

The company’s inaugural performance, on

Ballet School.

Berezowsky was the company’s artistic
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He sustained permanent brain damage

24 July 1953, included Romane, which

ON STAGE

Valley, Victoria, where she lived.

Spoleto Festival in Italy), Nick Enright’s

He also appeared in A Country Practice
Carolyn Rappel

In recent years Fawdon was a great
supporter of community theatre in the Yarra

1981), The Perfectionist (1982, and later at the

miniseries Anzacs.

Godfrey Philipp

Doll (New York, 1988, and Seymour Centre,

revues and in Shakespeare for the

Michele Fawdon
15.12.1947–23.5.2011

27.2.1940–21.5.2011
Veteran actor Bill Hunter has left a glorious
gallery of prototypical Aussie characters,
most notably as Major Barton in Peter
Weir’s Gallipoli in 1981.
Hunter was born in rural Victoria and
raised in Ballarat, where his father ran a
hotel. A swimming champion in his teenage
years, he made his acting début as an
uncredited extra in the Peter Finch film The
Shiralee (1957). His career progressed
through TV series such as Hunter (1967),
Riptide (1969), Division 4 (1970-75), Spyforce
(1971-73), Homicide (1973-75), Matlock Police
(1973-76), Ryan (1974), Prisoner (1979) and
Police Rescue (1991-92). Hunter’s increasingly

Multi-award winning actress Michele

important feature films included Mad Dog

Fawdon has lost a long battle with cancer.

Morgan (1976), Eliza Fraser (1976), Newsfront

Born in Essex, UK, Fawdon made her

(1978), Strictly Ballroom (1992), The Adventures

acting début aged just 12. She came to

of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (1994), Muriel’s

Australia in 1965.

Wedding (1994), Road to Nhill (1997) and

Her 40-year career covered stage, film
and, particularly, TV. She appeared in The

Australia (2008).
Hunter made his stage début in 1961 in

Flying Doctors, GP and A Country Practice and

a bit part in The World of Suzie Wong. His

more recently in City Homicide and Blue

other stage credits include Summer of the

Heelers. Her last work was the series Killing

Seventeenth Doll (Nimrod, 1973), Well Hung

Time, which also stars David Wenham. It is

(Nimrod, 1974), Down Under (Stables, 1976),

due to be screened in Australia 2011.

Makassar Reef (Nimrod, 1979, Errol Flynn’s

Fawdon’s Australian stage début was in

Great Big Adventure Book for Boys (Russell

All Things Bright and Beautiful at the

Street, 1979), Summer of the Seventeenth Doll

Ensemble Theatre, Sydney, in 1967.

(Seymour Centre, 1991) and the stage

The following year she was in Bye, Bye,
Birdie at Menzies Theatre Restaurant. In
1971 she was in the Australian musical

version of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
(Sydney and Melbourne, 2007–08).
Bill Hunter died after a short battle with

20.3.1929–2011

Stockade at the Independent, but her first

cancer. His funeral, at the Princess Theatre

Sydney-born actress Diana Davidson started

major role was Mary Magdalene in Jesus

on 26 May, was televised nationally by

her long career at the Independent Theatre

Christ Superstar in 1972. She appeared

the ABC.

Winter 2011
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Paul Iles

a secretarial position at The Firm’s head office series Beached Az (2009) and the award-

members of Gertrude Johnson’s National

in the Comedy Theatre. To supplement the

winning comedy Review with Myles Barlow

Cancer has claimed theatre administrator,

somewhat meagre salary, she ushered and

(2010) as well as Home and Away and All

Theatre Movement. She learnt stagecraft with including the Queen’s Christmas telecast and
the National’s resident drama director
This Is Your Life.

consultant and historian Paul Iles.

sold programs in the evenings.

Saints. In late 2009 Blair launched the GO!

William P. Carr.

11.4.1952-30.4.2011

Patty made her début in 1936 in a Young

to TV, producing shows for the BBC,

Carolyn was quickly elevated to the
Company and soon was promoted to
principal dancer. She had leading roles in

He came to Australia in 1959 and found

Raymonda, Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, Façade,

work in production at Channel Nine. In the

Gemini, Image Classique, Giselle, Cinderella and

His stage credits included City of the Plains

Australia League production of J.M.Barrie’s

1960s he helped stage Boy Scouts’ Gang

Don Quixote, among others.

C. Cooper until the Circuit closed. In 1968–69

(Bathurst Entertainment Centre, 2001), No More

Alice Sit by the Fire at the Garrick Theatre in

Shows at the Palais, Theatre, St Kilda, and

cleaner, but progressed rapidly through stage she was secretary to Maurice Nathan, then
Lord Mayor of Melbourne. After this came a
management, publicity, house management

Games (Newtown Theatre, 2004) and Room to

South Melbourne. In early 1940 her National

in Newcastle.

Move (Seymour Downstairs Theatre, 2006).

Theatre training earned her supporting roles

Born in Greenwich, UK, Iles was 15
when he left school and ran away to sea. He
started his 40-year theatrical career as a

and, eventually, administration. He worked

In 1955 she moved to the Tivoli; she was
personal secretary to general manager Gordon

Playhouse and twice for the Blackpool Grand.
He oversaw the £22 million ($33.63
million) refurbishment of the former Empire

In 1974 Nita joined the Victorian Arts
Centre, then under construction. Initially Nita
was personal secretary to general manager
George Fairfax. Fairfax was also president of

W

Russell Murphy
17.12.1938–13.6.2011
In his long career, Russell Murphy directed
more than 40 musical productions for

Theatre — now the Edinburgh Festival Theatre the Confederation of Australian Arts Centres
Whitehorse Musical Theatre, Starlight
and Nita became the Confederation’s secretary.
— working on the project from 1992 until
Theatre Company, Lyric Theatre Company,
She travelled widely, attending meetings all
1996. After his departure the theatre’s
Viaduct Theatre and Festival Theatre
funding was increased to a level that he had over Australia. At Fairfax’s request she
Company — from Robert and Elizabeth,
suggested. It was said that he was effectively toured Australia as manager for the great
Calamity Jane, Bye Bye Birdie, Grand Hotel and
Spanish soprano Victoria de los Angeles.
dismissed for being right.
Metropolis, to A Bunch of Ratbags, Cabaret and
Nita eventually became programming
He remained in Edinburgh, conducting a
My Fair Lady.
busy theatrical consultancy — ‘The Laughing manager of the (then) Melbourne Concert
From 1983 until 1988 Murphy was general
Hall, and later worked in the Arts Centre’s
Audience’ — from his flat, which contained
manager of the Anthill Theatre, where he
more than 6000 theatre books, business records programming department. Her duties included
directed a highly acclaimed production of
meeting visiting artists at the airport and
and posters.
Jacques Brel is Alive And Well and Living In
Iles found time to complete two research ensuring they had a happy stay in Melbourne.
Paris (1986). Other highlights included the
Nita retired in 1991, but retained her keen
degrees at Glasgow University. As well, he
opera Amahl and the Night Visitors with June
served on many public bodies. For nine years interest in all aspects of the performing arts.
Bronhill and John Fulford at St Paul’s
She was a valued member of Theatre
he was the Scottish trustee of the Theatres
Cathedral, Melbourne in 1979.
Heritage Australia Inc.
Trust, the advisory body for UK theatre
Early in his career he appeared as an
buildings, and he was a member of the
W
actor in Hobson’s Choice, The Fantasticks and
Scottish Arts Council for three years.
Kelly Country (1968), where he met his
Iles worked in Australia from 1976 to 1987.
Blair Milan
lifetime partner, Len O’Connor.
He was general manager and director of Nimrod
25.6.1981–17.4.2011
Subsequently O’Connor stage-managed
Theatre in Sydney, general manager of the
A rare blood disorder — acute myeloid
most of Murphy’s productions. Murphy was a
State Theatre Company at the Adelaide
leukemia — has claimed the life of Blair
drama teacher for Western College of TAFE.
Festival Centre, and founding producer of
Milan, the actor son of Australian food and
He also wrote book, music and lyrics for the
the North Queensland Theatre Company. He
wine expert Lyndey Milan. He had just
children’s musical Fishy Whiskers Finds His Name,
became an Australian citizen.
returned from promoting overseas sales of
produced by Whitehorse Theatre Company
At the time of his death, Iles was working
their new TV cooking series, Lyndey & Blair’s in 2000, and the play The Bus to Mudgee Creek
in England as associate director of the
Taste of Greece.
for the Victorian Drama League Library.
Georgian Theatre Royal, Richmond, and
Blair grew up on Sydney’s North Shore,
Russell Murphy died at Southport
principal lecturer in arts management at the
attending Barker College before graduating
Hospital, Queensland, after a long illness
Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts
in communications from Charles Sturt
and several strokes. He was 73.
Iles’ idiosyncratic website, www.
University in Bathurst.
laughingaudience.co.uk, is worth a visit.
He also studied at the Professional Actors
W
Workshop in Los Angeles and the Australian
W
Institute for Performing Arts.
Patty Norman

Nita Johns

He started his TV career at the age of 14
as a lead presenter for Nickelodeon
Channel’s Coast to Coast, where he reported

7.9.1930–2.7.2011
Nita Joyce Johns’ long career in the performing on his overland adventures from New York
arts started in 1947 with J.C.Williamson’s, in to Los Angeles. He appeared in the TV
Page 48

1.12.1918–4.5.2011
Much-loved Melbourne theatrical identity
Patricia ‘Patty’ Norman has died, aged 92.
Born Patricia Henry, Patty started her
theatrical career as one of the original

ON STAGE

She toured widely with the Australian
Ballet, and lived for a while in the United

In 1965 he and John-Michael Howson

in a series of farces — Charley’s Aunt, It’s a Girl created the enormously successful children’s
and Giving the Bride Away — at the Princess.
TV series The Magic Circle Club, following it in

spell as production manager at Channel

with many of the UK’s major regional theatres, Seven. From 1970 to 1973 she worked with
the Moomba organisation.
including the Watermill in Newbury, the
Manchester Royal Exchange, the Oxford

Channel for the Nine Network.

States. When she returned to Australia she
taught, then found a niche in arts administration
at the Queensland Performing Arts Complex.

During the run she became engaged to the star, 1967 with Adventure Island. Philipp produced
debonair comedian Charles Norman. The
and directed the Magic Circle Club pantomime

disease, from which she had been suffering

subsequent wildly-successful Sydney season

for four years.

The Stolen Smile staged at the Melbourne
provided the recently opened Minerva Theatre Tivoli at Christmas 1965.
with its first ‘hit’. Charles and Patty married
Philipp went on to produce and/or direct

Carolyn died from motor neurone

W

in Sydney in September 1940, shortly before

The Carol Raye Show (1966), Hey You (1967),
the company moved on to Brisbane and then Sounds Like Us (1970), Skyways (1979) and
to Newcastle.
Prisoner (1979–1984).
Although Patty appeared frequently with

In 1977 Philipp was appointed lecturer in

her husband at the Tivoli and in ‘live’ radio

media at the Northern Rivers College of

variety, she continued to work regularly with

Advanced Education at Lismore, New South

the National and, occasionally, the Little

Wales. There he established the Australian

Theatre. She was a memorable Gwendolyn

Children’s Media Workshop, which received

in The Importance of Being Earnest in 1946. For

$35 000 from the Australian Film Commission

Melbourne’s first Moomba Festival, in 1954,

to develop children’s TV programs. The

she was in a luminous A Midsummer Night’s

result was five pilot shows, generically titled

Dream, designed by John Truscott and presented Rainbow. Though it won Philipp a Logie, the
on an open-air stage in the Treasury Gardens. series has never been screened.
Later that year she was in a JCW revival of
Charley’s Aunt at the Comedy.

In 1972 Philipp directed the launch of
the Labor Party’s ‘It’s Time’ campaign at the

At Christmas 1956 she and Charles played St Kilda Town Hall. After that he existed
in pantomime and melodrama in an 800-seat mainly on producing TV commercials. In 1988
tent on the Rosebud foreshore.
When Charles was chosen by Channel
Seven to host their live variety show Club

he worked with Joe Latona on a proposed
series, Strike Me Lucky, for Australia’s
Bicentennial, but it came to nothing.

Seven, Patty joined him. She worked in comedy

Philipp later devoted himself to the
sketches and established herself as the channel’s Salvation Army. His last years were hard,
innovative and inexhaustible wardrobe mistress. and at times he was homeless. He died at a
In more recent years Patty was a familiar

Brotherhood of St Laurence Aged Care

figure at countless Melbourne first nights,

Centre in Fitzroy, where he had lived in

enjoyed the conviviality of the Limelighters

obscurity for the past 10 years.

Club, and lent her enthusiastic support to
Theatre Heritage Australia — she was one of

W

our foundation members.
Michael Norman, one of Patty’s three
sons, is a noted theatre company manager.
W

Godfrey Philipp
9.8.1936–21.4.2011

Carolyn Rappel
1947–19.7.2011

5.7.1967–4.5.2001
Born in East Melbourne, Lucien Oliver Brillat
Savron attended the University of Melbourne,
where he completed a Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
in Pure Philosophy at Trinity College.
While still a student, he formed GAS
Theatre Company, staging dynamic productions
including a critically acclaimed Othello
starring Tristan Gemmill. In 1989 he appeared
on stage in Mark Nicholls’ production of
Richard III at the Guild Theatre. He received
the Sutherland Award for Theatrical Achievement
and, in 1992, a Queen Elizabeth II Silver
Jubilee Award Grant for Young Australians,
which enabled him to stage the Handel
opera Alceste.
In 1992 he worked as an assistant director
at the MTC. He completed the NIDA
directing course in 1996.
While still at NIDA he directed
productions for Perth’s Black Swan Theatre
Company, as well as Woyzeck at the CUB
Malthouse, Lucky at the Carlton Courthouse
and Alex Broun’s Desire for the Melbourne
Fringe Festival. He was also co-ordinator of
the Universal Theatre in Fitzroy.
Savron was equally at home working in
film. A prolific screenwriter, he was awarded
the Tropfest Emerging Writer’s Mentorship

Carolyn Rappel (née Verdun) was born in

in 1998. Two years later he set up his own

Atherton, Queensland, and grew up in Brisbane.

production company, Twenty Dollar Films,

At Audrey Buchanan’s dance school she
was spotted by Peggy Van Praagh, the first
artistic director of the Australian Ballet. Van

Born in Britain, Godfrey Pettersson Philipp

Praagh found her a place in the inaugural

worked in London with Granada Theatres,

classes of the Australian Ballet School, under

producing revues and plays. He later turned

Margaret Scott.

Winter 2011

Lucien Savron

and received a Film Victoria New Writer’s
Grant for his script Still Holding, which went
on to win Best Unproduced Screenplay at
the Inside Film Awards.
In 2002 he collaborated with actor/writer
John-Paul Hussey on the one-man play

*
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Chocolate Monkey, which garnered two Green

1963), Dylan (St Martin’s, 1965), Busybody

Room Award nominations, many return

(with Irene Handl, JCW, 1966) and Emma in

seasons, rave reviews, a national tour and a

Summer of the Seventeenth Doll (Australian

run at the Dublin Fringe Festival.

Nouveau Theatre, Athenaeum, 1988).

In 2005 Savron created the Bondi

Shelton was frequently heard in radio

Patsy Spencer

By now a family man, Ward opted for a

worked on many flagship Nine Network

Pat Nicholson trained at Jenny Brennan’s

400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth.
more settled career in TV. From 1963 he was The following year she played Edith in
a cast regular in Bobby Limb’s Sound of Music James Brazill’s Desire of the Moth, a rare JCW

Melbourne dancing studio, and immediately

and its successor The Bobby Limb Show,

hirer to the film and TV industries.

went into JCW wartime shows like Rose-Marie

eventually becoming producer. In the 1970s

1928–20.4.2011

venture into home-grown theatrical product.

International Theatre Company, producing

drama, and for some time she was an

and The Desert Song. After the war she was in

an acoustic rock musical, The Merchant of

announcer at 3UZ.

the original Annie Get Your Gun. In 1953 she

In 1968 John and Googie were reunited
he worked on the Sydney club circuit, but by in the Alan Ayckbourn comedy Relatively
the early 1980s he had returned to TV
Speaking, after which came a 51-week tour in

toured in revivals of Annie Get Your Gun and

production, this time at the ABC. His long

Neil Simon’s Plaza Suite. In 1971 Googie played

Venice Beach, based on the Shakespeare play.

Shelton’s long list of TV credits include

programs and important documentaries. His
company, Lemac, is a leading supplier and

Robert John ‘Bob’ Christo, the Australian
engineer who became an icon of the Indian
film industry, died in Bengaluru on 20 March
2011, aged 72. Christo starred in more than

In 2008 he reworked Still Holding for a

roles in Consider Your Verdict, Ten Town, The

Kiss Me, Kate. Following the Perth season she

list of ABC credits includes The Saturday

a Western Australian country publican in the

theatrical season at Carlton Courthouse and

Magic Boomerang, Homicide, Division Four,

left the company and sailed for Europe,

Show, The James Pegler Show, Australia, You’re

film The Nickel Queen.

directed a series of readings of new plays for

Matlock Police, Bellbird, Prisoner, Water Under

where she worked under the name Patsy

Standing In It and The Gillies Report. Ward

Fly-On-The-Wall Theatre. These were the

the Bridge, A Thousand Skies and Pugwall.

Spencer.

retired in 1989. His wife, Desle, died in

Cherry Orchard and An Ideal Husband, both

Alfred Conder died on 30 April 2011. ‘The

2006.

staged at the Comedy. She maintained a

Czar of Darkness’ was aged 83.

prelude to the acclaimed 10-minute play
festival MelBorn08’s Playspotting at the
Carlton Courthouse, for which Savron
directed both Cate Blanchett Wants To Be My
Friend on Facebook by Alex Broun and Unsafe

W

Keith Smith
4.9.1917–2.6.2011
Born in the Melbourne suburb of Northcote,

Sex, a short film.

Her first engagement was touring Italy
with a revue company led by Anna Magnani.
She then went on to work at London’s famed

signwriter, he was soon earning a few extra

Normal University.
Back in Melbourne in 2010, he directed
the Australian première reading of Sam
Shore’s The Idea of America at Chapel Off
Chapel. He then worked again with Hussey

pounds writing radio comedy scripts and
appearing in radio plays.
After war service he moved to Sydney,
where he worked in advertising, acted on

on a 50-minute stand-up comedy piece called stage and radio and eventually became an
ABC radio reporter.
3 Magic Moves for the Melbourne Comedy
Festival. He was immersed in several new

An assignment at a Manly school gave

in William Douglas Home’s gentle comedy

On television Patsy worked with most of

Southport, Queensland.

Googie Withers

ao cbe

12.3.1917-15.7.2011
Georgette Lizette Withers was born in Karachi,
India, which was where she acquired the
affectionate nickname ‘Googie’. She studied
acting and dancing in London. After her début
in The Windmill Man at the Victoria Palace in
1929 she scored increasingly important parts
on stage and film. During the war she was
part of a British army entertainment unit.

W

In 1948 Googie married Australian actor

Frank Ward
31.3.1929–8.5.2011

John McCallum. The following year they
appeared together in the film Traveller’s Joy.
In 1954 they were paired on stage in Waiting

Frank Ward was a true ‘Billy Elliot’ – a miner’s

for Gillian. Its success led to a 1955 tour of

projects, including a production of the four-

him the idea for his first interview show, A

son, born in Edlington, a tiny, impoverished

Australia and New Zealand in the comedy

act version of The Importance of Being Earnest,

Word from Children. In 1950 he moved to the

Yorkshire village. By the age of 13 he had

Simon and Laura. They later appeared in the

when he was killed in a car accident in

Macquarie Network with The Pied Piper, which

won a scholarship to Sadler’s Wells Ballet

Rattigan drama The Deep Blue Sea, which

Millbrook, Victoria.

was recorded in front of a live audience. In

School. After four years of dance he scored

Googie had played in London. Their next

W

1953 he created Happy To Know You, a half-hour small roles in the musicals Carissima (1948)
and Her Excellency (1949) — where he was
radio program of interviews with migrants.
By 1955 he was working on five shows at

Penelope Shelton
14.9.1930–8.5.2011

befriended by Australian actress Letty Craydon;

once, including the high-rating comedy Laugh in 1950 she persuaded him to move to Australia.
For a while he lived with Letty and her
Till You Cry with George Foster.
Smith’s first book, A Word from Children,

Australian venture was Roar Like a Dove,
which toured for nine months in 1959.
In 1960–1961 Googie toured for Williamson’s
in a vintage Somerset Maugham comedy,
The Constant Wife, and Clifford Odets’ Winter

husband, Ron Shand, in their Kings Cross flat.

Journey, in which she had starred in London.

Ward soon found his theatrical feet. He

Googie made her New York début in 1961 in

Born in East Kew, Victoria, Penelope Kithchin was published in 1960. Two years later he
Kerr started her long career in amateur
developed a TV show, Instant People, on-the-

was in Brigadoon (1951) and the Borovansky

The Complaisant Lover, then returned to

dramatic productions, though one of earliest

spot interviews with people of all ages. In

Ballet’s Jubilee Season (1952). After this came

Australia to star in the contemporary drama

appearances was with the Anew McMaster
company in The Taming of the Shrew at the

1967 The Pied Piper moved successfully to TV, a long stint with the Tivoli Circuit, in revues,
but his 1970 TV comedy Mrs Finnegan, which pantomimes and the musical Zip Goes a

Princess in 1949.

he wrote with George Foster, was a rare failure.

Woman in a Dressing Gown, which Ted Willis
had written for her. It had its world première

Million (1954). In 1961, between the matinée

at the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne on

Adopting her married name, Shelton, she He bounced back with Small Talk in 1978.
worked with the Little/St Martin’s Theatre in
Smith’s last book was an evocation of the

and the evening show, Ward married

9 November 1962. Googie’s performance

glamorous Tivoli chorus girl Desle Todd. That

was hailed as ‘a triumph’.

South Yarra. In 1962 she toured Victoria for

Great Depression called Australian Battlers

same year he scored a ‘straight’ role in the JCW

the CAE in the UTRC production of Blithe

Remember. It was published when he was 86.

production of The Amorous Prawn, and he was

Spirit. Other stage work included The Man

‘The Pied Piper’ spent his last years living an engaging Ginger Mick in the enormously
successful musical The Sentimental Bloke.
as a recluse.

Who Came to Dinner (UTRC, Russell Street,
Page 50
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scored a major hit as a prison governess in
In 1978 Googie and John toured Australia

W

Patsy died in a retirement home in

concurrent career in the West End and also
the British TV series Within These Walls.

most West End theatres.

and development funding from Arts Victoria. on publish 27 books and become a much loved was a cast member of the London production
In 2009 Savron accepted a lectureship in figure on radio and TV, best remembered as of the musical Fanny, which starred Robert
the Cinema Television Program at the United the ‘Pied Piper’, conducting interviews with
Morley. She was a leading dancer in the
about
two
million
Australian
children.
International College, a combined initiative
British musical film Oliver!.
Alhough Smith started his career as a

Production, at the Arts Centre.

Windmill Theatre, at the Palladium, and at

A further collaboration with Hussey, Love Edward Keith Smith had a perfunctory education the leading stars of the day, including The
Monkey, received a work-in-progress showing — he was expelled from school at age 13 because Beatles, Cliff Richard and Ronnie Corbett.
his parents couldn’t afford the fees — yet he went She danced in The Danny La Rue Show and
as part of the Arts Centre’s TILT program,

of Hong Kong Baptist University and Beijing

Ward’s son, Frank Ward Jnr, is Manager,

In 1972 Googie joined the MTC for The

In 1964 Googie was in the distinguished
company Williamson’s assembled for The

The Kingfisher.
In 1982 they toured in the Somerset
Maugham comedy The Circle, which they had
first played at the Chichester Festival in 1976.

Veteran Australian lighting designer Melvin

Former dancer, teacher and dance
administrator Donna Greaves died recently
in Sydney. In her long career she served as
dance officer on the Theatre Board of the
Australia Council, general manager of Bell
Shakespeare and an assistant to the Victorian
Ministry of the Arts. She was a founding
member of the Ausdance organisation.

They were in Stardust in 1984, sharing top

Melbourne music entrepreneur Rod de Gruchy

billing with Robert Helpmann. The play was

died from cancer on 24 June 2011, aged 63.

expressly written for them by Ted Willis, and In the 1970s he was GM of Havoc Records
they had played it throughout the UK. In

(which signed Billy Thorpe), managed the

1987 Googie played Lady Armstrong in the

Coloured Balls and was involved in the Hard

TV series Melba, with John as George Musgrove. Rock Café and the Jump Club. De Gruchy
In 1990 Googie and John celebrated ‘50
years on stage and screen’ with a tour in
A.R.Gurney’s The Cocktail Hour. In 1990 they
toured Britain in On Golden Pond. In 1993 they
toured Australia again, this time in High
Spirits, a pot-pourri of excerpts from their past
successes, designed by their son, Nicholas.
At Chichester they played in Peter Hall’s
production of An Ideal Husband in 1996 and
in Lady Windermere’s Fan in 1997. They brought
An Ideal Husband to Australia in 1997.

later ran a jewellery firm in Bali with customers
including Elton John and Alanis Morrisette.
British feminist playwright Pam Gems died
on 13 May 2011, aged 85. Her two greatest
successes, Dusa, Fish, Stas and Vi and Piaf,
have been widely produced in Australia. The
latter was largely responsible for the revival
and continuing interest in the life and work of
Edith Piaf.
Best remembered for her role as Paddy in the

Googie was made an Officer of the

UK TV comedy The Rag Trade, British actress

Order of Australia in 1980; she was the first

Miriam Karlin died on 3 June 2011. She was

non-Australian woman to be honoured in this 85. In this country she appeared in the revue
way. She and John received Live Performance Is Australia Really Necessary? (1964–65), Fiddler on
Australia’s James Cassius Williamson Awards the Roof (1967), Butterflies Are Free (1971) and
in 1999.

Liselotte (1976), and on TV in The Mavis

John McCallum died in 2009 (see On
Stage, Summer 2010). Googie is survived by
her children Joanna, an actress, Nicholas, a
designer, and Amanda.
W
On Stage also pays tribute to:

First Four Hundred Years, ‘a program of

Brilliant Australian cinematographer John

Shakespeare’s infinite variety’ marking the

‘Brolga’ Bowring ACS (24.7.1955-16.4.2011)

Winter 2011

200 Bollywood action movies.

Bramston Show (1965).

Prolific TV scriptwriter Denise Morgan died
of cancer on 25 June 2011. In her 30-year career
she wrote for Prisoner, A Country Practice, Young
Ramsay, Blue Heelers and many others, as well
as the film adaptation of An Indecent Obsession.
American comic Wally Peterson died in
New York on 30 March 2011, aged 93.
From 1949 to 1976 he was married to the

*
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Australian singer and comedian Joy Nichols.

time. In 2010 he was made an Honorary

In September 1953 they opened at the

Member of the Order of Australia in

Sydney Tivoli in the revue Take It From Me

recongition of his service to the arts in

— based on Joy’s top-rating BBC radio

Australia and his suport for Australian artists

series Take It From Here — but after a few

in the UK. Harewood is survived by his

performances Joy suffered a nervous

wife, Australian violinist and model Patricia

breakdown and left the show. Peterson stayed

(‘Bambi’) Tuckwell. She was previously

on, transferring with the show to

married to well known Melbourne photographer

Melbourne, where it was retitled Big Time.

Athol Shmith.

Jay Dee Springbett, former Australian Idol

Mary Ford, an expert in ticketing for

judge and head of Artist and Repertoire at

performing arts events, died in Melbourne

Sony Music, was found dead in his Sydney

on 8 June 2011. She was 64.

apartment on 31 June 2011. He was 36.
Police said his death was not suspicious.

ISSN 1444-0156

Jim Mann, who died recently in Sydney at

Winter 2011

the age of 62, was production manager,

Donald Thornton, who died in Perth on

technical director and stage manager for

4 May 2011, contributed to Melbourne

NAISDA, Australia’s National Indigenous

music as a recitalist, teacher, and AMEB

Dance College at Kariong, NSW.

examiner of Piano and Music Theory.
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